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SPECIAL NOTICES.

THE PORTLAND UAILI PRESS,

IF YOU WANT
A Fine Job of Premising, have your
ment* CJean*e«l or Dyed at

FOSTER'S FOREST CITY DYE

Gar-

HOUSE,

13 Preble Si., Opp. Preble House.

No Ripping Required.
©ry day.

“~DR.

Kid Gloves Cleansed

ev

aprllsneodtf

E. B. REED,

Clairvoyant

and Botanic

Physician

Medical Rooms 592 Congress St.,

PORTLAND, ME.
Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
h®ir to; all ccses that are given up as incurable by
the allopathic and homoeopathic physicians. 1 will
take their case to treat and cure them. I And about
four fifths of the cases given up to die can be cured.
Examination at a distance by letter, with their
full name and place of residence and one 2 cent
■tamp and $2.00, Examination second sight and
consultation free.
Office bourn 9

9 p.

a. ui. to

Published every day
(Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 97 Exchange Street.
Portland. Mb.
Tuns: Eight Dollars a Year. To mail subscribe
ors, Seven Dollars a Year, if
paid In advance.
0P, Advertising: One inch of space, the
lengthof column, or twelve lines nonpareil consti-

tutes

“square.’*
daily first
™5w*^SLI>or “2uar0i
week
three

—

AT

—

Fo* er’* Dye Holme and Carpet Beating

Boom*,

13 PREBLE ST., opposite Preble House. All carpets Thoroughly Aired by Powerful exhaust
fans, and steam renovated by patent steam attachments.

Carpets
aprll

Cleansed at

all

seasons

the MAINE STATE PRESS.

■«??b.1i8ho;l6.Tery Thursday Morning, at $2.50 a
y®aTj Paid In advance, $2.00 a year.
^sorted m the “Maine State
x>™Ie!rti^?1?eZlt8
ha0 a Iarg® circulation in
every part
for
P«r square for first insertion
ka J'**?
0en^s ^or 0<Juare f°r each
*

subsequent

__PORTLAND
WEATHER

Washington, Jane
indications for New England

The

to

TRADE MARK REGISTERED BY-

M. k. JEWELL & gO.,
Agents,

to 448

Fore St.

my22
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Feather Beds and Pillows
RENOVATED

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
[11.00 P.M.]
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Island. 29.74
Boston, Mass.29.75

Blook

Eastjxirt,

Me. 29.65
Mt. Washington.. 29.72
Portland, Me. 29.73
Albany, N. Y... 29.86
Now York, N. Y.. 29.81

Philadelphia.29.80
Washington, I). C. 29.87
Charleston,

...29 86

Jacksonville, Fla. 29.88
Savannah, Ga.29.86
Cincinnati, Ohio.. 29 93
Buffalo, N. Y.... 29.83
Alpena, Mich.29.97
Chicago, Ills. 29.94
Duluth Minn. 29.92
Marquette, Mich,. 29.96

Milwaukee,

BY

Steam Machine Patent at
FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE. 13 Preble street. It
is not safe to use beds after sickness until they
have been renovated by steam.
aprllsneodtt

are

Eastport.

—

•

6.

winds, slowly rising
temperature, preceded by nearly stationary
temperature anc higher barometer.
Cautionary signals from Wilmington section

of the year.

Strictly Hand Made from
Pure, Choice Havana Leaf.

Manufacturers’

INDICATIONS.

fair weather, northerly

MAGHIGONNE
444

Inser-

Address ail communications to
PUBLISHING 00.

IF YOU ENJOY A FINE CIGAR
SMOKE THE

w

LonT'

sneodtf

—

76 cents per
le6s, *1.00, oontinuweek:

after;
Insertions or
ing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
lusertions or less, 76 cents; one
*?^re’J?reo
week, $1.00: $50 cents per week after.
Speclal Notices oim-thlrd additional.
and “Auction
b“Amusements**
per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.60.

CARPET BEATING BY MACHINEST

Wis.. 29 94
St. Louis Mo. ...29 83
St. Paul, Minn....29.73
Bis "arck, Dak... 29 39
St. Vincent, Minn 29.72
Omaha, Nebr. 29.58
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Fall.

MEETING*.

MAINE.

Notice.
a LL
members of Plymouth Congregational
Church are requested to meet at the houf>e of
Bro. R. D. Bean, No. 153 State street, June 8th. at
o’clock p. m., for the transaction of any business which may come before them.
Per order CHURCH COM.
P. S.—It is desirous that all who have not applied
for letters should do so at their earliest convenience.
je4d3t*

Jr.L

Annual

Meeting:.

Annual Meeting of stockholders of the Cum
berland Bone Co., will be held at the office of
the company, No. 2% Uoion Wharf, Portland, on
Tuesday, June 16th, at 3.00 p. m.
F. D. ELLIS, Treas.
je5d3t

THE

Maine Medical Association.

thirty-third

annual meeting of the Maine
Medical Association will be held at City Building, Portland, on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, June 9th, 10th and llih.
myOdlm CHAS. D. SMITH, M. D., Secretary.

THE

S&lI IF®

riniK

Cabinets
$4.50 per Dozen.

PANELS
$5.00 per Dozen.
FOR FEW WEEKS ONLY.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

THIS BOIEli

Their

PBOPBItllORH,

Regular Meeting

in Rath

Yester-

day.

Bath, Jane 5.—The regular meeting of the
Maine Hotel Proprietors’ Association was
held here today at City Hell, afternoon and
evening. A large number were nresent and
were the guests of J. M. Taylor of the Sagadahoc House. Among those present were:
W. D. Blethen, Blethen House, Dover.
W. G. Hubbard. Hilton House, Wiscasset.
Alfred .Perkins, Eureka House,
Hunnewell’s
Point.
R. K. Tu:ner, Turner House, Guilford.
W. F. Wight, Wight’s Hotel. Warren.
B. Barton, Barton Houue, Union.
Frank Hale, Dewitt House, LewistOD.
W. B. Johnson, Laucey House, Pittsfield.
W. H. Parsons^Foxcroft.
Thomas Morton. Railroad House, Unity.
S. B. Yates, Union.
Clia*. Miliiken, Augusta House, Augusta.
Horace Cony Cony House, Augusta.
F. A. Co mbs, Farmer’s Hotel, Augusta.
Royal Quirnby, Hotel Ixortb, Augusta.
H. W. Thayer, Banger Exchange, Bangor.
Eben Murch, Elmwood House, Waterville.
H. O. Blake. Hallowell House HalloweU.
Win. H.;Genmcr, Waidoboro.
Benj. Johnson, Gardiner House, Gardiner.
D. H. Dunbar Commercial House, Wiuterport.
O W. Moore, Waterville.
E. M. Blaslaud, Winn,
J. M. Taylor, Sagadahoc House, Bath.
Melieu Plummer. Bath Hotel.
J. W. Witliee, Stoddard House, Farmington.
G. E. Watson, Merchants' Exchange,Portland.
M. S. Gibsod, Preble House, Portland.
W. H. McDonald, United States Hotel, Portland.
J. K. Martin, Falmouth Hotel, Portland.
George H. Irish, Eagle House, Portland.
C. A. Fiske, Fiske House, Old Orchard.
H. W. & F, G. Staples, Sea Shore House, Old
Orchard.
E. Staples, Beach House, Lincoln.
R. D. Cobb, Cobb’s Hotel, Mechanic Falls.
J. E. Eaton, Eaton House, Waldoboro.
Otis Kaler, Kirkwood House. Scarboro.
Charles Ames, Camden.
S. B. Brewster, Tontine Hotel, Brunswick.
li. W. Haines, Coburn House, kowhegan.
B. C. Jordan, Parker House, Alfred.
L. R. True, Saco House, Saco.
J, T. Wilson, ISew England House, Boston.

The board of directors decided on the Maine
Industrial Journal of Bangor for their official
paper, and drew np a constitution and by-laws.
E. M. Gardiner of Calais was appointed
vice president for Washington County.
Several places were urged at which to hold
the annual convention and after a lengthy discussion it was decided to hold it in Portland
the first Friday in Jane, 1886.
The next meeting will be held
September 15tb.

in

Bangor

A vote of thanks was extended J. M. Taylor of the Sagadahoc House, Bath, for the
kind manner in which he had entertained and
he was prose .t- d with a purse. The delegates returned home on a special train.

514 CONGRESS ST.
my20dtt

ErTEPHONE NO. 257.

NO. 53 MARKET STREET.

rope.
Fell From Him Boat aud

Browned.

Camden, Juno 6.—John Swan a native of
England aud better known as Father Swan,
died hero last night aged ninety-one. He carried on paper manufacturing in Camden over
fifty years ago and about the same time started
the first temperance society pledge to abstain
except when thought necessary. He leaves
two son*, one in Boston, and a daughter.

month,
“
“

2.00
2.50

Customers can coiuincnce taking icc at any time tliey desire,
and delivery will be continued
until notice to stop is received at
the office.
Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at
the office, will be entitled to a proper deduction.
We particularly request our customers to report
any neglect of our drivers in leaviug the Ice; complaints for carelessness or any other cause, if made

office,

at the

will be attended to

promptly.

may26__dOw
,

WANTED.

All the readers of the Portland Press to know that all
our Furniture, Carpets, Bedding, Stoves and Ranges are
No second-hand
new goods.
or shopworn articles in our
stock, at the corner of Pearl
and Middle Streets, Portland,
Maine.

B. A. Atkinson & Go.
ISAAC C. ATKINSON, manager. dtt
je3
VESSEL WAITED.
night of Nov. 8ih, 1883, two vessels were
sailing westward near each other about live
miles Soath of Watch Hill Light, Block Island
Channel. The windward vessel came in collision
with an east-bound schooner at about half-past
twelve, while the leeward one shot ahead and passed on to the westward. If the master or officer of
this last named vessel who was on watch at that
time, saw the collision and will communicate with
the undersigned, he will be suitably rewarded.
Please address STROUP & HOLMES, Portland,
Me., <>r SAM’L L. LORD, Ellsworth, Me.
41a

ON

the

X

Gloucester, Mass.,
thrilling
was
told
a
this
story
correspondent
morning by James Giles and Roderick McRae,
first and second mates of the bark Sappho, in
port with salt from Liverpool. The story relates to the loss of the Lady Milton, which
left Cardiff, March 27th, for Charlottetown,

Prince Edward Island. Giles ana McRae were
first and second mates of the ill-fated vessel.
They experienced head winds as they left the
channel, and a heavy gale on May 4, which incieased to a hurricane on the 15th.
They were |in latitude 49° 51' and longitude
19° 30'West when the gale struck them, at
noon on the 15th.
The captain and mate were
in the cabin at dinner. The sea was running
mountain high, and a “tidal wave,
as the
mate expressed it, swept the house off with the
and
mate.
It
was
that
captaiu
strange
they
were not instantly killed.
The second mate
saw the sea boarding the vessel and
made for
the wheel, only to be swept off with the wheelman and wheel.
The lee bulwarks were also
carried away.
The three chief officers and
wheelman were battling with the giant waves,
and before the last man was saved three-quarters of an hour had passed.
The Stewart hove
a
line to the men, and after considerable
knocking about they were pulled in. The ballast had shifted, and the ship was on her beam
ends. The captain gave orders to cut away
the
was
which
done
masts,
quickly.
All
the
and
masts,
yards
rigging
went
and
the
vessel
under,
rede
over the debris.
The tali of the mainmast
disabled the pomps, and the foremast carried
away the life-boat, leaving the mariners helpless. The ship gradually settled down, and
all hands, nine men, were set to work bailing
with backets. They
trimmed the ballast
tut
it
was
useless.
Fortunately the
weather moderated and the men kept the
vessel afloat by bailing water four days and
nights, aud then they were picked up by the
steamer Legislator of New Orleans and taken
to Liverpool.
The ship was worth £2000, and
was abandoned.
Everything on board was
lost.

NEW YORK.
A

Large

Insurance

Policy.

(Special to the Press.)
New York, June 5.—One of the

insuranca policies

largest

life

paid was one of one
hundred thousand dollars today by the Equitaever

ble Life Assurance Scciety to the widow of
Norman B. Harwood of Ormaud* Fia.
Mr.
Harwood was killed by a fall from his horse on
the 16:h o! last month.
The International Typographical Union
New York, June 5.—The Typogratihical
Conventicn continued in session today. It was
decided that during any strike authorized by
the executive committee, tho strikers were to
receive 5J7 per week from the Union’s strike
fund. It was also decided that the delegates
from subordinate unions shall he denied nn
the last Saturday ot the mouth ol March.
This is to prevent printers voting in cue union
and theu taking their cards to another union
aud voting rtiero also.
The chief organizer
was
dir.cted
to
complete his blacklist
book. It was agreed that a three-lourttis vote
of the members iu good standing should be
necessary to change the scale of prices.
The
decisions of President Witter during the past
year were sustained and among other things he
decided that matter may be tranferred between officers of morning aud afternoon newspapers when they are under the same proprietorship. Ho also directed that apprentices
should be bound by law as it existed when
A resolution was
commencing their service.
adopted to the effect that if there is to be a
change iu the office of public printer, the President of the United States be requested to appoint such person as will be in sympathy with
organized labor. It was also agreed that “The
Craftsman” be adopted as he Union’s official
organ
Pittsburg, Pa ,1,was selected as ihs
place for ho ding the next coy.ntion.
William Briggs of Washington, who has acted as secretary for the year was voted $1000.
The New York delegates thought $709 was
enough and Mr. Briggs became vexed.
He
Baid he wonld only accept $800 and give the
balance to the Union.
The recommendation
of the Federal trades uuions to shorten working hours to eight hours in twenty-four was referred to the local onions.
Tomorrow at 9 a. m., 150 delegates aud a
score of lady friends will go to
Pniladelphia to
inspect the Lodger Office and enjoy the bospi
of
G.
W.
Childs.
tality
Death of

an

Old

Reporter.

Theron C. Leland, one of the first phonographic reporters iu the country is dead.
He
reported the Forest divorce case aud impeachment of Judge Hubbell in 'Wisconsin.
Theodore Tilton was a pupil of Inland.
Lolaud
began his cararr in 1846 and did work for Daniel Webster, James T. Brady and Louis Kossuth.

ALABAMA

CLAIMS.

J udgments Rendered Yesterday.
Washington, June 5.-In the Court of Com
missiouers of Alabama Claims, today, the following judgments, with interest at 4 per cent
from the dates named, were rendered:
No. 36. Alexander K. Baldwin, $2543, Aug.
10,
1805.
1094, Dimon Hubbard, $1366, June 13, 1863.
Keubau
S. Hunt, $345, May 14, 1864.
1.897,
1900, William Ingalls, $365, July 24, 1866.

1901,
1923,
1924,
2279,

1864.

Jasou Collins, $92, Aug. 29, 1864.
John R. Kelley, $331, July 1,1864,
Francis Kelley, $613, June 28, 1864.
Henry C. Hyde, assignee, $3798, Dec.

BANGOR.

The Mount Desert Land Company has been
organized in Bangor, for the buying, telling,
leasing aud improvement of lands; buying,
sfiliiite-. leasing, contracting and oneratin^ of
buildings for hotels or other uses. Capital,
$50,000. Paid in nothing. Par value of shares,

$100.

DEES ISLE.

The Ells north American says: There is serious trouble at the Deer Isle pant factory,
which threatens to overthrow tho business,
though it is hoped matters may ba adjusted
to the satisfaction of all parties.
MONSON.

The new weekly paper at Ivlonsou is to be
calley the Weekly Slate, and the first number
It is to be printed iu
will appear next week

Bangor.
MEDWAY.

Last Tuesday Messrs. George W. Kiske and
John H. Hathaway, of Medway, started to
drive from that place to Mattawamkeag.
When near Salmon Btream the horse became
frightened and ran away. Both of them were
thrown from the vehicle and Mr. Hathaway
struck upon a log which lay by the side of the
road. His injuries were so very severe that he
died Wednesday forenoon from their tfiects.
Mr. Hathaway was one of the first settlers of
Medway and was agtd about 70 years.

ANGEKVILLE.

Mr. Cl: .ties Pomeroy, who is connected
with the Carleton woolen mills, Saugerviile,
went fishing a few days ago and on his return
found that his wallet, which he left iu his
room, h td been robbed of $730 in notes and
$150 in money. No cine to the thief has been
obtained.
IN

GENERAL.

The fires iutha northern part of Somerset
county aro believed to have been caused by
the caroh -.sness of the river drivers on the
stream
‘vw.
The fires ou the Enchanting
stream has done a large amount of damage to
the growing timber besides burning a large
: of lumhaimeu’scamps
emu
together with
supplies and winter too s The tire on the
Euchanti g stream burned tho barn and farm
building-, oi Wm. li. Snow together with 20
tons of hay.
All t
darns and logging camphave h
barn,
on
Euehantnig stream.
The ram
,u -,y , x anguished the fires, bat a
etrip of territory over twenty miles long and
ten miles wide has Been burned over.

mere

Thirty

Eleasor C. Taylor, $188; 'OliverStetson,
$119; May 29, 1864.
2957, Etizabe.h Fogg and Horatio M. Twombly.
executors, $6751, April 17, 1863.
3233, Asa M. Simpson, $100, Jan. 31,1865.
4018, Mary A. Laidley, judgment for the United
States.
xxu. o-tui, u-uarieB x. xxuDuara, executor ana sur-

1864.

Larrabee, judgment

H.

States.

for the

United

1903, James W. Blagden, $12, May 31,1865.
1905, Nathaniel T. Palmer, $233, July 23, 1864.
1907, Woodbury B. Purington, $667, Jan. 15.

1865.

1908, Sewall Bowker, $66, July 5, 1863.
1911, Nathaniel T. Palmer, administrator, $46,
Aug. 26,1864.
1921, Lydia A. Brown, administratrixJ$1431,
May 30,1864, 1899, Wm. Motis, $942, Jan. 13,
1865.

2506,

Justine

Smith, $646, Feb. 3.1864.

CHINESE
Pay

a

CONSPIRATORS

Fellow (tbiaaman
a

$15 to

Murder

St. Laais Man.

arrested
yesterday near Marphysboro, Illinois, or the
murder of Lou"Johnson,of St. Louis, la t Monday, turns out to he Cong Sing. Lust night ho
was brought to bt. Louis.
Today, when taken
b9fore ibo coroner he gave all the details cf
the murder, admitting lhat ha was one of four
men who committed the deed.
He said that
about a month ago it was decided to kiil Johnson because he was believed to be giving information to the police which led to the arrest
of other Chinamen for gambling and keepii g
gambling houses. Cong Sing, Chya Pock and
two other Chinameu agreed to murder Johuson for $600, aud watched his home
for six
da, bpfore they got a chance.
Cong Sing assisted Chya Pock to dispose of the body iu a
closet, and then the quarrette scattered. C.mg
Sing says his share of $600 was to be one hundred, but that Chya Puck gave him only $15.
Chya Peck went South he thinks, but he does
not know where the others went. The
money,
which was paid the murderer, was contributed
by half a dozen Chinese laundry men who
wanted Johnson killed, and who were willing
to pay $600 more to have Alex Baptiste put
out of the way. Baptiste is a Chinese interpreter who came to St. Louis recently from New
York, and interpreted testimony at the inquest
on the body of Johnson.
Chya Pock was arrested in Chicago last night, and now it iB believed that all those concerned in the murder
have been captured.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Tbc

Hong Not lo be Snug,
Boston, June 5.—In tbs case of Dixey vsAtkinson, which was before the supreme judicial court yesterday, his honor William Alien
delivered judgment this morning. This was
on a motion for an order
eujoiniug the defeudant to cease using the topical song, “Its EnYou
glish
Know,” which has been given nightly for two weeks iu "Peck’s Bad Boy,” at
Boston Theatre.
The court this morning,
without delivering any opinion in the case, ordered an injunction to he issued forbidding
further eiDging of the song or any other substantially the same under whatever title.
Tkc

Tramp

at

Work.

Daring the fourteen working days of May
that the Hon. Eben F. Pillsbury has occupied
his position iu the internal revenue department, $140,207 was collec’ed by his office. The
collector has made no changes iu the force of
the office

the removal of the first two employes, shortly after his coming into office.
since

Ohio

in

the

Cash

Earthquake.

Christian

Tallages
by Black Flags.

A Pleasant Excuraion,
To the Editor of the Press:
Today the Band of Mercy—a boys association having for its object the
more humane
treatment of auimals—takes au excuraion to
Sebago Lake. This band has been meeting
since last fall, weekly at the Fraternity rooms.

Destroyed

Gladstone Announces that England and Russia Have Come

Corrections,

Mr. Wm. Howard Neff of Cinto an Agreement.
not'd, chairman of the Committee cn Reports i
from States, read the committee’s report. Notwithstanding all tbe efforts of tbe committee,
The Cholera Epidemic on the Increase
it had not been able to secure all the States.
Despite a record ot a few failures, tbe report
in Spain.
was highly encouraging and the
committee
snggested that its life be extended for another
year, and that all persons possessing a knowlVic lints of the Earthquake in India.
edge of matters of interest be invited to commnuicate freely. Tbe report embodied all the
London, June 5.—An official despatch rereports for the several States, which were r ad
ceived in London, from Seinagur, in the vale
by the Secretary of the Convention or by dele- | of Cashmere, gives the nnmber of killed and
gates from the respective States. The reports ; wounded by the earthquake there Sunday and
trom several Southern States noted the qnite
Monday as killed, 87, wounded, 100. The officgeneral reduction ol the system of hiring out
ial report has not been received yet from other
convicts and the adoption ol measnres which j points in the vale of Cashmere affected
by the
had a tendency to mitigate tbe evils of the
earthquake shocks and until these come to
system. The report from Delaware noted the
hand the fnll extent of the calamity cannot be
mitigation of the severity of the whipping sys- known. Unofficial reports, however, are or
tem.
Blood was rarely drawn at present. Tbe
such au alarming character as make it more
whipping post was in general favor with the than likely that the earthquake will f rove even
people of Delaware for the punishment of more disastrous in its effects than the first depetty offences. It was rarely fonnd necessary spatches stated.
Whole cities and towns in
to administer a second whipping to the same
the valley are spoken of as destroyed, and the
offender.
absence of definite news is attributed to the
Ex-President Hoyt of Pennsylvania read a demolition of the telegraph lines In the
general
paper this evening on “The evolution of the
wreck.
prison.” He advocated cassiflcation of priStir Peter Eamtden Keeps on Talking.
soners, separation of women and children and
Vienna, June 5.—Sir Peter Lnmsden armale first offenders into classes and instltnrived here yesterday and proceeded on his
;ions by themselves for reformatory treatment
journey to London. In an interview he said
pat for hardened offenders and incorrigibles
Col. AUkadhoff had openly boasted to the Afoe advocated solitary labor.
He condemned
pontract labor as no better
than convict ghans that Russia wonld take Herat and a
great deal more. Sir Peter said that Russia
ilavery.
would never have urged her absurd demands
Cbae. Dudley Warner made an informal adif she had believed that England was earnest
irees.
Oue thing most necessary in
this
in resisting them.
;ouu*ry at present, he said, was discipline,
German Aggression in Africa.
moral and intellectual. Thejsame sort of dlssipline he thought is needed in prisons as at
Berlin, June 5.—The report is confirmed
sortie and in schools and colleges.
that Germany has established a protectorate
Of Intercat to Tired Office Seekers.
over the district of Vita, or Wita, which is
claimed by the Saltan of Zanzibar as a portion
In response to a flood ol applications for
of his domain. It is generally that this action
positions as post office inspectors the Postis a preliminary step toward seizing Zanzibar
naster General selected 250 names of persons
on the pretext that its proximity endangers the
most favorably recommended and sent to them
peace of Wiln.
polices requiring answers to certain questions
Ravages of Black Flagg.
py which their fitness for services could be aspertained. Answers were received from about
Paris, Jane 5—A letter from the Bishop of
L75 persons.
A special committee was apTonquin appears in the Tonlon Missions Cathpointed to examine and classify these answers
oliques, announcing that Black Flacgs are
and select from the most promising subjects.
ravaging the provinces of Pontag, Hong Hoa
About 35 applicants were rejected because of
and Tnyeiiqaan, although those provinces are
tdvaisced age. There were twenty applicants
occnpied by French garrisons. Thirty Chrisiron one state all endorsed by Senators ot that
tian villages h»ve been destroyed.
itate, and as these appoinments will be made
In the Clemmons.
with a view to a fair geographical distrihu tion
London, Jane 5.—Childers, chancellor of
put two persons at the most can be appointed
exchequer, announced in the House of ComIron) one state. The committee have submitmons tnis afternoon that
the extra duty on
ted their report aud the Postmaster General
spirits had been fixea at a shi ling a gallon.
will notify the persone selected by the comThis
was a redaction he said which would
inmittee to appear at an examination to bo held
volve a loss to the public revenue of SI,500.000
n this city about tbe middle of
next month.
me additional doty ou
beer
per annam.
Fbe vacancies to be filled number about 36.
would be retained until May 31, 188G and no
other changes in the budget would be made.
ROBBING
THE
GOVERNGladstone stated that Bussia and England
had come to an agreement concerning
the
MENT.
points of difference between them which were
to
be
referred
to
arbitration.
He
also
stated
riie Simple Scheme by Which an Idaho
the governments of the two countries have
Postmaster Stole Nearly $50,000.
y
likewise agreed upon an arbitrator, but as the
Portland, Oregon, Jane 5.—A special from
person chosen for arbitrator has not yet been
Lewiston, Idaho, gives more fully tbe story of
formally asked to accept he was therefore unhe defalca.iou of Isaac Hibbs, Postmaster at
able to say farther on the subject now.
L9wiston. He was appointed in March, 1884.
Cholera la Spain.
Last Jauuary a registered mail poach was rubMadrid, June 5 —The cholera epidemic is
ied, bat au official investigation developed
lothing and the affair was eventually forgot- rapidly increasing in extent and violence at
Valencia and other towns in the southeastern
ten.
On May 2, Hibbs left for an alleged silprovinces of Spain and the peasants continue
ver mine on the Upper Columbia.
The Postal
inspector, alarmed at his continued absence, to chafe under the restrictions imposed by tbo
nvestigated the affairs of ihe office and found eauilary cordons and by wilful neglect of precautions
by the authorities they
n Hibbs’s writing receipts for a
large unmber invito andprescribed
disseminate the disease.
if registered mail poaches destinea for fictiCable
tious names in different Post Offices
Notes.
supplied
from Lewiston. The modus operandi was as
Paris was visited by a terrific sturm Thursolloiis: Lewiston is a mail distributing point
day.
fur a large number of offices in Northern IdaThe French Senate has adopted the treaty
10 and
Eastern Washington.
Hibbs would
between France and Annam.
ssue a money order for a fictitious name at
The reported overtures of the Porto for
.bese offices, drawn in favor of a bank in Iowa
an alliauce with Bussia have met with a
re*here the orders were payable. The customabuff.
■y letter of advice was forwarded to the oayAll but nide of the supposed victims of the
Hibbs then wrote to the bank
ng Postmaster.
Durham, England colliery disaster have been
that he would shortly visit the town, inclosed
rescued.
.he money orders and requested the bank to
There are reports of renewed dissensions
:ash them and place the amounts on deposit to
in the English cabinet on the crimes act
its credit until he arrived.
Later he wrote the
compromise.
lank that he could not make tho contemplated
It is reported that M. DeGiers has asked
visit and requested that a draft for the amount
Earl Granville to explain the position of the
if money on deposit be r turned by registered
Ameer toward England.
nail to the fictitious names attached to the
The corporation of London will present exuoney orders and always at some office where
PreBideut Arthur an address and geld casket
ie mail passed through Lewiston.
When
on his expected visit to Loudon and the
Lord
me drafts ^arrived Hibbs signed the fictitious
Mayor will give him a banquet.
lames and returned
the receipt cards and tbe
The latest reports of the damage done by
raueactiou was completed. Money orders are
the cyclone at Aden, show that it has been the
imited to §300 in favor of one person, bat with
most disastrous which has ever visited that
forethought and a judicious distiibntiou of region. The wind destroyed nearly every
lates and places an opening offers through
bungalow iu Aden.
which uuscrapnlons Postmasters could operate
Mr. Gladstone in Parliament Thursday, resxtensively. The amount of the defalcation plying to an inquiry from Mr. McOonn, home
sxceeds §20,000,and it is expected to reach §50rnler member lor Wicklow, Ireland, said that
XX). The Postal Inspector says the robberies
it was not tbo intention of the government to
will necessitate the authorities’ reorganizing
establish regular diplomatic relations with the
he money oraei system of the United States
Vatican.
md elsewhere
The scheme is surprisingly
Oxford University will on the 9ih iost., contimple and the officers are surprised that it was fer the honorary degree of Doctor of Divinity
lever thought of and worked before.
Hibbs
upon the Bishops of Winchester, Bath and
was last seen on May 30 at the second
crossing
Bristol, chairmen of the committees on the reif the Canadian Pacific Eoad on bis way to
vised Bible and Bev. Phillips Brooks of BosMissonla and Helena for the purpose of cashton, Mass.
to
be sent to those places.
ing drafts ordered

They aro mostly

c

affording an opportunity for such boys in the
city as bad not many privileges, a chance to
meet evenings as often as possible and enjoy
such amusements as the various games hete afforded, and thus be drawn from the streets and
rough places in the city was due to Miss Mabel
Davies. And when the invitations were given
out the rooms were thronged with boys eager to
accept so kind an invitation. More came than
can be accommodated.
Misses Fox, Allen,
Davies, Barnard and other teachers at the
Fraternity resolutely took hold to make the
evenings pleasant and agreeable for them.
They found some one must be placed in charge
of them and Col. E. C. Farrington seemed to
be the right man for the place. They were orMr. Mcganized into a “Band of Mercy.”
Laughlin, president of the society with a loDg
name, has taken a great itnerest in the Band,
and done much for their success. The humane
education of the youth is clearly in the line of
work of this city. The band has been instructed in singing by Mr. Jordan and the
Fraternity Dramatic Club and others have
done much toward furnishing entertainments
From the boisterous unruly
every month.
crowd of last October the boys have developed
into an orderly and well behaved society. The
average attendance has been more than one
hundred. They will be taken oat today and
given a good dinner and grand day’s sport at
With well directed efforts hunSebago Lake
dreds of the boys of the city who have poor, or
no, privileges might be thus brought together,
under inflneuces that would not only make life
more pleasant, but elevate and
develop them
into better citizens. It is hoped that before an
other fall plans for extending this work, by
reaching a larger number and affording better
amusements and reading will he arranged.

me

4-reeubackei'u.
Columbus, O., June 5.—The Greenback
Labor party met in Htate convention today.and
adopted resolutions demanding expansion of
ike currency, that the bank issue be abolished
and legal tender notes be substituted; demanding that Congress issue a legal tender currency

the North.

Battleeord, Juno 5.

A courier who arrived at Battleford this forenoon reported that
Be
ir
had
north.
This iB as was preBig
gone
dicted ami anticipated, and will result in no
md of tronble to the troops who must chase
him all summer until a capture is effected,
rue same courier who reported that ilie Iniians had gone north reported that GeGoral
3trango has had three engagements with Big
Bear who, he says, lias 800 men well armed
under his command
The courier says that the Indians atlacked
3traoge’s column at Fort Pitt on the 28th ult.
A number of braves were killed, including the
ihief of the Saddle Lake Indians. Next day
Sen. Strange encountered the Bed Skins a few
miles east, and a skirmish of two hours took
place. He drove back the enemy without loss.
The third day they fought eight miles {farther
past, and two members of the 65th b.ttaliou
stud a
scout were wounded.
One of the
Montreal men was shot through tho chest and
will die.
Tho others were wounded, one in
Ihe knee cap and the other in the shoulder
biade, but not fatally. The next dav, when
Sen Strange was going to attack the Indians,
Big Bear sent oat a flag of truce, but a
shrapnel shell was fired at the bearer, killing
him instantly.
A report has been received that Big Bear
bas massacred his prisoners. Supplies are belug
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at which place headquarters will be established. On Wednesday, the 24th, at 10
o’olock a. m., the encampment meet in nineteenth annual session. Daring the past year
new departments have been organized in Mon-

Hall,

and Texas, with the following officers:
Montana—Thomas
P. Faller, Department
Commander; John Moffit, Assistant Adjutant
Texas—
General, headquarters at Helena.
W. D. Wylie, Department Commander; Geo
W. Hyuson, Assistant
Adjutant General
headquarters at Dallas.
Gen. James Appleton Post, No. 128, G. A. R,
of Ipswich, Mass., will visit Portland daring
the National Encampment, with 50 men and a
drum corps. The Post will carry a be^utifa*
flag presented by the General’s son, J. F. Appleton, Esq., of New York.
tana

Alignment of Justices.
Following is the assignment of ju8tic83*of
the Supreme Judicial Court for the jadicial
year 1885-1886.
LAW TERM.

District, at Augusta, 4th Tuesday of May.
Sitting. Peters, C. J., Walton, Danfortb, Libbey,
and
Foster, J. J.
Emery
Eastern District, at Bangor, 3d Tuesday of June.
Sitting, Peters, C. J., Danforth. Virgin, Emery,
Foster and Haskell, J. J.
Western District, at Portland, 3d Taesday of
July. Sitting Peters, C. J., Walton, Virgin, Libbey, Foster and Haskell, J. J.
Middle

2fISI

A («oe<l

Dog.
watchman for the Casco
Tanning Company, has a dog which he beeps
in the engine room at night. Wednesday night
the dog barked f-o persistently that Mr. Griffin
Mi. Griffin, night

Kim

PREPARING FOR IN VASION.

ml<an

tl.o

n_1_

who dropped two harnesses they had taken from Crosby’s.
two

men,

Boys’ laterary Society.
special meeting of the Boys’ Literary
Society last night a company of cadets was
At

Beal

on

C heir

(Sunni-Bodies

of Murdered Men Found.

El Paso, Tex., Jauo 5.—The Mexieau government haE prepared for the arrival of the
murderous Apaches and Sierra Madres. Orders have been sent to the various jefes, politiof all the towns along the
cos and preside ts
Sierra Madres, and to the military commanders at Casas Grande aud El Vaile de San Buena Mista, notifying them to prepare for raids.
The eleventh regiment of cavalry has left Parral for Casas Grande.
A band of Apaches
has been seen near Masco Springs, and the
bodies of several murdered Americans and
Mexicans liavo been found near Carazillo
Springs, horribly mutilated.
San Francisco, June 5.—Gen. Crook telegraphs the following, direct from Fort Bayard:
“From the best obtainable information tho following number of citizens have been killed:
Seven on the Blue river and around Alma,
five near Silver City, two near Old Camp Vincent, and three near Grafton. There may
liavo been others killed, but I can get no relia.
ble information.

Evtate Transfer*.

Deeds:
Westbrook—Amanda S. Allen to A. K. Harmon
land and buildings. $500.
Yarmouth—Dorothy B. Curit to J. R. Ourifc, land.
$200.
North Yarmouth—A. S. Phillips to T. H. Quirk,

$50.

wero

is

dead.

and

Foster Chase and Robert Williams alias
Bob,” both colored, were hanged at New

Eleven

Orleans

cases of small

becoming

It is
shire

reported that ex-Gov. Hale of New iiamp
has tailed for a large amount and all hi
property in Vermont lias been attached for foui
times its value.
A mob la Hearn, Texas, Thursday night too
Henry Lumpkin, colored, from jail and hung him
He was accused of
murdering au inoffensive colerei l
mao.

THE

SUBURBAN

New York, June 5.—If the preseut favor
able conditions are maintained, Gen. Gran
will travel to Mt. McGregor Tuesday, June 23
President Rutter, of the New York Centra I
railroad, has placed his special car at Gen
Grant’s disposal for the trip.
The Genera ^
will be accompanied by his family and Dr

Douglass.

NEW

7
2—4
x—

Mr. J.
at

NEWS.

Deering.
C, Pettengill, a resident

of

Woodfords, now
a

Anger between the joints,
which caused much suffering. Before it could be
removed the Anger swelled badly.
The inAamma
into the middle

tion extended up the arm to the shoulder.
There
was an attack of lockjaw, followed by blood poison
which made it a serious case. He is now well.

Knighlville.

HAMPSHIRE.

High School graduating exercises will take
place June 19th. The services of Chandler’s orchestra has been secured to furnish the music and
The

Entered by Tramp..
Durham, N. H., June G.—The Boston t
Maine depot and ticket office at this place wa 3
All the mone; f
entered by tramps last night.
S16—was stolen, besides some papers of m y

with the assistance of Mrs. Hawes in several of her
serve to make the day one
long to be remembered by the participants.

choice selections, will

value.
Decision. Rendered by the

Secretary

o

ON THE

z

the Interior.

Washington, Juue 5.—The Secretary of th
Interior has decided that lauds purchased b

ROLLERS,

AT THE

»
1

the United States and transferred to the Inte
riot Department are to be regarded as a pat
of the public domain held in trust for the pec
pie and as on the same basis as lands acquire
by cession. The question arose from the dii
cussion of the act of July, 1864, providing fo f
the transfer to the Interior Department of cei

■

ing.
Tuesday, June 23.—Specials will run from
nearly all parts of the road, as follows: Leave
Farmington at 4.25 a tn., and Lewiston (upner
station) 6.45 a. m.; lesve Waterville a t 5.15 a.
m., to connect with early train from Augusta;
leaving Bangor 5.15 a. m., Waterville 7.12 a
m., running via Augusta 7.55 a. m., and
Brunswick 9.25 a. m.; leave Lewiston (lower
station) 5.55 a. tn., Bath 6.30 a. in., Brunswick,
6.50 a.m. Leave Skowhegan 6 a.m.; Waterville 6.50 a. m., running via Winthrop 7.53 a.

and Lewiston 8.40 a. m.
The night trains will ran between Bath and
Brunswick, both Monday and Tuesday nights.
These specials, of coarse are in addition to the
regular trains, the time of which is well
known by all.
Betnruing.—The regular trains leaving
Portland for Lewiston at 5.05 p. m., will run
through to Farmington and Skowhegan, via
Winthrop, and the one leaving Portland for
Augusta at 5.15 p. m., will rau through to Bangor.
Th9 train with the military companies leaves
Portland at 9 40 p m., runni ng via Augusta to
Skowhegan, Dexter, Bangor and Oldtown, and
night express leaves at 11.15 p. in. Other days
of the encampment special accommodations
will be provided for visitors on regular trains.
An Attempt to Restore Railway Rales.
A dispatch from New York says that Assistant Bailroad Commissioner Pierson presided
over a passenger conference in New York, in
which wore represented the six American
trank lines, the Boston & Albany, the Fitchburg road, the Vermont Central and the
Graud Trunk of Canada.
The situation was
discussed, ai d it is stated a "conservative
m.,

BIJOU.

regular Saturday night ladies’ skate check
complimentary party will be given at the Bijou
tonight. The regular rink baud will be iu attendance and a good time is looked for.
A large stage
has been put in, and extra seating capacity has been
The

added to accommodate from $00 to 1000 people for
the sacred concert Sunday night. The back of the
rink has been cuitained olf and prettily draped for

the oocasion.

was

a

tn

hn siihmit.tp.fi

tn thn irmprsl

conference the day alter. The obstacles in tne
way of reorganization are frankly admitted by
the passenger agents. These are in the main,
outside of the scramble for business, the large
number of uulimited or l,mg-time tickets issued at the cut rates aud held by speculators and
ticket brokers, and the hostile relations of the
New York Central and West Shore roads. No
vitality can be given to the pools withont better rates, and any radical advance in rates is
conceded to be forbidden by the quantity of
cat-rate tickets sold by the roads.
The best
that is hoped for now is a possible gradual
withdrawal of these tickets with a slow adA reform in emigrant
vance in the tariff.
rates is almost despaired of.
The Short Line*

The Calais Times says: “Gentlemen well
informed say that a definite statement has
been made by a Dominion cabinet minister to
the effect that the Short Line matter h9S been
The line is to run
fully determined upon.
from Sherbrooke to Mattawamkeag, and then
from Harvey via Ftedicton to Moncton.
Thi9
line will bring St. Andrews and St. Stephen
nearer to Montreal than any other ports on the
Atlantic seaboard of Canada
It will alto
bring a direct connection of these places, with
tbe Maine Central.
Por.land A

Ogdensburg.

On Monday, Jane 8tb, the Montreal & Portland line will be resumed by the Portland &
Ogdensburg railroad and its connections. Passengers leaving Portland at 8.25 a. m., arrive
in Montreal at 8.40 p. m., or leaving Montreal
by tbe South Eastern railroad at 9 a. m., arrive
lu Portland at 8.45 p. m. Summer arrangements on the Portland & Ogdensbnrg railroad
will go into effect June 24th. Trains will then
leave Portland at 8.25 a. m., for all White
Mooutain resorts, Burlington, Montreal and
the West; at 12 40 p m., White Mountain express for Fabyan’s. Bethlehem, Profile House
and Mt. Washington; and at 6 p. m. for Bartlett and way stations. Trains will then arrive
in Portland at 8 40 a. m. from Bartlett, 12.35 p.
m. from ail White Mountain points, and 8
p. m. from Montreal,Burlington and tbe West.
New Brunswick

Railway.

It is reported that Mr. F. W. Cram, general
manager of the New Brunswick Railway Company, has issued a circular announcing that
the road has been made into two divisions. The
northern division will include tbe portion of
the road north from Me Adam Junction, and
from Newburg Junction to Gibson. Mr. John
Stewart is made superintendent of this divis-

ion, with headquarters at Woodstock. The
southern division includes the section from St.
John to Yauceboro, the Fredericton branch,
and the line from McAdam Junocion to St.
This division is
Stephen and St. Andrews.
placed in charge of H. D. McLeod as superintendent.
Maine Shore Line.
The stockholders of the Maiue Shore Line
railroad met at the St. John’s Hotel, Sullivan,
Wednesday forenoon, and elected the following directors: S. D. Leavitt of Eastport, J. C.
Talbot of East Machias, S. N. Campbell of
Cherryfield, L. A. Emery of Ellsworth, and J.
N. Green of Bangor.

Howdoin

College.

Commencement parts have been assigned to
♦ ho Aloaa rtf 10ft*

an

fnll-H..

Uol*a » o«
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Bartlett, Ellsworth. English orations, W. ft.
Butler, Lawrence,Mass.; F. W. Davis, Hiram;
Webb Donnell, Sheepscot Bridge; John A.
Peters, Ellsworth; F. N. Whittier, Farming-

Philosophical disquisitions, F. W
Alexander, Richmond; L. R. Folsom, Bethel;
John F. Libby, Richmond; C. H. Tarr, BiunFalls.

Literary disquisitions, O. R. Cook,
Bridgton; H. N. Dunham, Freeport; N. B.
Ford, Boston, Mass.; Win. P. Neal ley, Hath;
James S. Norton, Augusta; A. W. Regers,
Bath; Charles H. Ward well, Berlin Falls, N.
H. Disquisitions, F 1. Brown, Bethel; John
H. Davis, Bangor; E. K. Harding, Hampden;
H. L. Loot, Durham.
Discussions, R. S.
French. Thomaston; Eugene Thomas, Topsham. Other parts will be assigned as soon aB
wick.

Maine Medical School.

UMPIRE.

Hampton. N. Y., had the misfortune to get

splinter

therewith.
Monday, June 22.—A special starts from
at
12
o’clock (noon) running via WinBangor
throp and Lewiston, leaving Waterville at 2 20
p. m.; and a special leaves Farmington at 1.50
p. m., connecting at Leeds Junction with special from Bangor.
Military companies are to
be taken to Lewiston fair grounds on specials
leaving Oldtown at 12.35 p. tn., Monday, Bangor 1.15 p. m., Dexter 1.30 p m., Skowhegan
2 40 p. m., and Waterville 3 30 p. m ; leaving
fair grounds for Portland at 5 a. m. next mornto connect

back work is made np.

President Young of the Arbitration Committee
has written that Wil iam Conway aud Elmer Foster
who played with the Haverhill team against the
Lawrence Thursday, May 23, were not eligible to
sign or play, aud as Captain Brosnan of Lawrence
protested against playiug the game, a protest has
been forwarded through Umpire Grant to the association, and the protest will be sustained, and the
game will have to count 9 to 0 for Lawrence, as a
forfeited game—(Lawrence American.)
The score
was: Lawrence 12, Haverhill 9.
The Reserves play in Biddeford this afternoon.
Rain prevented the league game of ball between
the Biddefords and Haverhills, yesterday afternoon
at Hiadeford. Manager Irwin telegraphed the Haverbiiis in the forenoon that the game would not be
plaved and they did not go to Biddeford. The club
will come direct to Portland this morning.
It is reported that Mr. Herbert G. Briggs will become managing director of the Portland Association.

GEN. GRANT.

pox have been reporter
in Montreal since
Thursday. The health depart I
meat say it is
epidemic and have called
special meeting to discuss the matter.
The closing exercises of the naval
academy a
Annapolis, Md,, took place yesterday morning ii 1
the chapel.
Upon the platform were Secretary
Whitney aud Gov. Lloyd, the hoard of visitors t' >
the academy, officers oi ike
academy aud a larg< 1
number of ladies.
now

DECISIONS BY

blown down.

“Blink;

DETROIT.

At New York—Metropolitans 5, Louisville 4.
At Baltimore—Baltimores 3, Ciucinuatis 4.
At Philadelphia Athletics 12, St. Loui* 10.
At Brooklyn—Brooklyns 2, Piitsburg 3.

Hanlan'a Proposition*! for Races will
Teenier.
Chicago, June 5.—Referring this evening tc
the challenge of Teemer, Hanlan said hi
would row him on the following terms: Races
of one, two, three, four and five miles each, ai
$1000 a side for each race, or one threo mill
race for $5000, the races to take place on an]
coarse in the United States or Canada.

|

Game*.

Other Game*.

composer

Au explosion of gas occurred yesterday morninj
at the Isabella furnace, Pa., Wm. Butler, an em
ploye, was killed aud several others injured. Tin
cause of the explosion is unknown.
Fred Groudyout and his entire family were mur
dered Thursday night, near Edwardport, Ind.
Two criminals named Fin and Mans Kainsburge
were taken from jail at Eldora,
la., yesterday by ;
mob of 75 masked men and riddled with bullets.
The latest report in regard to Geo. S. Scott, thi
defaultingraying teller of the Manhattan Bank, i
that he has been joined in Canada by his wife, wh<
left New York ‘Wednesday.

yesterday.

AT

League

Chicagos. .0 2002120
Detroit.0 0020000

THE OAR.

The second ward accessor of Milwaukee a fen
days ago found that lVter Bast, au aged black
smith, had concealed $2u,000 for luauy years so a!
not to te taxed. This so worried the old man tha the
committed suicide Thursday evening by braining
himself with a hammer.

Benedict, the musician

TO-DAY’S game.
Portlands play the Haverhills here this afternoon aud as the clubs are tied for the bottom place
ou the list, the game will doubless be an interesting
This is the only game of ihe week and a good
one.
sized audience should be present.
Natioual

week:

Sunday, June 21—A special starts from Bangor at 2 p.m., running via Augusta and Brunswick, and gpeo a’s will start from Dexter at
2,10 p. m., Skowhegan at 3 p. in., Lewiston
(lower station) 4 50 p. m., and Bath 5.15 p. m.,

ton

The

Petersburg, Va., Juue G.—This citv and
neighboring counties were visited this afternoon by a violent wiud storm, accompanied by
heavy rain. The large tobacco factory of S,
W. Venable & Co. was partially unroofed, and
in different parts of the city trees and fence!

GENERAL, NEWS.

Sir Julius

•

Yesterday’*

teams.

between Mt. Desert Ferry, Lamoine, Gouldsbo-cugh, Snllivan and Hancock Point.
Steamer Sebenca, Capt. Oliver, the regular
Maine Central ferry boat between Mt. Desert
Ferry and Bar narbor, commenced rnuning on
that route yesterday.
As last season, sho will
leave Bar Harbor about noop, and make a direct round trip to Southwest Harbor, returoing
at about 2 p.m.

BASE BALL.

Mexican Towns

H. H. Day was placed on the line. She was
a side
wheeler bat not made to transport

Central,

The Maine Central Railroad Company has
chartered the steamer Electa, Capt. True, to
act as ferry and passenger boat this summer,

The following transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the Registry of

laud.

the Hnine

Minor Note*.

a

formed and elected the following officers:
Captain-Lew is K. Austin.
First Lieutenant—Allan C. Fling.
Second Lieutenant—Charles W. Graves.
Sergeants -F. L. Winahip, Fred Harmon, W. W.
Jewett, Ed B. Waite.
Coiporals—Fred Boothby, Harry Sawyer, Fred
Hamblen, Robert Dunbar.

FIERCE GALES.

Long Branch, N. J., June G—A heavy rain
storm, accompanied by wind, raged along the
The wind blew fiercely,
coast this afternoon.
and considerable damage was done to cottages.
June
5.—A Bevere wind aud
Richmond, Va.,
rain storm parsed over this city this afternoon,
Houses were
causing considerable damage.
unroofed, trees blown down, awnings torn
from their fastenings, and windows broken.
During the height o( the gale, the old twcstory brick cooper shop on Dock street, collapsed, and W. J. Penton, the proprietor, his
nine-year old son and an old man named Jc.hu
Harlow, were caught in the ruins.All were seriously aud perhaps fatally injured.

PBIUS TERMS.

Peters, C. J.-Sept. 3, York; Jan. 1, Penobscot;
Feb. 1, Penobscot; Apr. 3. Waldo.
Dcnforth, J.—Aug. 3, Penobscot; Oct. 4, Lincoln; Jan. 1, Washington; Mar. 1, Franklin; Mar.
3, Somerset; Apr. 3. Androscoggin.
Libbey, J.—Sept. 3, Aroostook; Oct. 1, Washington; Oct. 3, Kennebec; Jan. 1, Waldo; Mar. 2,
Knox; Apr. 4, Washington.
Foster. J.-Sept. 1, Somerset, Oct. 2, Hancock;
Jan. 1, York; Feb. 2. Oxford; Apr. 4, Lincoln.
Walton, J.—Aug. 3, Sagadahoc; Sept. 3, Knox;
Oct. 2, Cumberland; Dec. 3, Somerset; Apr. 1,
Sagadahoc.
Virgin, J —Sept. 3. Androscoggin; Oct. 3, Waldo;
Dec. 3, Sagadahoc; Feb. L, Piscataquis; Apr. 2,
Cumberland, May 1, Oxiord.
Emery, J.—Oct. 1, Penobscot; Dec. 2, Knox; Jan
3, Androscoggin; Mar. 1, Kennebec; Apr. 2. Hancock; May 3, York.
Haskell, J Sept. 2. Piscataquis; Sept. 4, Franklin; Oot. 2, Oxford; Jan. 2, Cumberland; Feb. L.
Aroostook; April 1, Penobscot.

and chased

Encampment

in.tr thn hnsinpps

Total...$00
In bis last general order Commander in
Chief Kcuntz says that the Council of Administration will meet Taesday, the 231 inst., at
9 o’clock a. m., in the Council Chamber, City

sword as bookmark, and the last two designs
indicating the character and work of tbo first
colonists. Mayor Grace will
receive
the
statoe on behalf of the city. The chief address will be made by Geo. William Curtis,
and there will be music by the New York
Chorus Society. The uniformed battalion of
the veterans of the Seventh Regiment will act
as an escort to the members of the society.

Cottages Damaged at Long Branch, N. J.
—Three Persons Probably
Killed in
Richmond, Virginia.

ioi-

as

Corey & Co.$20
20
E. Stevens & Co,.
Portland Polling Mills. 20

a

UJl-

contributed

on

shown by all the managers. The
reorganization of the passenger pool
was
admitted, and it was decided to call a
meeting of the joint executive committee (passenger department) for next Wednesday. The
roads represented will meet next Tuesday to
formnlate a plan for restoring rates and divid-

E.
A.

nrit'h

tleford. A special from (Jolgarry reports that
the Peace Eiver Indians have massacred some
whites in that district;.

nave

Trains

The following special trains will be run by
the Maine Central railroad during National

need of

lows:

Unveiled To morrow.
New York, Jane 3.—J. Q. A. Ward’s heroic sUtne of a typical pilgrim, presented to
the city by the New England Society of New
York, will be unveiled in Central Park fppiorrow afternoon at 3 o’clock.
Mi. Ward’s representation of the first New Englander is a
man of about 40 years of age, standing in an
-asy attitude, one hand resting upon the muzzle of au old Dutch matchlock. His costume
1b the conventional leathern jerkin of the
time, loose knee breeches, wide down-tnrued
top boots, broad-bnckled girdle, with powder
horn and cartridge cases sluDg from his shoulder. His hat is high crowned and broad
brimmed. The expression on the thin, cleanshaven face indicates the determination and
austerity usually attributed to the typical
Puritan. The statute stands npon a granite
pedestal about eight feet iu height, with four
bronze tablets, the first bearing a represents-

His Prisoners anil Strikes for

dealers

iron

RAILWAY HATTERS.

Special

temper’’

*

National Encampment,
J. H. Hooper of Rockland is in town, making arrangements for Hartsuff Post, No. 71
with 100 men.

THE TYPICAL PILGRIM.

BIG BEAR

Irish and a brighter lot of lads
found anywhere.
The idea of

be

cannot

—
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$187;

1274, Geo.

Charities anil Corrections.

Washington, June 6.—At the second day’s
meeting of the Conference of Charities and

12,

1863.

ORIENT.

The Banger Commercial reports the death
of a boy, fifteen years of age, in Orient, who
was tho sole support of invalid parents, both of
whom vvintinto fits when he was dying and
continu 1 to have them and it is feared that
they will not live. Tho hoy had the diphthtria
in its worst form.

List of Fatalities

Ward's Statue to be

2497, Elisha P. Mallett, $90; Wm. H. Melcher.
$90, March 9, 1804.
2498, Franklin Reid, administrator, $197: Jan.

8,

tain lands formerly used as military reservations. Fort Sullivan, a military reservation in
Maine, was among the transferred tracts and
as the United States had never held any public
lands in Maine the land office authorities
wished to know the terms of the title by which
the land was h6ld.

THE OLD WORLD.

WASHINGTON.
June 5.—A

St. Louis, Jaue 5,—A Chinaman,

$1.50

to the amount ot $50 per capita; for immediate
payment of the bonds of the Dnited States and
public improvements, and against fusion with
any other party organization- A full State
ticket was nominated as follows:
For Governor, J, W. No:throp; Lieot. Governor, M. B. Cooley; Treasurer, U. P. Harmon
Supreme Judge, G. N. Luttrell; Attorney
General, Wm. Baker; Board of Foblic Works,
W. B. Ogden.

Fearful Gale.

a

viving partner, $1202, April 20, I860.
6410, Edward JP. Flint and George H. Kellogg,
liquidating partners, $955; Alfred L. Tuffs and lliram Tuff's, $2035; Wm. H. Gerrish. $i7; Feb. 4.

PRICES FOR FAMILIES AND OFFICES.
10 lbs. daily per
“
“
15 “
“
“
20 “

During

remain there until he has finished work upon
his book. Next year he intends to visit Eu-

BeutE* of Father Swan.

Successors to D. W. Clark & Co.,

Officers

2672, Justine Smith, administrator, $1096; July
25, 1864.
2081, James Sturgis and Chandler Robbins, surviving partners, $22,183; Alfred M. Lunt, $108.
Oct. 12,1863.
2737, Edward R. Titcomb, $1328; Geo. S. Paine,

Bangor, June 5.—-Herbert Walker of Oldtown, 21 years old, was drowned tbero tonight
by falling from a boat while in a fit. The
body was recovered.

CLAHK k CHAPLIN ICE CO.

Miraculous Rescue of the Three Chief

Spend he Hummer at Augusta.
New Y< rk, June 5.—The Washington correspondent of the New York World says that
Mr. Blaine will leave Washington for Augusta
early next week. He has nearly completed
the 2.1 volume of his history. Be intends to
Bpena the summer in Augusta and will not go
to Bar Harbor except for occasional visits. He
has a comfortable house iu Augusta, and will

? o

Photographer,

Thrilling Story of the Loss of the
Lady Milton.

a

myTsntf
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DISMASTED AND HELPLESS.

The Kennebec Journal says:
"An attempt
to remove the Maine Medical School of Brunswick to Portland is on the tapis.The movement

originate among Portland physicians.
Next week a hearing on the matter will be given at that city by a committee, of which Hon.
J. W. Bradbury of this city and ex-Judge Apseems to

are members.
It was represented that
if the school was transferred, as proposed,
Bowdoin College would tako the building of
the school, paying what it was worth. But it

pleton

turns out on investigation that the money
which erecLed the building was donated to the
college, and the college has authority in conferring degrees. The great need of the school
seems to be a new building, so we are informed.
Cape Elizabeth Eerry.
An old shipbuilder speaking of Cape Elizabeth Ferry gives oxpresBion to the following
reminiscences:
"When I was

a boy, the tanning of the beat
a privilege and was given by the town to
the highest bidder. Why, I have crossed in
old Capt. Samuel Stanford’s ferry when we
used to sail it oyer.
He carried from twenty
to twenty-five passengers and every time he
reached the landing, he blew a great horn.
Alfred Stanford, Capt. Stanford’s son, next
ferried people oyer in a row boat, putting up a
sail when the wind was favorable. We didn't
have the landing then that we have now. A
long slimy walk ran out to low water mark,
and it was from this, we stepped iuto the boat,
according to the tide. We were landed, on
the Portland side, at
Commercial wharf.
Nathan Dyer was the next man. He put her
over through
thick and thin and snow and
rain; it was pretty choppy and cold going over
wiuter mornings, too.
George Turner of Fatmouth was a ship-builder and be constructed
the first double ender, which ho called the
Business was lively here then,
Kliztbeth.
four or five ship yards, box and chain factories
and a mill. I have seen two yoke of oxen
drive on that boat with a load of logs.
The Elizabeth was succeeded by the Boston,
also a double ender and later the well known

was

When the H. H. Day was taken off, and we
returned to the sail boat again, it was not so
pleasant. Wind, after years of steam, was unsatisfactory. The Josephine Hoey, owned by
the Portland and Cape Elizabeth Ferry Company was the next steamer put on and she has
rendered valuable service for several years.”
Al'tlllSTA’S
A

POSTJIASTEB.

Representative

Jeurual

Demecratic

Cornea Down

on

Norton.

(Brooklyn Eagle.)
The candidacy of Colooel Morton, through
Mr. Plaisted, for the Augusta postmastership,
has the effect—whether it has the design or
not—of asking the President to set his seal of
approval on methods which he has declared dein any politics outlawry and outlawry
The Republicans of Augnsta, the Republicans of Maine and the Republicans of all
the States have taken notice of that fact. The
serve

only.

public journals, with probable correctness,
have said that Senators Hale and Frye have
told Mr. Cleveland that Colonel Morton’s appointment would be resisted by them in the
Senate and by the rest of the Republicans a*
earnestly

as Democratic senators would be exto resist a Republican President’s selection of Ball to be postmaster of Buffalo.
These sonators probably gave Mr. Cleveland
the credit of believing that he was as averse as
an official to methods of political
nastiness aa
be declared bimself to be, while a candidate.
how
Buffalo Democrats wonld feel in
Exactly
having their correspondence pass throngh
Ball’s hands needs no statement.
That way
would Augusta Republicans feel iu having
the
hands
of
Col.
Morton.
their*;pass through
Mr. Blaine bimself, for instance, would be justified in printing a card asking his friends to
address him at another office,
instead
of
through the one managed, by the appointment
of the President, by a man who made the Virtue of Mr. Blaine’s wife and the legitimacy of
bis children aa issue in politics.
The manliness there is the United States
wonld rise to
such an appeal as that.
From the matter snonld be dismissed as demagogical and nntrne the declaration that any
Repablicans seek the retention of Joseph Manley. His term is oat. He will sarely go. Nor
is the Eagle able to see any “dictation” in any
Republican, whether Mr. Blaine or any ona
else, protesting against the proposed appointment. No cne objects to a Democrat having
the office. A Democrat
will
undoubtedly
have it. No one. disputes that a Democrat,
not concerned in local and personal
quarrels
with many of his fellow citizens, will make a
better postmaster than one who ts or has been.
The Senate is not a tribunal on which to pre-

pected
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tbe departed canvass.
Tbe Democratie administration, the government of the Doited
States, have other larger, better things to do.
From bis position as political victor aod as
President of the people,
Grover
Cleveland
should not be asked to mix np the administration with tbe local, factional or personal quarrels of the Maine Democracy or of the Angusta
cabal. There is no sense in the proposition
that he do so. There is no good politics in it.
There is nothing like Grover Cleveland in it.
The Eagle hopes that Colonel Morton, whatever other recognition he may get as an active
Democrat, will not be made postmaster of Augusta, because his appointment would be the
revival of foul and abominable controversies
which should lack the buoyacy of putrescence
to rise as they rot.
What Blaine might do if
President is not the question.
It is the dnty,
and it should be the resolve, of
an
elected
Democratic President to be as manly and
chivalrous as both himself and hie opponent
onght to be.
Drain of Colonel Wolcott.

Colonel J. Wesley Wolcott, the proprietor
of the Hotel Vendome, Boston, died Thursday
at bis home in Dedham, Mass aged 66.
He
was born in Portland in 1819 and went to Boston in 1840.
There he engaged in the dry
goods business on Franklin street with George
Warren
After leaving the latter's employ he
was for many years a salesman in the honse of
F. Skinner & Co. After this be entered into
the banking business with Henry J. Gardner,
(then Governor Gardner.) and daring the latter’s administration was made a member of
his Btaff. At the outbreak of the Rebellion
Mr. Wolcott enlisted in tbe Second Massachr
ranking as first lieutenant. He
this position December 18,1861,
and was appointed captain of Battery A,
Maryland Light Artillery. He served faithfully throughout the war aDd won the title of
colonel by brevet. At the close of the war he
returned to Boston, and shortly after became
interested in the Commonwealth Hotel. He
was connected with that honse until 1877, when
he took a lease of the Brnnswick, which be
managed until 1880, when Charles Whitney
built for him the Hotel Vendome, which be
has ever since conducted with marked success.
The deceased was widely known among hotel
men and had a large repntatioD as a first-class
business manager. Colonel Wolcott had a
striking military figure aud was the possessor
of a tranquil dispositiou. Tbe news of his demise came with a severe shook to his large
circle of friends in this dtp and elsewhere, although he had been very ill for several weeks
from pnenmonia and his death was anticipated. He leaves a widow and four children.
The remains will leave Dedham at two
o’clock Sunday afternoon by the Boston 8c
Providence Railroad, and npon the arrival of
the tr-. in in Boston they will be conveyed to
tbe Hotel Vendome, where the fnneral will
take place.
setts

Battery,

resigned^rom

A Loax Lou Badge.
In 1864, Samuel G. Bryant, now first pilot of
the steamer Richmond, had a badge of the
Sixth Army Corps made from a silver quarter
ot a dollar and lost it the same year.
This

spring, Eben Hayward of Wesley, Me., advertised in some of the Maine papers that be
had taken a Sixth Army Corps badge by way
of change as a quarter of a dollar, and that the
letters "S. G. B.” were eograqed npon it. He
requested the owner to apply for it. This advertisement was seen by Mr. Bryant, who
•vrote to Mr. Hayward, and at
his long-lost badge.

received

once

A Test in Pronunciation.
Roland and Diana were lovers. Diana was
ephemeral but comely, hypochondrical but
not lugubrious, didactic but not dishonest,
nor given to ribald or trncnlent grimaces.
Her pedal extremities were, perhaps, a trifle
too large for playing organ pedals successfnly, but her heart was not at all adamantine,
land

her address

being diffuse.

was

Roland

Deremntorv
was

of

a

without

saturnine

countenance, at one splenetic and combative In disposition, so that his wassails and

orgies were maniacal. He was a telegrapher by profession, having received a diploma from Caius college, but aggrandized his
stipend by dabnliug in philology, orthoepy
and zoology during his leisure hours, so that

tie was accused of feticbism aud tergiversation by his patrons. Still, his acumen and
prescience were such that ouly a misogynist
would discern that he was au aspirant for
His acetic, rather than his
tbe gallows.
ascetic nature, ua'urally inclined him to visit a chemical laboratory, well filled with apparatus, to which he had access, whence he
otteu returned with globules of iodine and
albumen on his caoutchouc shoes, which
subjected him to the risk of numerous altercations with his laudlady, a v'rago and
pythoness in one, and with her servant, her
accessory and coaljutant. Roland had become

acclimated, leceived everything with

aud equability, reclining upon
the divan where he contemplated tbe elysitnn where Diana dwelt, and addressed danative dtstichs to her in tbe subsidence of

equanimity

raillery.

There was a certain diocesan who endeavored to dispossess Roland in the affections
of Diana.
He had Bent her a ring of onyx,
a chalcedonic variety of stone, and once
hung a placard where he knew she would

it'frcm her casement, but she steadlastly
overtures, and ogled h'm as if he
The diocesan betook
were a dromedary.
himself to absolutory prayers, but continued
his digressions and inquiries cognizant of
this amour, aud armed with a withe, Roland
inveighed against this “gay Lothario,” who
defended himselt with falchion until Roland
disarmed him, houghing his palfrey withal.
After the Joust, the prebeudary abjectly
apologized, albeit iu a scarcely respirable
coudilion, then hastened to the pharmaceutic’s aerie for morphine and quinloe, arid
was not seen till Michaelmas.
Roland returned on Thanksgiving day, took an inhis
ventory of
possessions, which consisted
of a package of almond cement, some ena
bottle
of anchovy sauce, a tame
velopes,
falcon, a bonk of acoustics, a miniature of a
mirage, a treatise on the epizootic disease
called cplzooty, a stomacher lined with sarcenet, a cerement of sepulture, a cadaver
and a bomb. Tbe next day the hymeneal
rites were performed and she became his
see

rejected his

faithful ally and housewife.

W. S. McNeeiy -of Plymouth, committed
suicide on Tuesday, bv banging himself in his
barn. He was about 00 years of age. He was
injured in Bostoa last spring, and since that
ti ne has been greatly depressed in spiriie,
which uo doattj caused him to commit the
ras’i act.
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SATURDAY MORNING, JUNE 6.
We do not read anonymous letters and commnnThe name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publicaeatlone.

tion bat as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
munications that

are

com-

not need.

In the case of Ferdinand Ward justice has
been slow, but if it is only as sure as it is
slow people will not complain.

One of Henry Ward Beecher’s sons has
been appointed collector at Puget Sound.
That is a small reward for the amount of
work put in by the elder Beecher. Perhaps
however, it is all tbat it was worth.

Mayor Harrison oi Chicago has apparently
been converted and is vigorously raiding the
One
gambling establishments of that city.
of the most notable religious features of the
year has been the revival among mayors. It
begun upon the Atlantic seaboard and is
gradually working across the continent.

The Washington

Star,

an

independent

paper, declares tbat the only excuse assigned
for the recent dismissal of a half dozen em-

a penitentiary.
But the ease with which he
had seen other dishonest bank officers escape
after plundering their banks removed the
only consideration which bad exercised a
restraining influence upon him. He thought
he could steal and escape the penally.
The
outcome has apparently demonstrated the
correctness of his view, for there is little
doubt that he is now in Canada beyond the
reach of American laws.
While our extradition treaty with England does not cover crimes like Scott’s we
may expect the frequent repetition of them.
By the existing treaty the restraining influence of the fear of punhbmeut is virtually
taken away, for an embezzler of average
shrewdness can easily gel beyond the teach
of the law before his crime is known even
to anybody but Limseif. It is deeply disgraceful to whoever is responsible for it that
a man with hundreds of thousands of bigotten gains in his pocket can within the space
of a few hours put himself beyond the reach
of ail danger of the law. Such a condition
of thiDgs works injury upon the country
from which the criminal goes and still greater injury upou the country to which he
comes, and for the welfare of both the
United States and Canada it ought to cease.

Hammond's Great Leap.

in the Sixth

auditor’s office is that
ployes
they hurrahed for Blaine when it was supposed that he had been elected President.
The ‘‘offensive partisan” phrase receives a
new

interpretation

Barbed

propriate
of

wire

every

fence has

day.
at

[San Antonio, Tex. correspondence of the Philadel

last found its apinstrument

It serves as an

use.

better than in any other capacity. It
that during the recent attack by the
rebels at Carthagena the assailing party became tangled up iu several lines of barbed
wire fence. It is needless to say that they
were badly mangled.
Here is a grand opening for a leading New England industry.
war

seems

hundred and flfty-one women are the Inof jails and reformatories In Massachusetts.
The record of Rhode Island is no better. As we
hare said before, New England most he reformed.
Two

mates

Th«rfl In

quarter

no morn

of the

(nwlHni*

mlMinnow.

A.ld

I.

...

Globe.—Atlanta Constitution.

Coining from

a

section where convicts are

hired out like slaves

for the meauest and
severest out-door servitude the above paragraph is in very poor taste. Georgia should
look after Its own reform.
can take of itself.

New England

The Massachusetts legislature has come to
the conclusion that it will not undertake to
regulate the price of telephones. Probably its
decision resulted from the couviction that
whatever bill it might pass relating to the
subject would be overthrown by the courts
account of

unconstituiionaiity. The bill
embodied the popular sen'iment which is
that the Bell Company is altogether too
greedy and had it not been for the legal
difficulties in the way it would undoubtedly

ou

have become a law.

The Massachusetts legislature does not
seem to be tackle very kindly to reform this
year. The passage of the bill exempting
soldiers from civil service examinations was
a move away from it, and the refusal to establish a board of arbitration to settle wage
disputes looks like auother in the same direction. The experiment of settling controversies between employers and employed by
arbitration is not a new one. Sometimes it
has succeeded and sometimes it has failed,
but promise
of success occasionally is
sufficient to justify its trial.
In his address to the San Francisco chamber of commerce Seuator Sherman expressed
the opinion that the De Lesseps canal would
be built. Speaking of the silver question he
declared bimeelf in favor of bimetaUsm, and
expressed the opinion that the opposition to
silver at the east arose chiefly from the fear
that under the present coiaage laws it might
drive out gold. He took strong grounds In
favor of building an efficienfnavy “not a
big one like Great Britain’s but such a one
as the genius and intelligence of the community can furnish.”
A correspondent of the New Orleans
Times Democrat says that ‘The incompetency and neglect of Republican administrations are accountable for the unhappy condition of society in Utah.” This is news.
We have always been laboring under the impression that the Mormons settled in Utah
and practiced plurai marriage some time before the Republicans took charge of the national government, and that polygamy became firmly rooted while the Democracy was
In power. The Correspondent should have
kept truth on bis side and said that the competency of Republican administrations, par-

ticularly of

the last one, is

accountable

for

the present unhappy condition of Mormons
In Utah.
As we predicted, one result of the withdrawal of the appointment of J. L. Meade
to be postmaster at Hazelhurst has been to
place the Belfast Age in a very uncomfortable predicament. Witness these comments
before aDd after the appointment:
[From

Age
28th.)

the

of

May (From the Age

The Bangor Whig otters
a shriek over the appointmeat ot
J. J-. Meade,
at
poaimas er
Copiah
He appears
Miss.
county,

of June
4.)
The President has reyoked tne appointment ol
I. L. Meade as postmaster of Hazelhurst. .Miss,

tor the reason that he
to have been chairman of presided at a meeting in
the Democratic commit- Copiah county where the
tee of that county, and murder of
Print
Maadrised Print Matthews, thews was justified, and
who was shot down at his relatives and friends
the Spoils not to vote, threatened with death ii
Doubtless the President they took any steps to
and Postmaster General prosecute his murderers,
would have been glad to* * Meade belongs 10 a
find somebody else to ap- class of brutal ruffians
point, but the people who rule in certain hall
there were for Meade, civilized parts of
the
audit is not easy to see South,
how they could have done

otherwise than
him,

appoint

Thfl moral \■ nhwinna
excuse

ihiBgs

One Hundred and Fifty-live Feet Dawn
from a Clift into the Kio Grande.
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In

that are inexcusable.

A Condition That Invites Crime.
The American bank employe of dishonest
instincts is having just now an unusually
soft time. While his honest brethren are toillog day after day for a thousand or two a
year, and struggling to lay up something foi
a rainy day he stuffs a cool $100,000 or so into his pocket, walks te the depot leisurely,
buys a through ticket to Canada and the
next day when the directors wake up and
find that bis accounts are awry he is across
the border beyond the reach of the law with
enough of his plunder to keep him in comfortable circumstances for the rest of his life.
This is not a fanciful or exaggerated statement. It has been exemplified in real life
a half dozen times within a year or two.
Ii
was only three days ago that a man named
Scott who had been the paying teller of the
Manhattan bank of New York for twenty
years went through precisely this performance. He went out of the bank at the close
of the day’s business with $100,000 of stolen
funds in his possession with as much nonchalance as his fellow employes who had ii
their pocket s oniy what they bad honestly
earned. He hastened to the depor, took the
train going west and soon had escaped every
danger but the qualms of his own con
science.
Scott appears to have lived a correct lif<
daring all the time that he was connected
with the bank, with the exception of two 01
three months past. He was not a gambler,
be did not own a trotting horse, he bad nr
expensive tastes, and he apparently did noi
live extravagantly. There is no evidence
that he had been speculating and drawn or
the bank for the necessary capital. His case
Is altogether unique and the usual
explanations are inapplicable to it.
There is abundant room therefore for speculation as to the origin of his crime. It seemi
to us that the most plausible
theory is that il
was largely the result of the
knowledge thal
it could be committed with impunity. Scotl
was probably one of those men whose inherent virtue is not proof against temptation, but need the bracing of the fear o<
punishment. It can hardly be doubted thal
any time during the last twenty years be
would have yielded to temptation as readily
as he did within the past tew months had
there not been before his eyes the vision ol

pbia Times.]
When the news of Prof. Odium’s fatal leap
from the parapet of the Brooklyn bridge
reached here we were talking over the aflair in the “Gold room.” Sam Graham, exsergeant of rangers, called attention to a
parallel incident which attracted a great deal
of attention on the frontier at the time and
and gave the name of “Hammond’s Leap”
to a lofty canon wall on the bank of the Rio
Grande, about six miles west from where
the alkaline waters of the Pecos
empty into
it. The traek of tl e Southern Pacific railroad runs close to the river here, and as you
whirl by the trainmen point out the spot
where Robert Hammond made a sheer leap
of 155 teet to the muddy waters of the Rio
Grande below. This leap was made in the
early summei of 1882, when the railroad was
in the process of construction. The
painted
red men from a safe hiding place on the
Mexican side watched the busy scene with
wide-opened eyes, heard the “big thunder”
of the blasts with loud beating heart and
stole back to the Santa Rosas. The only animate beings that did not seem to mind the
noise and tumult were those pestiferous little varmiuts, the vinegaroan, the devil
horse,
the tarantula, the centipede, the
stinging
lizard and the rattlesnake. They remained
and disputed the ground Inch by inch with
the invaders. They caused a great deal of
trouble, and the navvies feared and respected them. It was a stinging lizard or
scorpion that caused Hammond’s
leap. Hammond was a navvy, born In England, and at
the time he made the leap about 26 years of
age. He was of rather slender build, but
wiry and muscular, and Jack Harris, the
contractor for whom he worked, considered
him his best churn driller.
Harris’s camp
was at the head of a deep canon, about one
mile south of Vinegaroan. He was engaged
in making a fill and two Bide cuts,
and

Cashmere, and
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islands are many

BUSCELLANBOeS.

pleasnre grounds and palconstructed by the mogul emperors,
them
the
Nisbat
among
Bagh or Garden ci
Pleasure, and the Shalimar Bagh, or Garden
of Delight, laid out by the Emperor Jebangir for his wife, Mihruumsa Kbanum, better
known as Nur Jaban, the “Light of the
World.” It was in this garden of delight on
Lake Dal that Moore laid the closing scene
aces

B. A. ATKINSON & CO., B0m\ & P0»TUSD_ CLOTHIXG CO. EASTERN NEW ENGUNO LEAGUE GAMES.
HAVERHILLS
toner Pearl and diddle Streets,
Whipcord Suit Sale-Continued. PORTLANDS,
—vs-

of his eastern poem, “Lalla Rookh.”

PORTLAND,
Are of/erlng for

Cuticura

HAVE TRIED for eleven years to have my wife
eurel of a terrible skin disease.
The Cuticu
ka Remedies (Cuticura Resolvent, the new
Blood Furitter internally, and Cuticura, the greai
Skin Cure, and Cuticura Soap, an exquisite Skin
Beautiflor, externally) have done in six weeks what
1 have tried for eleven years to have done.
Yos
shall have the particulars as soon as 1 ean give then
to you and as we are so well known In this part o:
the country, it will benefit you, and the remedie:
will cure all who use them.
CHAS. H. WHITE.
Maysville, Ky.

I

right here

LAWRENCES

Rugs, Baby Carriages,

we

CARPETS!

Very Heavy All Wool Carpets,
Nice tapestry Carpets,
Prime Body Brussels Carpets,

NEVER ACOnPLAimr.
Since I have been selling your Cuticdra Remedies I have never heard a single complaint, but on

I had a dozen had sores on my body, and tried
all remedies I could hear of, and at last tried your
Cutioura Remedies, and they have cured me.

nrieft c.nnnnt

Congress and Elm street, Sunday, .June 7th,
at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
lickets, AfternooD, 10c. livening, 15c.
jo4d3t»
lorner

BliOIINKATIRO HAKLOK,
Largest and Best in tlie City,
Open Afternoon aud Evening.
Music on Tuesday.
Thursday and Saturday
evdnings.
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BONDS.

Breasted,

guarantee for these chamber sets. 1st. That the wood is
patterns. 3d. They are thoroughly well made. And in justice

Walnut Chamber Sets, 10 pieces, Bevel Plate mirror, Combination
Commode, Haudsome Style and Finish, $37.50, $39.00, $43 OO, 45 OO,
$50.00, $55.00 and upwards. All these sets have

Bath.(Is & 4
Maine Central, ,7s & 5i
P. & O. B. R.6s

BEST

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

ITALIAN

MARBLE

TOPS!

These are Cherry
Cherry Chamber Sets, $45.00, $67.00 and $69.00.
and mahogany, no imitation, and have best Italian marble Tops.
Ash Chamber Sets, prime goods,$19.00, $31.00, $38,00, $30.00, $37.50,
$41 .OO and $45.00.
Mahoganized Chamber Sets, $35.00 to 45 00.

194 MIDDLE STREET, Portland
January 1.1884.
janldtf

NO.

PARLOR SUITS !
Hair Cloth, 7 Pieces,
$35.00
“
“
4
...

ii

7
7

a

Mohair
All

it

—

The great demand for our $9.50 Men’s Brown Whipcord Suits is UNPRECEDENTED.
Wre have doubled on our second order, and have
now sufficient, for this week; sizes 35 to 42; cut regular sack pattern;
usual retail price $15; great bargain.

for BLUE FLANNEL SUITS in all grades, Single
Wood ! Headquarters
Double
for
Boys and Children.

we

Boys’ Whipcord Suits in Brown and Wine colors, ages 12 to 17
at only $8 and $10 per suit; regular price $12 and $15.

a

Norfolk Blouses with Pants to match. Boys’ Flannel Blouses, Shirts
and Sailor Suits.

Odd Clhnirs and

Easy

A full assortment of

colors

kept constantly on
L. A.

B.

styles and
hand.

apr23eod2m

A.

ATKINSON

PORTLAND ME.

je5

PINKEYE.

&

man.

“It didn’t though,” cried Hammond with
laugh. “I’ll make it again for a 10 dollar

bill.”

The next morning Jack Harris had the
distance measured, and the tape line, held
close to the cliff edge, marked 155 feet and a
few inches when the other end touched the
water. Hammond did not appear to suffer
from his terrible flight through the air. He
worked
for
Harris until the latter’s
contract was finished and then went Into
Mexico to work on the Mexican Central.
He was in his underclothes that night and
his feet were protected only by thin socks.
He struck the water feet first, and described
the sensation experienced as similar to that
if the feet had been smartly slapped with a
broad strap. While in the air be felt no
difficulty in breathing, and the increased
velocity as his body neared the water was
not perceptible.

Ruined Serinagur.

TtTTT Stttdt fiDTflTPT/T

or

Hratimr Q

W. 23d St., N. Y.

169

Atlanta

ajdtf

Serinagur, the city destroyed by the reearthquake in India, is the capital of
Cashmere, the principal native tributary
state of
Northern India.
The country
formed part of the great Sikh kingdom of
Runjeet Singh, the old Lion of Lahore. On
the overthrow of the Sikhs in 1848 it passed
by right of conquest into British possession.
A Sikh chief, Gholab Singh of Jammu, who
had remained neutral daring the war, offered
to purchase Cashmere from the government
of India, and hold it as a tributary state.
cent

The price

fixed at 75 lacs of rupees, a
sum equal to about $7,500,000 in our
money,
and the yearly tribute at a horse, 12 shawls
goats and three pairs of shawls. It was a
miserable price, for the Runjeet Singh had
drawn a revenue of nearly $4,000,000 per
annum from CaBhmere, but the Indian
government closed with the offer, partly because
it was in sore need of money at the
time,
but mainly on the principle of a bird in the
hand. So Gholab Singh became maharajah
of Cashmere, aud established his capital at
Serinagur, where his son, Runbir Sin, now

reigns

as

was

his successor.

Serinagur
130,000. The
city is situated on the river Jbelum, in the
heart of the renowned vale of Cashmere, It
is; very irregularly built, extending along
both banks of the river, which are connected
Canals lead from the
by five bridges.
stream in all directions, so ihat there is
a
in
the
haidly spot
city or its vicinity that
cannot be reached by boat.
From this peculiarity the city is known as the Venice ol
ed with a

population of

nervous troubles, as they act directly upo:
the nervous system as a nerve food and exciter c
nerve matter. They are invaluable to all nervou
people, and Dr. Benson’s reputation as a specialis
in the treatment of nervous diseases at once
give
them a high standard. Sold by all Druggists, o
sent to any address on receipt of price—60c. a boa
or 6 boxes for $2.60.
Office 164 N. Howard St,

W. H.

Fred R.

Life

Insurance,

House

All

<fc

Co,,

©PEN EVERT EVENING.
eodtf

the

following inducements

7

OPENING

BATCHELOR’S CELEBRATED HAIR DYE

OF

ESTABLISHED 1881.
Best in the world.

stantaneoufs!

No disridicappointment,
ulous tints; remediee
the ill effects of bad
dyes; leaves the hair
soft and b e au tifnl
Black or Brown. Explanatory cironlars
sent postpaid in sealed
envelopes, on application, mentioning this
paper. Sold by alfdruggiets. Applied byexperts at BATOHELOR’S Wig Factory,30
no

East 10that.,N.Y

Young lien’s Stylish Spring Suits.
Our present exhibition in our large
Clothing Window is made up of
Young Men’s Stylish Four Button
Cutaway Suits in Fancy Checks,
Brown Whipcord Diagonals, etc.
Young Men’s Sack Suits in modest
Checks and striking Plaids. Of these
goods purchased in the New York
market during the past thirty days,
to meet the requirements of the Fine
Clothing trade we pronounce the
cloth fine in quality, the garments
elegant in fit, and the workmanship
most thorough. An inspection is soiicited, and a glance at our window

oily.

eodlynrm

be sold at pnblio auction
WILLJane
3 o’clock,
16,

on

es

at

the premif
p. ni., tb

9

FRANKLIN SCHOOL PROPERTY,
at Topsham, Maine.
This fine property .comprising some40 acres of flel
and pasture, together with the school
buildings, i
beautifully situated on the Androscoggin river, oi
poeiie Brunswick and one mile from the depot; tb
grounds are extensive, shady and beautiful an
could be made one of the finest estates for privat 0
residence in Maine.
Inquiries may be made of
GEORGE W. JOHNSON,
Bath Me.
my30
dtd

I

j

„„

be sold at

public auction
WILL
es, June 17, at 10.30 a. m., the

on

the

premii

BELLE HAVEN HOTEL PROPERTY & STABLE
in the Town of Wiscasset,
This property Is well situated for business an
offers one of the pleasantest summer resorts on th
coast.
For

particulars
inquire of

in

regard

to

sale

and

Life

holding paid up
Policies with the old Mutual Life
PERSONS
ble
wish to
who

or Endowmec
or other relit

companies
may
dispose of same o
negotiate loans thereon, may do soon application t

W.
aprl

33.

.

Allen &

r

dtf

apix

30

DAYS!

-*

HIP—

I
10 lbs.
15 «
20 “

daily,
“

per
“

“

month,
t‘

“

$1.50
2.00
2.50

«

Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at
the office will be entitled to a proper redaction,
dtf
may 30

Portland,

iWnhoganized and painted Chamber Sets at extremely low figures.
Solid Ash Sets for $36.00 and up wards.
7 Piece Parlor Saits, made in onr own warerooins, are Solid Black
Walnut frames, from $38.30 and upwards.
We wish to call particular attention to our Hew Embossed Plush
Parlor set in any color or combination of colors, as parties may desire. This set consists of a Double Back Sofa, Gents’ Large Easy
< hair, Platform Spring Mocker, large Meceptiou Chair, Corner
Chair,
and two very large Sluing Chairs for $50.0**
Also uii endless variety of all kinds of Parlor Furniture ns low as
can be sold and give satisfaction to llic purchaser.
In Carpels Stoves, Oil Cloth, Crockery, Refrigerators, Baby Carriages, and Hotel or Boarding House Supplies, we carry a full and complete stock, and can furnish any house for public or private use from
cellar to garret.
We are also the sole agents in Hew England for tile celebrated
Archer or Rochester Barber Chair.
Seud for catalogue and price list of general house f urnisliiug goods.
All orders or enquiries promptly attended to.

dtf

FRUIT OF THrLOOM COTTONS.

Company,

Market Square.

Mill III Wl

We call particular attention to our
Aucroscoggin Ice (or families and offices.

We olTer tills week 4000 yards of this popular make of Bleached
Cotton, one yard wide, at only Sc. per yard.
Also a large purchase of Unbleached Cottons, 30 and 40 inches
wide, at 3, 0, 6 1-2, 7, 7 1-2 and S cents per yard.
And 2000 yards Amoskeag A. C. A. Bed Ticking, at only 13c pi tyard. This is a great bargain always sold heretofore at 23 cents.
Also a flue variety of Shirtings in Cambrics, Cheviots, Dt tilings
and Prints.
Cretonnes; 20 pieces new aud handsome stytes at lo and 12 1-2 cents
per yard.
W hite and colored Bed Spreads, some of them from auction.
\
large purchase of these will enable us to give our customers rtt. «• bargains. Special values in Ladies’ and Children’s Jerseys, Sun Um; adtes’ summer
brellas in Silk, Satin, serge and Colton.
skiti-, I.tidies’, <«ent’sand Children’s Summer Uuilertvcar, anti a lit e variety
and
and
of Ladies’ tfenl’s
Children’s Hosiery
(doves, by far tin- bes:
for tbc money we bate ever seen.

>

3LtITT3LtE,

31 EXCHANGE ST.

THE

OPPOSITE FRIEND STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Bath, Me.

NEGOTIATED.

h

purchasers of $50.00 worth of goods will have
paid to

my22

display invited.

propert'

B9

Cnatomera can commence taking lee at any time
they desire, and delivery will be continned until
notice to atop ia received at the office.

W. H. HtKVEY & uu, NO. 5 UNION STREET.

GEORGE W. JOHNSON,

my30dtd

Portland

Mack.

dtl

maylB

the

each, with combination comode

W. D. LITTLE, Agent
aprl

of

to

Six different patterns of Black Walnut Chamber Set, ten pieces
and landscape mirror, f nr $45.uO.
50 other patterns of B. W. Chamber Sets at correspondingly low
prices. All chamber sets arc full size and contain IO pieces each, viz:
Bedstead, Bureau, Commode, Tabic, 4 chairs, 1 Mocker and Towel

$104,000,000

Premiums may be paid monthly if desired.

CO,,

(Successors to CURTIS & SOULE.)
No. 56 CROSS STREET.

PRICES FOR FAMILIES AND OFFICES.

Special attention is called to the fact that all our goods are manufactured by the MECHANICS OF NEW ENGLAND, not “OUT WEST,”
as most of our competitors advertise theirs are.
We believe in patronizing our own MECHANICS, who WE THINK AND KNOW are fully as Competent to make GOOD WORK as the much talked of SKILLED MECHANICS of THE WEST. Therefore our motto is “TO LIVE
ami give onr NEW ENGLAND MECHANICS a CHANCE to LIVE
ALSO,” or, iu other words, “Leave Our Money with those Mechanics
from Whom we Get It.”

NEW YORK.

■

1085.

GIts yotu orders early,
time ahead.

u »e are

•erne

alwayi migagtd

A WORD TO WORKINGMEN !

Mutual Life Insurance Co.
OF

eodt

Furnishers,

And parties purchasing $100.00 worth we will in
addition to paying Fares Both Ways and the free
delivery in Portland take $10.00 down and give One
Year’s time to pay the balance.

be sure to look into System and Adran
tages of the Endowments and fire
year distribution plan of the old

ASSETS,

Street.

°

BOSTON AND RETURN.

Portland, Me.

n>y9

Congress

BOOT.)

THE

Farrington,

Under Falmouth Hotel,

GOLD

their fares

THE CLOTHIER ASH FURNISHER,

IFYOUCONTEMPLATE

some

they rise up directly from the river or the
canals, and are mainly built with their brick
walls supported iu woodeu frames. A recent
traveler, alluding to this point, says: “Being often three storieB high and in a most
ruinous condition, the walls present
anything but straight lines, and it is a marvel
that many of the houses continue
standing
at all.” The British residency and the bungalows, providea free of charge for European
visitors, are above the city on the right bank
of the river. The chief public buildings are
the Jumma Mesjid, or Great Mosque, which
it is claimed cau hold 60,000 persons, and
the palace of the maharajah overlooking the
river. Within the precincts of the palaeo
there is a temple with a large pagoda roof,
and this roof is covered with thin plates cl
pure gold—not a gt.dea dome, but a golden
one.
On the east of the city, and connected
with it by the Sont-i-Kol, or Apple Tree
canal, is the famous Dal of Serinagur, a lake
some five miles long aud three miles broad,
bounded on one side by giant trees and encircled by lofty mountains on the other. In
this lake are the strange floating gardens of

Hervey

And Goods delivered Free in

CITY.

3XTJSTW iSTORE.

mayl3d6mnrmcw

is credit-

Asia. It has also been called the Florence
of Asia, owing to a fancied resemblance between the Jbelum and the Arno.
Serinagur
presents a very fine appearance from a little
distance, but a nearerview goes far in dissolving the charm. The houses are ill adapted to withstand au earthquake} shock, for

I
I

THE

FARE PAID TO BOSTON

I have a fine line of Norfolk
Blouses for Young Men, with
Pants to match.
SV8y line of
Neck Wear is complete, and
consists of the various novelties to be found in the market.

Headache, IVervonw Headache, Nen
ralgia, Nervonanesn, Hleeplesaneee, Paralyeis, St. Vitus’ Dance,

BROWN,

Any person purchasing $25.00 worth of goods
from their Mammoth Stock of General Household
Goods will have their

GENTLEMEN’S FURNISHINGS

Sick

Portland at the

sale in
store of

ANDROSCOGGIN ICE

NEXT

-AJSTD-

1

on

1885.

'do

DR. C. W. BENSON, of Baltimore, Md., has die
covered that the Extract of Celery Seed and th
Extract of .German Chamomile Flowers combine*
in the form of Pills, is the most wonderful nervin
in the world and invariably cures

Baltimore.

Clothier,

THE

are

BEST.

GREAT NEW ENGLAND

Ready-Made Clothing
IN

Shoos

THE

OF

421

IS SHOWING THE FINEST LINE OF

NEURALGIA!

AEE

aprll

FOR

janld&wlynrm

Pine

Boots and Shoes.

A Remarkable Cure of

on

A. GARSIDE & SON

Dealer In Fine

Citizens

January 9,1885.
Swift’s Specific is eutrely vegetable. Treatisi
Blood and Skin Diseases mailed free.

thT e

IRVING J.

ATKINSON, Manager.

The

guarantee.

a

dtf

]e4_

oiler

a Horse
In the fall of 1883 I had a valuable bor6e takei
with the pinkeye, resulting in blood poison.
Afte
nine months of doctoring with all the remedies to b
found in horse books, I despaired of a cure.
Hi
right hind leg was as large as a man’s body, and hai
on it over forty running sores.
He was a most pit!
able looking object. At last I thought of Swift’
Specific, and commenced to nse it. 1 used flfteei
bottles. In August last, all symptoms of the diseae
disappeared. There have been no signs of a return
and the horse has done a mule’s work ou my far n
over sinoe.
James L. Fleming, Augusta, Ga.T

& SON

A. GARSIDE & SON

These Shoes

'W'-

No. 5 Union Street, Boston,

and all
An Interesting City in a Wonderful Coun»
Devastated by Earthquakes.

CO.

255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

alive,'

a

POMmIiTCLOTMSO

BOSTM 4

CO.

OPEN EVERY EVENING.

successors, each

a
full
line
Ladles* Misses’ and
manufacture
Children’s Fine Hand, Machine and Goodyear’*
Welt Shoes in all the prevailing styles.
Mr. A, Garside being an originator of styles wfll
continue to cater to the public taste for something

(SIGN

Carpet Store, Boston.

ISAAC C.

GOULD,

A.s

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

perfection

and

their

A. GARSID£

Chairs.

Brunch of the Great Nassau Hall Furniture

by
exclusively
name of

pair bearing the

new.

OPEN EVERY EVENING.

_

nice stock to select from.

made

are now

Plush,7 Pieces, $55,60,65,75 and upwards
good goods and

celebrated shoes maouf.ietured by the

WOODMAHSEE A QARSIDE,

years,

We wish to call the attention of the careful buyer to our Ranges. We only have three styles as follows: The New Byron is a 5-hole Range, with 16 inch oven, shelves on both ends and has an automatic
shelf in the oven. It is made expressly for us by the Weir Stove Co., and we warrant it to givw the
housekeeper satisfaction. We shall deliver this range anywhere within five miles of the store with 18
pieces of ware for $15.00.
The Kirby is a 6-hole Rrange, has an 18-inch oven and Hot Closet, has an automatic shelf and two end
shelves, is handsome and a perfect haker. Delivered as above with 18 pieces of ware for $25.00.
The National is also a very handsome 6-hole Range, large oven and Hot Closet, automatic shelf and
shelf on the end with patent towel holder. The range is manufactured by the Taunton Iron Works Co.,
and is
itself
We shall deliver with 18 pieces of ware as above for $28.00.
In addition to the above articles on which we have given prices, we have a full line of house furnishings
at our popular prices. Come and see the goods at the corner of Pearl and Middle streets, Portland, Me.

We guarantee the W. B. to be the
finest line of Corsets ever imported.

Woodmansee AGarside.
The justly
late firm of

Men,

STOVES and RANGES!

day and night.
Hammond worked in the day gang and the
wall
tent
he shared with six or eight
big
others was about 300 yards from the edge of
the lofty wall, against whose base the muddy waters of the “great river” dashed and
tumbled. At this particular point the river
is quite deep. One night the sleeping occupants of Harris’s camp were aroused by a
series of startling yells which came from
Hammond’s tent. Before they could collect

“One of them infernal stinging lizards got
in my ear and nearly drove me crazy,” auswered Hammond, “but he popped out when
I struck the water. By the way boys, what
do you think of that jump?”
“It ought to have killed you,” said one

and

37.50
r
40.00

-

SON,

Sncceuerii to

Another lot ol Whipcord Suits in four button cutaways at only $12.00
per suit; regular $18.00 quality, and are extraordinary values for the
money; sizes 36 to 42.

all kiln dried. 2d. They
are the latest
to ourselv.-s and in self-defence we must add none of these sets are second-hand or shopworn as some would have you believe. The fact or our soiling them so low is accounted for iu the buying of such enormous quantities at
a time, and every one’s common sense should tell them that in every instance of purchase, quantity gov6
erns price.
We sell as follows:

ju3WS&w2w

.Evening.

A. HARM &

A Financial Consiperkhon

Walnut, Ash, Cherry and Mahoganized

in

fTSce:
20o.

BERTC. WHITTIER. Manager.

may23dtf

95 cts.
35 cts.
I] 1-2c

SETS!!

CHAMBER

Cuticura Remedies are sold everywhere. Price
Cuticura, 60c.; Resolvent, $1.00; Soap. 26c,
Prepared by the Potter Drug and Chemical Co.
Boston, Mass.
Send for ‘‘Bow to Core Skin Diseases.’
A AT SuDburn, Pimples, Blackheads and
T
M -cAI* y
Oily Skin, use the Cuticura Soap.

An“-

CARPETS!

55 cts. Heavy Handsome Velvet Carpets
47 l-2c Heavy Cotton and Wool Carpets,
95 cts. And a Good Cotten Carpet for

Wa

10c.

Ladies

we

ha hant.an in Amariaa.

JNO. GASKILL.
Hebron, Thayer County, Penn.

and give tests at the

will lecture

PORTLANW SPIRITUAL TEMPLE,

shall display one of the finest lines of the above goods ever shown in this city
(remember they are all fancy mattings.) commencing with a beautiful heavy
fancy matting for l‘J l-4c, and 15c.* 17 1-tlc.* 40c., 45c. to 35c. We have 4000 yds. of tbene
goods to offer at the above figures. And we simply say in regard to them the goods are goods and the
On Saturday morning
at the unheard of prices

SCROFULOUS SORES.

BAXTER,

MONTON,
the oelebrated Lecturer, Singer Rnd Test Medium,
OF

STRAW MATTINGS and CHINESE MATTINGS.

1

Admission 25 cts.

m.

J. F«ANK

MATTIWOS!

the oontrarv every one who has used tttem has been
well pleased with them, and they outsell all others.

called at 3 p.

Game

je3dlw

wish it

CARPETS!

PORTLANDS,

vs.

Tuesday, June 9,
Portland Base Ball Grounds.

At

Sideboards,
Toilet Sets, Carpets,
Hall Stands,
Extension Tables,
Straw Mattings, and
Bed Lounges,

distinctly understood that onr goods are all new, fresh and clean, from the best
factories in the New England States. No second-hand, no shop-worn goods in our stores. And we claim
that the prices are lower than any other Furniture House in New England. For instance, see our prices on

worked gangs

their senses and settle in their minds whether or not the camp bad been attacked
by Indians, Hammond dashed from the tent and,
held
bis
although
by
companions, tore himself away, aid yelling at every jump, roa'de
gianr bounds toward the river. The drillers
ami blasters lu t e cut stopped their work
and ran up on the bank to see what was the
matter. They saw Hammond as he dashed
toward them and heard hie agonized yells.
A cry of horror burst from iheir lips as the
yelling man leached the brink of the precipice and without a second’s hesitation leaped
out and shot down like a plummet to the
boiling flood 155 feet below. They beard the
loud splash made, by his body when it struck
the water, and then, with blanched faces
and hushed voices, hurried dowu to ibe river level to search for the poor fellow’s mangled body. What was their surprise to meet
the supposed dead man
uninjured.
He was sbiveriDg with cold, however, and
the muddy water dripped from his clothing.
“What was the matter?” cried the group
of searchers in chorus.

Astounding

Saturday, June 6.

Bargains in

Ever Offered by any Furniture and Carpet House in America.
And

ANYTHING.

Rockland.Cs & 4s.
No. Pacific Gold.Cs
Anson.
4s

longer,

Bureaus,
Chiffoniers,
Secretaries, Desks,

Having used your Cuticdra Remedies for eig lr
teen months for Tetter, and Anally cured it, I am
anxious to get it to sell on commission. I can recommend it beyond any remedies 1 have ever used
for Tetter, Burns, Cuts, ete. in f-tct it is the best
medicine t have ever tried for anything.
R. s. HORTON.
Myrtle, Miss.

E.B.CUBBERLY, Druggist.

the Most

and Odd

Jiure

Ind.

Mam£]l.

few days

Odd Bedsteads

BLOTCHES CUBED.
I used your Cuticura Remedies for Blotohes.
and am completely cured to my inexpressible joy.
Cuticdra Soap Is the best I have ever used, and
to the profession it is invaluable for cleansing the
skin, thereby removing all “cork,” grease, paint,
and all the stuff used by them, leaving the skin
and white and soft. My greatest pleasure Is
u recommending such an artiele
H MACK.
Champion Comique Holler Skater,
Youngstown, Ohio.

Andrews,

a

Furniture, Carpets,
Bedding,
Stoves and Ranges,

DISFIGURING HUMORS,
ITCHING
AND
TORTURES,
JLOATBSOME SORES.

BEST FOR

FVIFHTAIVM BUT*.

mtCBLUNEOVI.

eodtf

A. B. BUTLEMo. 247 Middle uu
my20

dtt

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.
403
lanZP

Congress St

4if

CHAS. H. O’BRION,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

COAL.
uoait

jjomeauc

a

prices.

specialty, at Lowest Market

322 Commercial St.,
Brown’s Wharf, Portland Mo.
Orders received by Telephone, No. 644.

myl3d6m

f. o. pierce & CO.’S

Pin

ins

AIN SO

K“8K

composed of tbe best Zine and
Lead pigments, ground in Pure Lin.

are

seed Oil to the consistency to

use under

the brush. Their great fineness and
density of body forms a firm glossy surface, more
durablo and permanent in color than can be
produced by anv process of hand mixing.
Every package is sold under our positive guarantee of purity, and to repaint any
job upon which it
hue been used and failed to do
good service.
If not for sale in yonr towu send to <mr wholesale
11. H. HAY & SON,
agents,
marll4eod3m
Portland, .Tie.

All !
New

SCHOOL,

Mluilio BHiltling. 143 Dnrliuoulh Ml.,
Beat..,

Instructors: TO.VIM ammo .III; I, Alt I-.Priu
KOKe.lt r W.
VONMOM, MERCY A.
IUII.ET, ABBOTT F CSRtVEM.
Visitors: J.IIAKVEV YOCNU, E Ml. A R
PARKER, ERNEMT ». MINCEsl.1.0 tv.
HENRY HITCHINCSM, Director of Drswing in Boston Public Schools.

SUMMER TERMINTHE COU.ViBT.
At Kiltery Point, lTle.
book now open for those who wish to
Attention given to
Landscape, Animal and Figure Drawing and Painting. Circulars ar fYUls p. HvVIw w Art
Wtare, 610 Congress St. Apply to or address as
above. PIlA^K Jl. ( OWl iA, Manager,
Tnlh&ilUt
may 30

Subscription
secure

places in tbe classes.

Boardimj, Livery and Hack Stable.
V'I N’t
my stable at lOf 4' larlc Mt.,
HA 1 wish eularged
to call the attention of gentlemen in
J

that vicinity to my superior accommodations for
Boarding Horses. My Carriage House being detached Irom the stable, renders it impossible for
any

scent or steam from the stable to reach the
Carriages, a faot worth the consideration of those having

nlc*» carriages.
ap3 jod3m

JOHN U. LEE.

------

Pullman

Car. 116
Richmond & (Danville. *6

THE PRESS.

Reading.

THE PRESS.
N» G.
May be obtained at vne Periodi'ial Depots ofRobert
Fessenden, Marquip, Armstrong, Hodscon,
Costello, Gilpatrick, Jewett, McFarland,& Starks,
Maine
Strange, Gould, Lanagan, Wade, Boston
Depot, and Chisholm Bros., on all trains that rnn
oat of the city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Go.
Augusta, J. F. Fierce.
Baagor, Bangor News Co,
Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J. O, Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellersoa,

Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills, F. A. Verrtil.
Damartiscotta. E. W. Dunbar.;

19%
69%
Union Pacitio 6g.116%
do L. G. 7s.
106%
doBtoa fund 8s.120

Homestake.:

.13.60
Onta io
24.60
Quicksilver. 4 60
do pret
22.00
Plymouth
17.12
Coh. Cal. &
2 86
Eureka. 8 00
Horn Silver. 1.95

Va."

r. ^Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
MPryeourg, R. C. Harmon.

California mining Slocks.

‘‘Fairfield, E. H. Evans.

fas

1 Farmington, D. H. Knowlto*.
HGardiner, Palmer Sc Co.
f 'Gorham, Jas. H. Irish Sc Co,
S‘Hallowell, C. L. Spaulding.
\iLewiston, Chandier Sc Estes.
Long Island, T. M. Glendenning.

fc}Richmond,

..

Chollar.

3S4

...

.2V4
Point.
1%

Crown
Hale &

...

Norcross.6%
Savage.
3%
Mexican. 1^4
Gnuld & Gurry.
2%
Sierra Navada. 1%
1 nionCon.
ls/8

G. A. Beale,

Rockland, 0.8. Ardrewfl,
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
.liSaccarappa, A. H. Adams.
j.Saoo, H. B. Kendrick Sc CO.,
c

Springvale,

the

are

Best & Belcher.
Bottle.

Ysliow Jacket

l

t

(By Telegraph.)
Frakcisco, June 5.—Tho following

o'osing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:

ii,Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughes.
*)Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas,
(l-Norway. S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
(I Old Orchard Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. Jellison.

2%

C. H. Pierce.

Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, H. M. Roberts.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. H. Hayes.
Vermouth, A. H. Seabury.

FRIDAY, June 5.

Wit and Wisdom.

Nearly

one hundred thousand copies

of

the “Science of Life” have been sold during
the past year. It is printed in the English,
the French, the German and in the Spanish
languages. It is no doubt the best medical
worK extant.
The author, Dr. W. H. Parker,
is the best nervo specialist iu the world. It iB

published by the Peabody Medical Institute
aud advertised in this paper.
A little grammar is a dangerous thing:
“Johnny, be a good boy and I will take you
to the circus next year.”
“Take me now, pa; the circus is in the present tents.”
Bad Drainage causes much sickuess. Bad
blood aud improper action of the liver and
kidneys is bad drainage to the human system,
which Burdock Blood Bitters will remedy.
“What is the matter with the baby?” asked
a lady of a little girl, whose baby brother she
bad understood to be ailing. “Oh, nothin’
much,” was the answer. “He’s only hatchin’
teeth.”

Congress YeaBt Powder

good qualities of
tains

none

a

all the
possesses
while it con

of their injurious ingredients.

Dully Wboletiaie Market.
PORTLAND, June 6.
There is no change of consequence to note in the
local market, and the demand for goods is very
light and confined to immediate wants. For Flour
a firmer tone prevails owing to the higher cost of
wheat, hut there is no improvement in the volume
of trade. Chicago was lower to-day on Pork and
Lard and higher for Wheat with an easier feeling
in Corn and Oats. Sugars are easy and slowjat 7Vfe
for granulated and G%c for Extra C. Strawberries
15c in a jobbing way. Fresh Meats steady; we quote
sides at 7Vfe@9c
ib, hind quarters 10Vfe@llVfcc,
fore quarters 5Vs@6%t rounds with flanks 8Vac;

9Vfec, rumps and loins 12@16o, rumps at
12@13c, loins 13igl6o, rattles 6(g6c, backs at 6%
@7Vic, chucks 6@‘5c, short rib outs at 10@12c.
Mutton 9@l0c; Veal Sc: Lamb 18@20c.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Flour, Grain, Provisions. Aeo.
rounds at

High Mxd *Corn 68@69
BupbrUne arid
low grades. .3 25®3 60 No2 do, car lot*. 67#68
2. Soring trad
Dorn, bag lots.
59#60
Xl Sprinz 6 G0®5 25) Date, car iote.
43 aJ44
Patent Spring
Date, bag lots.... 44® 45
?‘
Wheats.0 00@6 75 i Meal
.68#69
Mkihlzan WinCottonSeod.car lotB
ter straights? 00®6 37
27 00 §27 60
Do roller.... 5 50®6 75; 0ottonSeed bag 1 ota
8t. Lon is Win28 00@2y 00
ter Straight 6 26®5 60 *>H‘Vod'kr?m car lot.
]>ii ro!ieV... 6 7 5(& G 00;
16 00# 17 60
Winter Wheat
do b&gioul8 60® 19 00
stem*..0 00 ®0 60 w Id*,car »ote. ? 18# 21 00
Pr<ki«cc.
do bag tote 20(§322 00

Cranberries—
ProrisJowx.
Cape Codlo 00® 17 00 Pork—
Maine.. 12 00®13 00i B&cfce .16 00*16 60
1 76® 1 85i Clear.... 14 60#16 00
Pea Keans
Mealtime.... 1 05® 1 76
Meet.13 00@13 50
German modi 40® 1 60 Mess Beet .11 50# 11 00
Yellow Eyes 1 90®2 00
Ex MaaB..i 1 60;gl2 00
Br Oalons tt> bxl 85 a 2 00
Plate.13 Oo#33 60
Irish Potatoes 66®05c
Ex Plate.14 00i®14 60
Eggs «2*dos ...( 14® 16c Ham*.
10Vs©lle
Turkeys
20®2 3 Hams, covered 13 @14o
Lard—
Geooo,
Fowl.,.. .3C®18cI Tab, ? fr
7V4#78/s
Tierces..
7*4!&7%
Suttrr.
fail. 7*4 * 8*4

Creamery.20® 22

K*cda.
Gilt Edge 7er....20n22e Bed Top..
2 26&2 37
Choice....10® 18e Timothy.#.. 1 85# 2 00
Good.16® 18c (Hover.
10%#!llc
E£oi»ibh
Store.10jg>12e
C**ee®ci.
Muscatel.276 3 25
Vermont— 9Vfc®llVii London Lay’r.2 76# 16
...

N Y hact’y.. 9VilU% ^ndura. 10#23
Sugar.
Valencia.6*4@10*4
Granulated ft ib ....7 Vs!
Oran^ett.
Extra V..05/8 Valencia
6 50;#7 CO
Ex large w7 00# 7 50
|
Cod. per qu.,
Florida.4 605bj6 00
L’ge Shore.. .3 25®3 60 Mossina.3 6G@4 00
L’geBanknew2 00®2 60 P&iermo.3 26#3 76

email.2 00 d’2 60
Leuioa*.
..3 60g4 00
English Cod, 4 00®4 60 Palermo
Police U.1 7 6®2 60
Aperies*
J 503>2 00 Green, & bbl 3 00@3 60
Haddock...
Ha c...
7 6® 2 25 Evaporated $ ib
8(o)l1
Dr i ad A-polo*. 3 V2 ©4%
Herring,
& box
Seal
14® 18 Sliced
4*4# 6
No. 1.
Oil,
12@16
...

..

...

Mackerel, ^bfei.
Bay JSol.
-Bay *ro. 2.
hore ^
1.18 00@20 00!
9

Kerosene.....
Port. lief.P’tr
Water White
DevooBrlll’t.

00,1^10 50! Pratt*

^

@6*4

9*4
#12 Va

§12*4

Astral,

I Ligonia.
Large 3....
2 60® 3 60! Silver White oil
Medium
Small. 2 25®3 00 Ceutonial.

8%

9

...

9%

Foreign Imports.
PORTO RICO. Bark Augustine Kobbe—808 hhds
bblB sugar to Geo S Hunt 8c Co.
CIENFUEGOS. Schr C S Packard—198 bales 29
tcs 1689 bags sugar to Geo S Hunt & Co.
31

PORTLAND, JUDO 6.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
3LJ cars miscellaneous merchandise; fer connecting
roeis. 86 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
Ride* mad Tar llow.
The following
Aad Tallow:

are

Portland quotations

on

Hides

Ox and Steer Hides 90 lbs weight and ovor 6%e$Hb
Ox and Steer Hides under 90 tbs.6
ft
Cow Hides, all weights...... 6
ft
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights. 4
ci* ft
Calfskins.
10c ^ ft
8hoep Skins.£Oo(a$L each
Lamb Skins...
Soe each

Light

and Deacon Skins.25 to 36c each
Rendered Tallow.. .6%c .p ft

Rough do

3@3%c

market.
The following quotations of stocks
daily.by telegraph:
BOSTON

ave

received

stocks.

A.TJ 6. F...

66%

Belle Telephone. 184
Mexican Central 7a.... 61
Eastern Railroad. 61%
New York & New Eng.... 19%
Flint & Pero Marquette pref-75%
Eastern Railroad 6s..122%
..

vor|j Mtocti and

ITlocey i?X>trk«:.

are

Railroad bonds less active aod

strong.

iseans—choice? largo hand picked pea at 1 453
1 50
bush. choice New York small hand-picked
do.&il 6531 60; fancy 1 70; small hand-picked pea.
Vermont. tt 1 60 $1 66; common to good at 1 40
(®146; hoico screened do 1 40; hand-picked meciiaml 5Q@ a 1 65.and choice screened dol 30@1 40,
common do 1 10.31.20,choice improved yellow-eves
ail 90@ 1 95; old-fashioned yellow-eves at 1 86(3
1 90 red kidneys 1 9632 00.
Apples—We quote Baldwins at 3 00@3 60; Russets 3 1)0(33 60. Evaporated Apples at 6M»@7V5iC
^ tb.

ton
fair to good $20(3$21 00; choice Eastern fine 18 00
@$2o 00; poor do at $—@$16; Eastern swale —@
$12. Rye straw, choice, $22 00.3$23 00; oat straw
$11# ton
nutter—Choice Northern creamery, new 18419c;
N*w York *t>d Vermont new dairy at 15@16r;
fancy higher; extra Western fresh-made creamery
at 18419c; fancy
; common to good at 16@17c;
Western ladle packed at 10412c;do fair to good,9(3
21c; imitation creamery, choice, at 12@J3c. All
old butter at 8@10c. Jobbing prices range higher
than these quotations.
Cheese—Cboico Northern new 7hfc@8c old 8@9c;
lower grades according to quality; West 8c.
Eggs—Eastern 14c New York and Vermont 14c;
Western at
@13: Island at
Potatoes—Nor'hern Rose at 60@55c; Eastern do
663- 8c; Houlton at 60c
bush at the roads; Prc—

13313hie.

liflcs 60@63e.

heavy. The stock market dull and weak, the decline
in some cases amounting to 2 per cent. In last ten
mi utes there was a rally of Vs to % per cent. The
marlrat ulncnil ctaaiiv
loot rallw
nn

The transactions at. tho Stock
ed 169.020 shares.

Exchange aggregat-

following are to-day's closing
Government Securities:
U uteri States l>ond>. 8s

<-s

«uo

of

U 3%
I
i >2%
do
do
4%*, re#.......
4
do
do
do
coup.
...112%
do
dc
lo
4s, rug
..*21%
do
do
do
....
122%
4s, coup
Pacific 6s. *w&..
..126%
i ho following are tint cioemg quotations stocks
..137
Ohoago & Alton.
160
Chicago & Alton prof.....
Ohleago, ilurr & Quincy
'21%
Erie.
9%
Erie pref..
1-0%
ilitnoia Central
...: 24
Lake Shore.
61%
.,49
Michigan Central..
N ew^Jersoy.Central..
36 %
North western
93
„.

_

..

liaUIHCl,

FOE THE WEEK ENDING June 6.
Codfish—We quote Georges Codfish at $3 60 1?
qtl: old Georges at $2 60**3
qtl; medium and
small Georces at $2 60 ^ qtl.; new Western Bank
$3
qtl old do at $2 2.1 for large and $2 for me
dium; English cured do 3 76 and 3 26. Shores at $3
and $2 00 ^ qtl for large and medium Cusk, Had
dock, Hake and Pollock at $1% ; slack salted Pollock at $2V* ^ qtl.
Boneless and prepared fish 3 to 4yac ^ lb for
Hake, Haddock and Cusk, and 4®7i4c for Codfish
as to style and quality. Smoked Halibut 8(c£9yac
^
Hr, Smoked Salmon at 16c; Scaled Herring at 14c
box; No 3 and tucks at 10c. Smoked Alewivse

1 25 ** hundred.
Mackerel—Nothing of consequence on the market.
One f«re rimmed held at $3
bbl
We hear of one
trip sold at $•/ delivered in B ston.
Fresh Halibut—To-day’* shipping prices 7 and
6vac ^ lb for white and gray.
Pollock 60c ^ cwt.
Herring—We quote Nova Scotia largejsplit $4 60
bbl; medium do at $3; Labrador at $4; round
Shore $2 60; splints $3.
Trout at $1
bbl; Pickled Codfish $S34; Haddock at $3. Halibut Heads $3 60, Tongues at $6;
Sounds at $12, Tongues and Sounds $y, Alewives
$3 50; Salmon at $14; Fins at $12 00; Fins and
Napes $0; No 1 Shad $10; Swordfish at $10 60;
Halibut cheeks $8.
Pure Medicine Oil at 85c ^ gal, crude do at 55c;
Blacktish Oil 60c; Cod do 36(540c; Porgie do $30c.
Fiiti scrap at $9
ton; Liver do $6. Fresh livers

60c

bucket.
Fish Waste $2 $>' ton.
Fresh Livers 60c ^ bucket.

We notice 88 fishing arrivals at this port the
past week, as follows
Fares.
Grounds.
Codfish.
Halibut. Mackerel.

lbs.

lbs.
48
10
4
4
16

Georges, 1,120,000

bbls.

33,450

J 48,000
Shore.
Bank, 385,000
halbt,
South,

4,000

Wes.
Bank

117,000
1,408

82
3,6 3,000
164,460
1,408
Other receipts, eightfares, 70,000 lbs pollock, 8,000 boxes smoked herring, 100 qtls cured pollock,
76 do hake, 4,000 lbs cusk, 19,000 (lo hake.
4

h?c«$e«* Livestock market.

/By Telegraph.)
Chicago, June 5.—Cattle— Receipts 8,700 uea.;;
shipment? 34* 0 bead: 10c lower; steers at 4 65:a
6 65; cows and mixed at 2 26.5.4 30;
Stockers and
feeders 3 40'a)5 OO; Texas Cattle 3 75(5)4 26; grass
Texans 3 65^4 00, com fed Texans 3 76@4 7o.
rR*gji—Heeolptf* 2. >00 bead; shipments 7000 hd;
good grades stronger;rough and Mixed 3 80(5*3 90;
packing and ehipping at 3 90,5,4 10; light at 3 85
(£4 20, skips t 3 00,5)3 60
Sheep^-reeeipts 2500 head; shipments 400 head,
steady; inferior to fair shorn at 2 6l@3 25; wooled
3 76@4 75.
_

markets.
(By Telegraph.):
vcw
York. June 6.—Flour market—receipts
17,409 bblB; exports 6210 bbls: heavy and rather
easier with more doing both for export and home
use;?ales 19,8 0 bbls
Flour. No 2 at 2 20*3 40; Sup.Western and State
at 3 0(Vva3 60; common to good extra Western and
State 3 45 &4 00; good to choice do at 4 06(5)5 40;
Stomeftcic

to choice White Wheat Western extra at
6 00,5.5 26; fancy do 6 30,5)6 40; common to good
extra Ohio at 3 45 55 40; commo to choice extra
St. Louis at 3 45:5 5 49; Paten Minnesota extra
good to prime 6 005/5 26: choic to double extra
do at 6 30 5 5 60, inclndin2 4200 bbls City Mill
extra at 4 95:5.0 00, 900 bbls fine 2 20.®2 40; 600
bbls Superfine at 3 0Ofa3 00; 1100 bbls extra No 2
at 3 461£4 00, 2909 bbls Winter Wheat extra 3 45
40; 8700 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 4556 60.
outhern flour more active.
Kye flour is steady.
Wheal-receipts 109 lo bush; export* 8253 bu;
higher and only modera ely active sale?
148,0( 0 bush spr t; No 2 Mil. 93Vfec; No 2 Northwest 93% @9ic; No 1 haid I 02y2; No 2 Ked nominal; No 1 lieu State at 1 08; No 1 White 1 00. Rye
ia lower. Barley dull. 4’e»rss shade easier; specu
lation moderate; receipts 118,900 bush;exports 88,147 bush : sales 29 '*,000 bush spot; No 3 at 52a
62Vfcc No 2 at 63c in elev; No 2 White 66c. High
Mixed at 64Vs!@5f-c. Oats—Mixed %S)ic better;
White shade lower; receipts 30,400 bush; exports
bush sates 13»,0 l0 bush on spot; No 3 at 39c:
do While 45c; No 2 at 40t&40i4c; No 2 White at
45s/8(5*45%c; Mixed Western at 40@41c; White do
at 43f(;47c: White State at 44<£47o. Coffee firm.
*»sijgar dull and easy, refined about steady C 5%j@
53/ac; Extra at CoVfe@56/fcc; White do at 5%c
Yellow 4% c5c; off 6yfe@6c, Mould A 6%c; standard A at d 145*98/80 Gontectioners A 0 9-16@8%c
powdered at 7%c; c-anuiatod at 6%@5%c, Cubes
7@7Vfcc;cui loaf and crushed at 7% c. iViroIenuo
—united 78% @78ygc.
i'nliovr is steady at 6%
@5 11-16. Pork dropping; mess spot at 1125a
1160. Beef is quiet,
fl.ard 2 points higher but
trading quiet; Western steam spot part at 6 7 / V2(a
6 80; refined for continent quoted at 7 OU; S. A. at
7 40@ i 45. Butt,© firm for choice; Western at 8(5)
I6V2C. Cheese firmer, Eastern 4ya@6%c
Freights to Liverpool steady; Wh.i*t steam 2Vfed.
Chicago, June 5.—Flour is dull; Winter Wheat
4 50(5*5 60 for Southern 4 50,^6 30 for Wisconsin
and 4 505)5 fO for Michigan soft Spring Wheat at
3’50jx4 25 Minn Bakers 3 50^4 60. Patents 4 76
*5 75; low grades 2 <-0@3 00. Rye Hour at 3 90@
4 00. Wheat is higher; Juno at 87@88%c; No 2
Spring at 881/4 8sVac; No 3 Spring at 79»80c;
No 2 Bed at 95 vie; No 3 at 84c. Corn is easier at
46%@403/8C. Oats weaker at 33(5)33 %c. fctvo is
quiet; No 2 at 0f c. Barley nominal. Pork lower at
10 25(5)10 30. Lard is lower at 6 47Vfc@0 62ys.
Boxed Meats quiet; should**-* at 3 80(5.3 85; ebon
rib at 5 25.^5 27 vr; short clear 6 80(5*6 85.
Receipts-rVour 6,000 bins wheat 87,000 fcu,
corn 220 000 bush, oats 162 000 bush,rye 4,000 on,
common

f;5

—

b&rley 13,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 16.000 bbls. wheat 19.000 Du,
qxv. 236.000 bush oats 121,000 hush,rye 1,000 brt
uarlev 1,000 bW'h.
St Louis, June 6.—Flour firm; family at 3 75@
3 80; choice 4 26(5)4 35, fancy 4 6056 90; patents
cr.

** uortu

13

Zw

«

L

ZV“U

VJA-V2

(a<l 03%. Corn is lower; No 2 Mixed at 42%@44.
Oats firm; No 2 Mixed at S3%c.

Reeoipt—Floor
corn 66,00u{0ui*h,

2 Ou
tobis. wheat 16,001 tn«b,
oats 13,000 bush. barley 1 000

bash, rye 0000 bush.

hipmetts—Flour 9,000 bMs. wheat 1,000 bu;
37.oi.kj ! usb, oat® 63,00'•* bush, rye 0,000 be,
barley O. -G»»
oit June 5
vvboat firm; No 1 White at

corn

9Fe asked: No 2 Red at 99% c.
w-.-.v-i
‘-pts 6,600 bu; ship n.nt.- 0 >< brsh,
•jvv crle
Cotton easy; Middling
>, June 6
U; lands 10% c.
Cotton is easy;
Mobile, June 5
'fiddling
lands 10%c.
Sava:-', a.:. June 5—Oosicu quiet Middling
lands 10%-.
Charleston, June 6.—Cotton quiet; Mid dim
lands 10% r,
Aemphi
June6 Cotton steady;
lands 10%

..

..

..

..

Northweatern^prof .127

New York Central
82 Vs
liock Island.
113%
St. Paiu.
66%
Ht. Pam pref..... J 02%
Union Pacifio Stock.
52%
WftRtern Union Tel. 59%
▲dams Ex. Go.135
American Ex. Co.
96
Alton & Terre Haute. 16
do preferred.
Boston Air LiDe. 90%
Bur.ci Cedar Rapids.
60
U*naaaSouthern....
26%
Central Pacific.
30
Dal.& Hudson Canal Co.
77
Dal. & Lackawanna..100%
lieurera K.U.
4%
E. Tenn., Vir. & Ga.
3%
E. Tenn.. Va., & Ga. pref.
6
Kansas & Texas. 16 %
Houston & Texas.
17
Hannibal & St. Je. 38
ao preferred.
88
Hartford & Erie 7s. 19
5
jbake Erie & West.
Louis & Nash.... .. 32%
96%
Missouri Pacific.
Morns Ht Essex.124Va
6
Mobile & Ohio.
..

...

....

Metropolitan Elevated.126
Man l)att&n Elevated. 96 Vs
144

Now York Elevated.
northern Pacific common.
Oregon Nav.
Pittsburg & Ft Wayne.

16%
74
135
141
Pittsburg.
Pacifio Mail. 64
a

'l

SAILWC1 Diil'n

»S

PROM

Hanoverian.Quebec.Liverpool...
Montreal.Quebec.Liverpool

.Jne
Jne

...

Newport.New York. .Havana... .Jne
Suevia.New York Hamburg.. ..Jne
Zaandam.New York.. Amsterdam..Jne
Wyoming.New York.. Liver pool.Jne
Advance.New York..Brazil.Jne
St Laurent.New York. .Havre.Jne
City of Alexandria New \Tork..Huv&VCruz Jne
City of Chester.... New York..Liverpool... Jne
Andes.New York..Porto Rico.June
Oregon.Quebec
.Liverpool ..Jne
..

Sardinian.Quebec.Liverpool.Jne

Servia.New York..Liverpool ....Jne
Saratoga.New Y'ork. .Havana.... .Jne
FlamborouaU.New York. .Barbadoes.. .Jne

Sarmatian.Quebec.Liverpool.... jne

O&rascas.New York..Laguayra....Jne
Parisian

6
G
6
G
G
6
9
10
10
11
11
12
13
13
13
13
17
20
20

BUS! AU&ANAU..
Sun rise*..
3.68 j wtlTh
Sun sets.,..

,..

7.21

|

Length oldaj...... 16.24 I
Moon riles..12.12 1

water

JUNE 6.
(.. 4.46 AM

J.
1

5^3 pm

...

81t6ln
8ft 71n

Hi FELL in'he STREETS
KENNEDY’S FAVORITE REMEDY
Curea

sprung rudder.

DO flKCHTll; PORTS
FERNANDINA- Ar 3d, sch Anita, Jewett, from

Philadelphia.
WiLiMlNwTON,

NU—Ar 4th, brig James Miller,
Crocker, Portland; schs Franconia, Falker, do; H
F Carlton, Bryant, AmDov.
GEORGETOWN, IXJ—Ar 4th, sch W A Crocker,
Hutchins, Tenant’s Harbor.

May

Williams, Reed, and J E Sanford, Hanson, do.
Ar 6th, sch Uranus, Clark, Matanzas.
Cld 4th, brig Hattie M Bain, McDonald, Cardenas; Amy A Lane, Carver, Matanzas; sch Mary E
Morse, Crocker, Portland.
NEW IORK—Ar 3d, schs David Fanst, Smith,
Jacmel; Nellie Grant. Dodge, Ellsworth; White
Foam, St John, NB; Lizzie Cochran, Bangor; Mattie J Alles, Crockett, Frankfort; Mark Gray, Randall, Gardiner; Win Reed, Gardiner; William Rico,
Rocklaud; Union, Cole, Calais; Storm Petrel, Sullivan, Alta-Vela, and Geo B Ferguson, Ellsworth;
Hattie Godfrey, Millbridge.
Ar 4th, brig John H Crandon, Pierce, Matanzas;
schs Elvira Cole, Shulee, NS; Norman. Smith, from
Windsors, NS; Sarah Eaton. Dorchester, NB.
Ar 6th, barque Mignon, Colcord, Caiuariau; schs
Jas 8 Lowell, Reed. Turk’s Island;
Dora Matthews, Brown, Nucvitas; Gertrude LTrundy, Davis
Paysandu; Willie L Newton, Coombs, Brunswick.
Cld 4th, sch Lavinia F Warren, Johnson, An-

tigua.

Passed the Gate 4th, sch Emma IC
from New York for Shulee, NS.

Smalley, Cole,

PROVIDENCE—Ar 3d, schs Daylight, Hodgdon,
Newport News; Nellie a Drury, Wilson, Apalachicola; L A Boardmau, Norwood, Calais.
Ar 4th, schs 1' W Allen, tarter, for Dennysville;
Abigail llaines, Jones, Ellsworth.
Sid, 4th. sch Geo W Collins. Joy, New York.
FALL RIVER—Ar 3d, schs H A Deming, Boardmau, Elizabeth port; A K Woodward, Young, and
Capt John, Torrey, Calais.
BRISTOL—Ar 3d, sch Robert Dority, Lowe, from
Deer Isle.
SOMERSET—Ar

good.

V^UtUO, UHBUU,

Pitcher, Bath; Emma, Littlejohn, Kennebec;

Terrible CJnt*e of Oravel
Ollier Help Failed.

a

When

„

began

series of experiences the agony and
horror of which words cannot depict. Think of it!
I was sometimes taken in the street, and would fall,
writhing with agony, upon the sidewalk. It was
death in life. “Thank heaven, J then heard cf KENNEDY’S FAVORITE REMEDY.” through Mr. P.
P. Cooley. I had not used half a bottle when I
passed three stones iu succession, one of which was
nearly one-half an inch long. I persevered with the
medicine, the symptoms gradually abated, and 1
have had no more trouble since. 1 am well, thanks
to you and “FAVORITE REMEDY-.”
Yours most
Then

a

gratefully,

JAMES I). KENNEDY.

What “FAVORITE REMEDY” did iu this case it
has done in many others. If you desire to do so
Address—Dr. David Kennedy, Rondout N. Y.

As

News.

NANTUCKET
On the Shoals 3d, at auchor,
barque Aug Kobbe, from Porte Rico for Portland.
BOS'LON—Ar 4th, barque Ada Gray, Plummer,
Cardenas; brig Giles Loring, Evans, Arroyo; Wauban, Welch, Mayaguez; Carrie Purington, Knobel,
Port au Princ*; WmT Doonell, Bassett, Norfolk;
Tiios W Hyde. Sherman, Baltimore; Flora Rogers,
Bradford, Baltimore; Eva C Yates, Yates, Philadelphia; Nellie Eaton, Knewlton, Port Johnson; H
Curtis. Haskell, Hoboken; Qaoddy, Mahoney, aud
Ada Ames, Adams, Rondout;
Mauitou, Arey, New
York; J Kennedy, Warr, Calais ; Wm H Archer,
Plorence
Goodwin, Ellawo.tli;
Griudle, Sargent,
Mt Desert; Jas Holmes, Ryan, Belfast; American
F P Hall, Tapley, Castine;
Eagle, Trask, Banjor;
a G Brooks, Smaliage, Franklin.
Cld 4tb, sell Royal Charlie, Kendrick, Barrington
—

via Portland.
Ar Gth, schs O D Witherell, Garileld, Baltimore;
Francis Coffin. Bellrtty, Weehawken; C E Moody,
Hodges, Amboy, Emeline G Sawyer, Wilson, aud
Mary E Oliver, Hinckley, do; O B Kimball, Kimball, Boothbay; Arboreer, Ciark, Ellsworth; J B
Stinson, Stinson,Deer Isle; Mary L Newton, Calais;
A i- Perkins, Thompson, and L H Smith, Leach,
Castine, Emily A Staples, Coleman, Saco; Atalanta
Bradbury, Rockland; Flavilia, Blako, and Antelope

Banks, Kockport.
LYNN—Ar 4th, sch Light of the East, Treworgy,

New York.

PLYMOUTH-Ar 4th, sch Susie J Sawyer. Nickerson, New Y'ork,
SALEM—Ar 4th, schs Lexington, Priest, Amboy;
Ivy Beil. Loud, aud R W Denham, Tirrell. Amooy;
Empress, Richards, Weehawken; Pearl, Robinson,
Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 4th, ech Willie Martin, Holbrook, Weehawken.
Below 4tb, sens California Taylor, Wiscasset for
Boston; Atalauta, Hinckley, from RocklaDd fordo;
Flavilia. do for Boston.
HURRLCANE ISLAND —Sid 2d, sch Douglass
Hovey, Wright, New Orleans.

Ar at Hong Kong 1st inst, ship Benj Sewall, Ulmer, New York.
In port 1st, ehip Iceberg. Treat, for Pbillipiue
Islands, to load sugar for New York or Boston at
Sid fin saugor April 28th, ship Mary Cushing,
Brown, New tforb.
Passed Ascension —, ship Vigilant, Gould, from

Hiogo

for Now York.
Sid fm Liverpool June 29th, ship John McDonald,
Stover, New York.
Passed Kiueale May 30, ship C F Sargent, Atherton, San Francisco for Liverpool.
Passed the Lizard 2d. ship St Stephen, Douglass,
Sau Francisco for Hull.
Ar at Queenstown May 30, ship Henrietta,Blanchard, San Erancisco.
At Mayaguez May 24, sch Mauna Loa, Thompson,
from New i'ork, disg.
At Surinam May 10th, sch Kit Carson, from

Charleston, disg.

At Matauz-s May 29, barques Matanzas, Orcutt,
and Arthur O Wade, Sherman, ior North of Hatteras; Henry A Burnbam, Gorman, do; brigTenerilte, Tracy, and J 11 Lane, Sbute, do.
At Sagua May 26tb, barque Batavia, Kelley, for
North of Hatteras; brig Fannie B Tucker. Sylvester, do; sch Fostina. Pbilbrook, do.
Ar at St John, NB, 4th, sehs Karslie,
McDonough
Portland; Northern Light, Harper, Ellsworth.
Ar at Moncton 3d iust, echs M?ud W, Ambrose,
and Star, Dickson, Portland.

SPOMEN.
May 2S, lat 29 31, Ion 74 40, brig Mattie B Rus
from
New
York
for Sagua.
sail,
No date, lat 33 25, ion 71 26. barque J R Lopez,
from
New York for Sagua.
Mcuutfort,

IwspIpsTa

dangerous as well as distressing complaint. If
neglected, it tends, by impairing nutrition, und depressing the tone of the system, to prepare the way
for Rapid Decline.
a

IS* ^

BEST TONIC.

and completely
Quickly
its

?

Dyspepsia in all
forme. Heartburn, Belching, Taming the
ooil, <ic. It enriches and purities the blood, stimulates the appetite, and aids the assimilation of food.
IIev. J. T. Rossitek, the honored pastor of the
First Reformed Church. Baltimore, Md.. says:
‘“Having used Brown’s Iron Bitters for Dyspepsia
and Indigestion. I take great pleasure in recommending it highly. Also conside it a splendid tonic
and in vigor a tor. and very strengthening.”
Genuine has above trade mark and crossed red lines
wrapper. Take no otlicr. Made only by
BROWN CHEMICAL CO.. BALTIMORE, MD.
Ladies Hand Book—useful and attractive, containing list of prizes for recipes, information about
coins, etc., given away by all dealers in medicine, or
mailed to any address on receipt of 2c. stamp.
Cure*

rriy20

d&wly

~~THE WALDO,
Little

Chebeague Island
POMtilKB HARBOR, UK.

jgHjtsjgOpeiis for the

Season Juno 20.

For circulars and terms address

my29d2m

anti-malarial medicine

ROI.JL1NS & ADAMS,
POBILANp, he.

OF^ EVERY

4 1
to

—

TliS&Tulmrrm

Happiness

Found
great relief. It has entirely restored me to
health.” James French, Atchison, Ivans.,
writes: “ To all persons suffering from
Liver Complaint, I would strongly recommend Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. I was afflicted
with a disease of the liver for nearly two
years, when a friend advised me to take
this medicine. It gave prompt relief, and
has cured me.” Mrs. H. M. Kidder, 41
Dwight st., Boston, Mass., writes: “For
several years I have used Ayer’s Sarsaparilla in my family. I never feel safe,
even

Onr

To prove this we refer to the leading citizens of Portland and to the
statements from strangers.

following

From

PRAISE* FROM

Fvcrett, Man.

Wo have found your medicine invaluable.
MBS. S. F. DYER, Everett, Mass.
From

Gloucenter,

“Worth Fire Dollar*

Mam.

We recommend Baker’s Great American Specific
and know its worth.
MR. & MRS. A. E. STEVENS,
Gloucester, Maes.
I

not be

Official “Return*” from Indiana.
us six bottles, 50c. size.
J. B. & J. C. HENDRICKS, Peru, Ind.

as

sucb.

WM.

can

recom-

PLUMMER, Bath,

Me.

Fryeburg, Me.
Shot, E. C. Farrington,

says:—

years. Have known many others in this neighborhood who used it for cholera morbus, internal pains
etc., and never knew a single case ot dissatisfaction.
E. C. FARRINGTON, Fryeburg, Me.
From Taunton, Matt*.
Enclosed find $4.00 for a dozen of Specific. Your
medicine never falls to give relief.
M. ALLEN BENNETT, Taunton, Maas.
LOWELL LAS RATIONS.

Remarkable Mediciuc.”
I bad no
Maurice, Baker & Co., Gentlemen:
faith in“patent medicines” till I used your Baker’s
Great American Specific. I have used it for indigestion, for severe colds and lameness, and was

without

it.

As

a

liver medicine

AYER’S

Sarsaparilla

and commenced giving it to him. It surely
worked wonders, for, in a short time, he
was completely cured.”

by all Druggists.
Price $1; Six bottles, $5.
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell,
Sold

JJAH.TS.J

U.

cured each time. It is a remarkable medicine and it
will speak for itself
every time any one will give it
a chance.
1 can cheerfully recommend it.
D. A. BRUCE, Lowell, Mass.
More

Satisfaction.

Gentlemen:
If anyone
troubled with cramp or severe lameness of the
limbs will only try your Baker’s Great American
Specific, they will quickly be satisfied that it is no
humbug. I tell you it is tbe only thing that gives
relief, and I could not work much of the time if I
could not get it. I am satisfied nothing can give
more satisfaction as a family medicine.
CALEB F. BROWN, Lowell, Mass.
A Valuable

“Never Saw
and it

Anything

I.ike

It,

Denver, Colorado.

Some time ago Dr. \V. H. Williams gave my husband a bottle containing a small quautity of “Great
American Specific
and we found it the greatest
medicine we ever used. I went to the Doctor to obtain some more aud he gave me your address What
would a quarr bottle of it cost? I feel that I never
want to be without it in the house and some to spare
to give to other sufferers. It removes rheumatism
like magic
MRS. S. S. AUSTIN,
349 Champs street, Denver, Col.

FrotnLyan, Mbsm.

Rochester, N. V.

I cheerfully bear testimony to the efficient relief
1 received from Baker’s Great American Specific
for a severe injury to my spine caused from a fail.
I consider it the best remedy I ever nsed for a
sprain or a bruise of any kind. I first learned of it
while on a fishing excursion to Maine and Canada
lakes, and now neither I nor my family will be
witnout it. Please send mo another dozea by C. O.
D. express.
JAS. R. CHAMBERLIN,
Rochester, N. Y.

J. W. BEEBE.

FROM THE TRADE.
Customers Like II.
“Your medicine sells well, and our customers
Our

like it very much.”

GARDNER, BUFFUM & CO.. Bartlett,

SAFE'B0NDO
\

and

iemesmrtgageU

__

NEGOTIATED BY

(Successor to Gao. W. Frank
Choice First Mortgages in the beat Farming
Districts in Iowa, Missouri, Kausaa and Nebraska.
Interest paid at your own home in N. I'. Exchange.

SarTWELVE YEARS’ EXPERIENCE

Motto In Loaning. Send for circular
giving full particular as to loans, references, etc.
of Money.
interest Iron, Difte of Receipt
pr CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
our

Cfas.O.Norton,CusU’r. Lkw E.DAitnow.Pree’fc
Son ft Co. Bankers, N. Y. City,
Steffi*
Merer to S Gilman,
J usaciuW N.rr e.i, Bank, CMcmo, UliaoM
TTBly

__

BOWDOm

“Seud IJs 12 dozen.”
is steady and constantly increasing.”
A. H. WILLIAMSON,
Manager A. Oscar Noyes’s drug store. Norway, Me.
“The sale

few selected at random from our tiles of letters
merits of our medicine. Nearly every
o.-te is from people ue have never seen or known and lieuce it is no
mis-iiomer to call tills
These

arc

only

a

but they speak volumes for th

■

THE VOLUNTARY PRAISE OF THE PEOPLE.
It piovcs that our medicine must do all we claim else it w'ould not
Otherwise “something else”
sent for from all over the country.
would do just as well.

ue

NOTHING ELSE CAN Oil
DO XOTBF PUT OFF WITH ANY SUBSTITUTE.
WILL PERFORM ONE HALF WHAT BAKER’S GREAT AMERICAN SPECIFIC AC>
COMPLISHES.
INSIST on having this. It costs but fifty cents and if yonr druggist and dealer does not Lave it, be
may obtain it for yon of any wholesale druggist in New England.

sacbusetts Hall, on FRIDAY
SATURDAY,
June 2(1 and 27, and on FRIDAY and SATURDAY.
September II and 12, beginning each day at 8.30
a. m.
All candidates must be present on Friday
HENRY L. CHAPMAN,
Dean of the Faculty.

Brunswick, May 29,1.83

juld»wt27
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WANTE

girl

general housework.

to do

PINE ST.

3-1

ED—Purchasers for 10,000 rolls Wall
at about Va price, all grades.
Send
for samples to P. O. BOX 274, Biddefora, Me.
2-1

WANT
Paper

a
or

WANTED—By
book-keeper
Cumberland

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

young man, a situation as
clerk.
Address BOX 229
2-2

Mills, Maine.

I ED—An experienced cook, also girl for
second work; must have city reference; none
but experienced girls need apply, at 350 SPR1NO
STREET.1-1

WAN

tirst-class, energetic young man
WANTED—
to take family orders for tea and conee in
the surrounding towns. No drone or humbug need
apply. UNION PACIFIC TEA CO., Congress and
\

oak streets.

30—1

V\7 ANTED —Ten good shoemakers on childtt
dren's turns.
Apply at FAIRBANKS &

STONE, 65 Union St.

30-1

young meu to sell stereoscopie
views in Portland, during the encampment
of the G. A. R. in June. I will pay salary and com
mission enough to amount to $3.50 per day.
Apply by letter to W. W. BRACKETT, Portland. Me.
30-1

WANTED—10

to call and see the best
no nail holes, tits any

WANTED-Carpenter
roof bracket in market,

FOR

MALE-Laundry in Marblehead, Mass.,

FOR
only

iu the town that aroonuts to anydollars a week the year around;
never failing well of the purest water on the premises; rent only five dollars por month, price 400
dollars; can show this amount of property
on hand; sold for no other reason than other business reiuires all the time and all tbe capital of the
proprietor. SAMUEL G. CURRY, 45 Milk Street,
Boston.
one

thing; earning forty

actually

_30-1

HALE—Lodging house

of the nice

on one

FOR
quiet streets leading out of Columbus Avenue,
house is used largely by transient people of

Bostou;
the best class; elegantly furnished; has all modern
conveniences; carpets and furniture just as good as
new; house is paying one hundred dollars per month
net protit; sold only because the proprietor, a lady,
has a sick mother iu a distant city requiring all her
care, time and attention. SAMUEL 0. CURRY,45
M1LK ST.,
Boston._30—1

of ProvHAL ik Green houses iu the
idence. Rhode Island; longest established of
Any iu that city and doing tbe largest business; controls the best trade; completely furnished with every thing necessary for the business and fully
stocked with all kinds of plants; doing a fine paying business; owner sells because he has a large
farm that requires his whole time aud capital.
SAMUEL G. CURRY, 45 MILK ST.. Boston. 30-1

city

FiOR

E—Half interest iu a busiuess already
established and
handsomely, in a town
of about 130150 people,about one hour from Boston:
business is the manufacturing of heels foe ladies'
shoes, more capital is needed, and the business can
beeiteuded indefinitely; partner may be active or
special. SAMUEL G. CURRY, 45 Milk St. Boston

FORMAL

paying

MALE-One half interest in an old established business in Boylstou Market, Boston:
business is a retail business in butter, cheese and
eggs; preseat proprietor needs more capital and has
business enough for two; trade is with the best families in Boston, aud cau be increased almost indefinitely ; a little capital invested here will pay itself
back every year in profits. SA MUEL G. CURRY,
4 1
45 Milk St., Boston,

FOR

HALE—The best retail shos store in New
Brittain, Conn,; business years established;
stock clean; will sell at cost; store is in tbe best part
of the town enjoys a first eUas trade and is sold only
because tbe proprietor has engaged in business in
Boston aud needs all his time and capital there.
4-1
SAMUEL G. CURRY, 45 Milk St., Beaton.

FOIt

saloon and bar, located in

LK—Dining
the heart of Boston, first-class in every
FOR
commands the best trade in tbe city; customA

re-

spect;

bankers, brokers and wholesalers iu the
clothing, dry goods and boot and shoe trade; long
established, always made mouey; former proprietor
mers are

is dead and must be sold to close the estate; never
was a bet er ch nee offered in >his line of business.
4-1
SAMUEL G. CURRY, 45 Milk St., Boston.

HALE—Wholesale fruit and produce bue1
ineas near Ouincv Market, established 10
years, now doing a large profitable business; very
low rent; a splendid chance for a lire man with a
few hundred dollars. Further partioalars of O.
STEARNS St CO successor to J. Smith & Co., 242
Washington St. Boston.G-l

1,10K

HALE—A first class fancy goods, stationery and periodical store on grsat thoroughfare
in Bostou; large handsome store, good modern fixtures and a nice stock of salable goods; a first-class
place in every respect: rent $30 per month; price of
G. L.
stock and fixtures $900, great bargain.
21
POND & CO., 178 Washington St., Boston,

FOR

TO LIT.
LET—House at the seashore, at
TO Me.,
accessible from Boston and Eastern

Scarboro
Rail-

For sale by KING & DEXTER, Middle
ST., Portland, Me.my25-4

bathing.
roads, boating, fishing, shooting
For particulars address EVERETT SMITH, 86 ExMe.6-2
change St., Portland,

TED-Ladies and gentlemen in city or
country, to receive light, easy work at home
all the year round; distance no objection; salary
from $1 to $3 a day; no canvassing.
J. FOWLER
& CO., Boston, Mass., box

boarding house; parlors

nauitutou

pucu,

giyu

fuuded

Bauaiavu'vu ui

ic-

rnuuov

WAN

5117._15-8

APPLY

Cook Wanted.
No. 99 High St., cor. Spring.

at

myl3-tf

—

A few

more of
on

those nice house
side of Pre.
on easy terms.
6-1
Saccarappa, Me.

lots in the Hayes Field
west
1M>R
will be sold low and
sunn scot

Inquire

River,

of

J. C. KNIGHT,

fV'OR MALE—Black horse, 7 years old, weight
1000 pounds, kind and good disposition, a
A
Can be seen at
good business or riding horse.
5-1
STILES STABLE, Saccarappa, Me.
MALE—3 show cases, one 8V2 feet, one
(3 feet and one 2 tees oval front; also one almoney drawer. Call at No. 11 WATERVTLLE
5-2

FOR
arm

ST,

MALE—One pony, 1 basket canopy top
1
phaeton aud harness, a nice team for ladies or
children, 1 standing top carryall. 3 phaetons, several single harness, 2 sets double harnesses, at 697
5 1
Congress St., FERNALD & SAWYER.
MALE—In West Cumberland, on the Gray
road, twelve miles from Portland, nine acres
of land good orchard of grafted fruit, good buildings, stable 28 by 3<>, house and porch, containing
seven rooms besides pantry, closets end entrys, good
well and cellar; price $500. Inquire of or address
F. H, WILSON, North Falmouth, Me.6-1

FOR

EIOR MALE—A cottage house and four house
ft* lots on Lincoln street, also a French-roofed
house on Grant street and ten of the best bouse
lots In the vicinity of Portland on Pearl street,
Woodford’s Corner, Deeriug.
See advertisement
of anotion sale in this paper.
6-1
MALE—First-class r6al

wood and

estate,
brick buiidiDgsin this city, in good order, in
FOR
with
excellent
of rise in

a

good location,

an
prospect
value, all occupied by good paying tenants, will
be sold so as to pay very large interest, terms easy.
Address G. L., this office.
6-2

and Pine.
FOR
street.

restaurant; large
162 BRACKETT

suitable for
Pleasaut street;
for business purposes or
lot; rent $25 per month.
Apply

ST._4-2

one of the most desirable
on the street; 13 rooms; bath room; lawn
in tbe rear; will lease.
N. S. GARDINER, No. 40
4-1
Exchange street.

lacations

LET—The
No.
street, having
TO been
few
leased by other parties, will have
house

IjlOR

MALE

Counters; Black Walnut. Ash
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Exchange
4-1

mo LET—For the summer a suite of furnished
X rooms with board, pleasantly located; also one
suite to let permanently. Call at No. 8$

PARI^ST.

mo LET—A tenement of five rooms. No. 9.
X Vine street, second floor. Price $10 per
4-1
month. J. DUNPHY, 11 Vine street.

_

f

part of house, western section
|AO 1.ET—Lower
6
with all modern convenX of

city;

iences.

Inquire

rooms,
40 EXCHANGE ST.

store

good prices:
a year;
profits
p*per hangers and
is connected with a painting business running 12
worth looking into.
men; good reasons for selling;
For terms apply to or address Box 337, Westboro,
Mass.
2.1
$30 will buy a
Bound Park; a
can
a certain limit, on
high, dry land; most of these lots are in sight
ot Portland and the ocean. Apply to MRS. MAY
CHAPMAN, Rock Bound Park, Peaks’lsland, Port
2-4
land Harbor.

3-1

at

part of house No. 6 St. Lawrence street, $12.00 per month.
Inquire at
40 Exchange street.
3-1
LET—Lower

TO

TO

LET—A pleasant sunny rent of five or six
with bathroom, at 62 BRAMHALL ST.

rooms

_3-1
LET—One furnished room, pleasant and
Inquire at 120 BRACKETT

TO ny.

sun

ST._3-1

f |\0 LET-Rooms at

X

No. G VERNON COURT.
2-1

mO LET—Two pleasantly situated cottages on
X the south side of Peak’s Island. Application
to be made to DR. TORRINGTON, Peak’s Island.

___2-1
Street,
pleasant,
with gas, hath room, set tubs,
TO lirstrclassofrent,
Ac.
GEORGE F.
No.
LET—On Cumberland

Inquire
Exchange Street.

a

JUNK1NS,

30
30—1

RENT—One

large furnished fiont
724 CONGRESS ST.
FOR
30-1

room.

LET- One stall in stable on Lafayette street
with carriage room, harness room, wash stand
and Sebjgo water. Inquire of G. H. IRISH, Eagle
House or J. W. SMI ill on the premises.
27-2

TO

To Let.
to let flingle or in suites, with board.
at No. 99 High St., corner of Spring.

Ap-

KOOMS
ply
ml3

tf

TO LET.
Thompson block, Noe. 117, 11$
121 and 123 Middle street,
STORES
few di ora below
fitted suitable for wholesale
in

and oil

4-1

HOUSE._

IjlOR

one or
runs

Call at

let; reference required.

to

rooms

MALE—Steam job printing office in Saco,
Me.; nearly new; will sell at a bargain for
cash. Address FRED S. BOOTHBY, Saco, Me.
3-1

MALE—Wallpaper, paint
two men;
FOR
good chance for
two
$1200

112 Free

a

nice

—

MALE-60

Three-story brick house, 17

BENT
No. 9

FOR
rooms,

LET—House No. 116 State street, 2d door

FOB MALE.

;

and beach

TO from Spring street;

MALE—A first-class family horse, perfectly kind aud reliable in every way, weight
1000, color dark bay. Address 1. B. WHEELOCK,
5-1
corner Quebec and Lafayette St., Portland.

the

a

or retail
poet office;
business, with light, finished, airy basements. Rent
reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No. 164
Brackett street Portland, Me.
1anl4dtf

the

LOST AND FOUND.

lots.

cottage
FOR
cottage lot 40x70 at Rock
bo had within
choice of lots

Congress street,
street and City Building,
FOUND—On
have the
a

owner can

same

Litchfield Corner, Me.

between W11 mot
sum of
money,
on P. PREBLE,

by calling

je2-l

Lost.

MALE -A confectionery and catering busHunting Case Gold Watch. The finder
will be suitably tewarded by leaving the
iness established 20 years; hits the best of situaLADY’S
FOR
at the office of
is well
aud
all the
JONES &
No. 1

same

patronized
suppl es
large
parties in the city; is furnished with every feonvea
steam
nieuce, including
engine to freeze ice
the pupchaser will he given a thorough
cream;
knowledge oi the business, with the manufacture of
tions,

the celebrated ice cream made only by this firm.
For further information apply to MRS. S. A. UL1-1
MER, 662 Congress street, Portland, Me.

MALE—Ship timber; 20,000

mill-sided
spruce for sale low, suitable to saw into boards,
sbiDgies, etc. Inquire of GEO. RUSSELL, E. Deerl-l
ing.

FOR

standing top,
little used, Portland
FO der carryall, butelegant
at
for the
a’so
R MAL E—An

a

v.

...

bargain;
1
v.

cut

no room
»........

...

Carriage Smith,

«...

a

same;

o..uk..

MALE-A

second

n

vvr

37 Preble St.

No.

un-

make,

BLAKE,

Blocks

CO.,

Galt
ap20dtf

ItOOJI* TO LET.
BE LET—Unfurnished rooms at the St
Julian Hotel, No. 196 Middle St.; good
res
taurant connected with house.
Apply to R. W
13-7
UNDERWOOD, Janitor.

TO

LET—The largest and best second floor for
in Portland, tine elevator with motive

TO business

ii
aking the room about equal to first floor,
Woodman, True & Co., now occupied by Lord.
Haskell & Co. Possession given July 1. Inquire of
GEO. W. WOODMAN.
2-tf

power,
over

30-1

BOARD.

second-hand beach

wagOD.
GEO. B. MARCH, 09 Oak St.3U-1
FOR
be accommodated at the
PRICE 3C)CENTB.
BOARDER*—Can
shore, 9 miles from Portland,
MALE-Drug store, situated 45 miles
depot
and
Post
furnisheJ
from Portland, flourishing town,
Office, newly
FOR
house, good water,
competi- fine
first class
excellent
bathing, moderate terms. Addre-s MEREDITH
sea

near

no

tion,

MAURICE, BAKER & CO.,
tb

business;

__30-2

once;
young
pigs for sale in two weeks, most ot the Berkshires
For sale by 0. K. HAWES,
are subject to registry.

Kuightville,

Me ; at home after 6 p.

MALE OR

KNIGHT ONIA!
JBtrja.1t.j3g,.

EXCB 4NCJE -House for

Stevens Plain, Deering,
FOR
city property,
uieial
tains
on

con-

SILAS C. KNIGHT, M. D.

and

wood

coal;
by
steam and delivered to any part of the city at
FDR.MALE—Wood
No 777 Congress
whari
WM.
sawed

HAGGETT,
prices.
St.■my 25-4

MALE—Brick house aud garden lot, 6Gx
1
157 feet, near High St-, 10 rooms, arranged
for two families; further particulars by inquiry at
244 COMMERCIAL ST.13-4

BAOR

MALE—House in the ploaaaut, healthy
;
village of Gorham, Me.; first class modern two
story residence, twelve rooms finished, large stable connected, buildings are on high ground, corner
lot on two streets, small orchard, choice fruit, and
surrounded by fine shade trees; short walk to Portland and Rochester Depot, churches, State Normal
and High Schools, and only ten miles from Portland; a very desirable residence iu uice order, ready
for immediate occupancy; for anv further particulars. please address HOUSE, P. O. Box 52, Gorham,

IjAOK

Maine.

Pi*ICES $1.00, $2.50 AMD $5.00.

9-4

L>O R M A LE- Cottage and

__my20__<ltf

DRAB KERSEY HATS,
LATEST SUMMER STYLE.

garden lot 50x 1 IK)

1? feet, eleven nice rooms newly papered and
paiuted, situated at W’oodford’s Corner, on Woodlord’s
of

Also all the latest styles In Drab, Nutria, Granite,
Pearl, Mulberry and Brown. Derby for Young Men
The largest and most
now ready for Summer wear.
of
Straw
Hats
now open and Chilassortment
complete
dren’s goods that are elegant. A fancy line of Carriage
Robes, nobby patterns in Homie Cloth Robes, different
from any other dealer.

N. PEKRY,
STREET.

WANTED—Summer
Boarder*

reasonable,

G. A.

and all the

con

forts of home.

THOMPSON, Peaks Island, Portland.

.eodtf

'v

'w

Address
26-2

v

“Rich

a*

MOTHERS 1
LOOK

INTO THE MERITS OK THE

SOLARTIP
SHOES!

with the good will of tbe business; been
established on Richardson's Wharf more than
tweuty five years, doing a good busiuess, customers
pay promptly; best stand iu the city, aud the only
that

can

be had. A

rare

opportunity

for any

one

to go into the business, wharf can be leased,
possession given .June 1st For particulars inquire
of JOHN \V. DYER, No. 1V3 Union Whaif.

wlrbiug

FOH

YOUR BOYS. They
SAYING

wUlbpA
GKEAf
In .MONEY,
and

'VTOggSgT!!

nSS&QKYS

your boys
I will be pleased. None tfer.niue
with.>ut trade-mark ana ** John
Mdndkll4Co."ou each i>air..
Beware of Imitations wit*
names
sounding aimilar
Solar Tip. THERE IS >

DISAPPOINTMENT w
they are an good ae >
your

dealer will

say so

tc

J. H.

together

oue

▼

gold leaf.’*—New York Herald.

THESE SHOES,tor
repreaent them* and

For Sale.

▼

This splendid Gilding is the exact color of English Sterling Gold. It is very easily applied with a
brush, and may be used by the most inexperienced
amateur.
RUBY’S GILDING is valuable forGilding;Household Ornaments, Furniture, Frames, Cornices, Baskets, Fans, Decorative Painting, &c.
Ask for RUBY’S GILDING.
Refuse all substitutes.
Sold by all Dealers in Art Materials.
NEW YOBK CHEMICAL MANF’G CO.. 3 tut 4th
St., N. Y.
may8eod2m

6-5

LAOI& MALE—The well known BAKER HOUSE
JO situated iu tlie thriving village ot Yarmouth,
Me., is offered for sale on easy terms. This house
has been kept by the present proprietor for 16
years, is in good repair, and doing a good business.
je4-4
Inquire on the premises.

Nr

Ready for Instant Use.

St, two minutes walk to the steam or horse
the salt water. Inquire on the premises

MRS. ALLEN.

late

MIDDLE

4-1

boarders in the country,
on line of Portland &
Ogdensburg R. R„ Vi
mile from depot, church, stores, etc.
Address
JAMES WARREN, Steep Falls, Me.
2-1
wanted-Hi a quiet and
beautiful location ou House Island 2 Vi miles
from Portland. Best facilities for fishing, boating
and bathing. Steamers to city every hour. Terms

cars; near

retail coal business of the
Baker,
11HEoffice,
scale, sheds, screens, wagons, tools, &c.,

245

N. PRATT, 11 Exchange St., Port-

FOR

This Medicine is NOT u Liniment nor CURE-ALL ; is composed entirely of Herbs, Roots, Barks, Gums mid Balsams and will cure ALL
cases of Rheumatism, Sciatica, Back Ache, Gout and Rheumatic
Gout. Discovered in the w'intcr of 1SSW-SI, it hns ever since been used
in a large private practice iu the State of ;\cw York without a single
failure, and is now given to the public through all druggists and medicine dealers under a guarantee of satisfaction in every case.

E.

J.

land.

ten rooms,
roof, granite underpinning,
cemented cellar, piped for gas, hot and cold water,
bath room, water closet, open fire grates, lot contains one aud % acres, tine lawn aud shade trees,
good drainage, borso cars pass the door every half
hour. Enquire 37 Commercial St., J. B. IX)N-

MALE-350 estates fully described in our
Real Estate Advertiser, free at our office or
B. C. PUTNAM, 36 Congress St.,
sent by mail.
Room 35, Monks Building Boston, Mass.
Take
the elevator25-4

RHEUMATISM.

BY

30-1

m.

HOUSE, care

NELL.29-4

Specific

-FOM-

MADE

opportunity

MALE—Oue fine Chester breeding sow, 1
Portland,dtfMe. FOR
Berkshire large. 3 Berkshiros five months old
for sale at
auother litter of
Berkshire

Ajpass

An Internal and External

an

for a young man to establish himself in business;
best reasons for selling; particulars on application.
Address SAL PRUNELLE, Box 176 Harrison, Me.

COLLEGE.

for admission to college win
Examinations
be held at the Clenvelaud Lecture Room, Mas
and

morning.

H.

THE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK,Corning, Iowa
& Darrow.)

Is

N.

WHAT I til® PKOUiS.

Bilious symptoms invariably
arise from indigestion, such as

7/ TL

D— 40 table waiters during the Grand
Army Encampment week, at the Chadwick
Houje restaurant, camp ground.
Apply to or address J. S. BUCK, Chadwick House, Portland. 3-1

MALE

“Baker* Specific has been a constant household
remedy for more than two years. It has few, if any
equals Its price is very trifliug compared to its inestimable value.” H. J. EMERSON, Lynn, Mass.

my27

cretes the bile and acts like a
filter or sieve, to cleanse impurities of the blood. By irregularity in its action or suspensions of its functions, the bile
is liable to overflow into the
blood, causing j aundice, sallow
complexion, yellow eyes, bilious diarrhoea, a languid,
weary feeling and many other
distressing symptoms. Biliousness may be properly termed
an affection of the liver, and
can be thoroughly cured by the
grand regulator of the liver
and biliary organs, BURDOCK
BLOOD BITTERS. It acts upon the
stomach, bowels and liver,
making healthy bile and pure
blood, and opens the culverts
and sluiceways for the outlet
of disease. Sold everywhere
and guaranteed to cure. r

'fruuger

u

After spending a large sum of money for doctors
and medicine for a pain in my wife’s side, without
doing her much gjod, I bought a bottle of Baker’s
Great American Specific, and bathed her side with
it and it helped her immediately.
My little girl
was taken with a cold that left her with a
very bad
cough. She would cough at night for hours without stopping. 1 had the doctor and tried bis
medicine, but it did no good. I bathed her throat with
the Specific aud she stopped conghing within 16
minutes. Mnce then I have bought one and one
half dozens of the Specific and let my family have
it, and I have never heard of a case that it did not
help immediately. Our engineer had the rhe umatUm iu his knee. It was swelled very badly.
Your
medicine cored it in one night.
O. 0. HEATH, Plumber,
Providence, R. I.
From

gives permanent relief almost instantly.”
ISAIAH WILLIAMS, Lowell, Mass.
From

Auflther .Strong ^latemmt Krona

Proprietors and Manufacturers,

furredtongue.vomitingofbile,
giddiness, sick headache, irregular bowels. The liver se-

Remarkable Letter.

Providence, R. I.. Nov. 28,1884.
very much afflicted with Neuralgia in the
head and back, and was unable to work for twentyeight days, and was out of my he*d for two cays,
suffered all the pain that a man could. I employed
three different doctors, but to no avail. 1 couldn’t
touch my head to the pillow without its causing me
pain. Having tried your medicine last winter, for
sore throat and a burn on my little
girl’s hand, with
immediate relief, 1 thought I would try a bottle,
although believing that my case was too severe for
this to reach. I applied nearly half a bottle at once
to my i.eck and bead. In let* than one hour my head
was easy aud tree from pain.
The cords iu my neck
which were so stiff I couldn’t turn my head without
pain, were moch relieved, and after using t.70 bottles and in just three davs I was completely cured
aud as well a man as ever I was, and went to work
and have felt no symptoms of it since. This valuable remedy, Baker’s Great American Specific, was
a Godsend to me, for tchat the best
physicians failed
to do, and what cost me about one hundred dollars,
this accomplished.
R. PURDY, Snipsmith,
417 South Main Street.
was

Family Medicine.

Messrs. Maurice, Baker & Co., Gentlemen: Have
used your Baker’s Great American Specific for
some time and have found it a very valuable family medicine. By external application it gave me
very much relief from piles, which had been troublJ. T. COLLINS,
ing me for many years.
144 Suffolk street, Lowell, Mass.

Al

BILIOUSNESS.

bottle.

SHEFFIELD,
Providence, R. I.

“It bn

and

years of age, was taken with Bowel Complaint, which we could not cure. We tried
many remedies, but he continued to grow
worse, and finally became so reduced iu
flesh that we could only move him upon
It was suggested by one of tbe
a pillow.
doctors that Scrofula might be tlie cause
of the trouble. We procured a bottle of

a

CAPT. H. G.

I

From

Built, Maine.
excellent remedy and

Bottle.”

without it if it cost five dollars

Read Thin

Send

an

a

Steamer, “Massachusetts,” writes:—
“I was cured of bleeding piles by your remedy inside of 30 days. Have found it the best remedy for
various troubles, aud it relieves iustautly. Would

would not be without it.
W. H. H. DAVIS, Gloucester. Mass

Consider it

PROVIDENCE.

Capt. H. G. Sheffield, of the Elegant Sound

Jersey.
New Brunswick, N. J.
Enclosed find $5.00, Please send me as much Specific as you can for that amount.
Have used five
bottles for my rheumatism and it helps me.

general purifier of the blood, it has no
equal.” Mrs. A. B. Allen, Winterpock,
Va., writes: “My youngest child, two

WANTED—Collector

WANTED—A
Inquire

Medicine Contains More Comfort to
the Square Inch Than All Other
Remedies Combined.

From New

At Home

and deliverer, with capital of $100, salary $15 per week. Call between the hours of 4 and 7 p. in.. Chadwick House,
3-1
Congress St., Portland, Me. O. F. MACK.

at 140

perform all or MORE than we claim. We have published from time to
time testimonials of Portland people regarding their experience with
this remedy and have others, even more flattering.
To demonstrate
however that it is equally popular wherever known elsewhere we submit the following. We claim that

“Noihitsg Can Give
Maurice, Baker & Co.,

results from that true contentment which
indicates perfect health of body aud mind.
You may possess it, if you will purify and
invigorate your blood with Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. E. M. Howard, Newport, N. H.,
writes: “ I suffered for years with Scrofulous humors. After using two bottles of
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, I

WANTE

to know that the subscribers

The Famous Rifle

has won golden opinions. No traveler should consider his outfit complete unless it includes a bottle of
If you are exposed to frequent
this medicine.
changes of climate, food and water, Favorite Remedy
should always be within your reach. It expels malarial poisons, and is the best preventative of chills
and malarial fever in the world. It is especially offered as a trustworthy specific for the cure of Kidney
and Liver complaints. Constipation ana all disorders
arising from an impure state of the blood. To women
who suiter from any of the ills peculiar to their sex
Favorite Remedy is constantly proving itself an unfailing friend—a real blessing. Address the proprietor, Dr. D. Kennedy, Rondout, N. Y. #1 bottle, 6 for
$5, by all druggists.

KIND.

I*—Salesman to sell the new improved Wheeler and Wilson Sewing Machine; salAddress or apply to
ary and commission paid.
WHEELER & WILSON M’F’G. CO-, C. S. Peaslee,
3-2
Agent, No. 50 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.

The sterling value of this Medicine is rapidly placing the sale at the WANTED-All
having purchased the building on the corner
Fore ami Cotton streets,respectfully inform their
head of all preparations on the market. It is so well known in Port- of
ftiends and the public that they build carriages and
land that there is hardly a family that does not use it for the many heavy wagons of all kinds to order. Jobbing of all
promptly attended to. and hope by strict athousehold ills constantly occurring. To quote the language of a well kinds
tention to business to merit a share of public patknown Portland citizen “1 have found it a Family Physician for fifty ronage W. A. WRY and JOHN SCaNLAN: 2-1
cents.” The leading druggists of Portland have stated in print that
a position in an inWANTED—Immediately;
surance office, or any office to do literary
they had never known a single case of dissatisfaction.
work.
Terms reasonable.
Address JAMES C.
2-1
A statement proving conclusiv ly that it must beyond all question BURNHAM, Press Office.

“Have used it with perfect satisfaction for two

FAVORITE REMEDY

Haynes.
Ar 4th, schs Ella, from Gardiner for New York;
Abbie Burelev, Windsor, NS, for do:
Lady Ellen,
Calais for Newport; Yale, Portsmouth'for Newport

PAINS

From

DR. DAVID KENNEDY’S

my 14

RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, SCIATICA, LAME BACK AND SIDE,
PLM KISV, SPRAINS A*D BRUIS. S, DIPHTHERIA AND SURE
THROAT, SORE AND WEAK LUNGS. INTERNAL PAINS, CRAMP,
COLIC AND CHOLERA MORBUS, COUGHS AND COLDS, CHILBLAINS, BURNS, SALT RHEUM, BLEEDING AND ITCHING PILES,
AND

.

3d, sch Maggie J Chadwick, Orr,

Denmsville.
Sid 4th, sch Gamma, Brown, Maehias.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 4tb. sch Flora
M Sawyer. Free.by, from Bangor for New York;
Cygnus. Mitchell, Shulee, NS, fot do.
in port, schs Jerueha Baker, Bancroft, Newport
for Portland; Nellie F, Huntley, New York for
Machias; Lilian, Darby, fm New Bedford for New
York.
NEWPORT—Ar 3d,ech Albert Jameson, Candage
Rockland for New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 3d, sch F P Hallock,
Bulger, New York for Baugor.
Sid 3d schs Georgie D Loud, Izetta, FNels<n,
Willie Martin, Jed Frye, Jas H Deputy, Eugenie,
Fannie Butler, Eben Fisher, Paragon, aud Abigail

Is

an

INSTANTLY RELIEVES AND CURES

mend it

M A LA RI A

Philbdelpbia.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 4tii, sch X W Allen, Carter,

.Quebec.Liverpool.Jne 27

MESLU

Powder uover varies. A marvel of purity
stength and wholesomenoaa. M ore economical than
the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low teat, short weigh alum or phosphate powders.
8old only in cans
Royal Baking Powder no.. 10K^WaJl St., N. Y
mar7
dlyr
TUb

Ship John DeCosta, which arrived at Melbourne
Apl 6th from Burrard Inlet, had a NE gale in lat
34 S, Ion 178 E, during which the cabin was hooded and consider ah ie damage done on deck; also,

up-

i'<'S

Pure.

Absolutely

Pittsfield, Mass., March, 1884.

up-

Athos.New York..Hayti.Jne

POWDER

Dr. David Kennedy:
Dear Sir:—You have a right to know, and I desire the public to know my experience with Gravel
aud my remarkable recovery through the use of
lama carpenter
your “FAVORITE REMEDY.”
living in this place, and there are plenty of witnesses to the truth of what I say. My first comparatively slight attack of Gravel was in the year 1878. It
passed away, and I had little more trouble until
last July, 1883. One day when at work in my shop
1 was suddenly seized with a keen and terrible pain
iu my lei t side. I consulted two physicians at once.
One said “/can do nothing for you. Your case is incurable!” I was frightened went to the second, who
said little, but gave me a prescription.
It did no

Herrick. Nevrburyport.
Ar 4tb, barquo a lice. Dyer, Sagna; He’eu Sand,
Norton, from 'lurks Island; sobs Thomas N Stone.

General

Maine

Ladies who are troubled with
in growing
corns, out-growing joints and
their
orders with MRS. DR. SHERto
leave
nails,
MAN, 57 Spring street, who will be pleased to wait
upon them at their residences.
Corns.removed for
26 cents.
3-1

iUE^ORANDA.

Meador, Brown, Saco.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 3d, sen Fiank Herbert,

at

v f

What is Gravel? what causes it, and who are
most liable to it? It is frequently attended with
acute pain, and unless relief can be found,
produces inflammation and death. Both sexes and all
are
liable
to
men
who
have
reachit,
ages
although
ed or passed middle age are its most common victims. Nothing Is more urgently needed than a reliable medicine for Gravel, as the disease seems on
the increase, ard we are glad to say that such a
specific is now before the public in the form of DR.
DAVID KENNEDY’S FAVORITE REMEDY, of
Rond out, N. Y.
We put in evidence the following
letter, selected from many similar communications:

up-

KAlTSSHIPh.

flfANTED

Dunbar. San Francisco.
Ar at Falmouth June 4, bar quo Emma T Crowell,
Pendleton, Sau Francisco.
Ar at Hong Kong prev to June 3, ship St Nichols,
Joy, New York.
Sid fm Glasgow June 3d, ship Alice M Mino t
Dickinson. New York.
Sid fm Malaga May 13, sch Albert H Waite, McComber, New York.
Ar at Sierra Leone Apl 3C, sch Helen J Holway,
Stuart, liruriBwick, Ga.
AtAntwarp May 27th, barque Carrie Winslow,
Loring, for San Francisco, ldg.

Ella M Storer, Stahl, Boston; Nat

St._4-1

WANTED-Customers

Ar at Liverpool June 4. ship Carondelet, Stetson,
San Francisco (Jan24); Johh Currier, Bletbeu, do,
(Feb 4); Challenger, Thompson, do (Feb 4.)
Sid tm Liverpool June 3, ship Wm McGilvery,

»T

cash
I’E-

know that they
can save freights, cartings and commissions
by buying Refrig rators direct of the manufacturer; do not buy until you have seen styles, sizes and
low prici 8: manufactory and salesrooms Nos. 115
and 117 Kannebec St., foot of Preble, opposite P. &
R. R. R Station. J. F. MERRILL.jo3-4

FROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.

BVU J-'lOU

NOLLET,

445 Fore

WANTED—Laundress,
Hospital.

CORRESPONDENT.

*JtLU,

4-1

1M7ANTED—Cast off clothing, highest
price paid; send postal aud will call.

FAST MAGHIAS, June 3— Sid, schs Walter (J
Hall, Hanson, Boston; Magnet, Fletcher, New York
WISCASSET, June 5—Ar, schs M S Haynes,Gamage, Boston; Cock of the Walk. Lewis, Portland.
June 5-Sid, sob Pemaquid, Wheeler, Boston.

—

MRS. PALMER.

once.

TER

Nickerson.

u*r-

£saropexin iyaru«».
(By Telegraph.)
London. June 6 —Consols 99%.
London,June 5.—U. S. 4%s, ll4ya.
Liverpool, June 5—12.30P M.—Cotton market
steady; uplands 5 15-16d; Orleans Gd; sales 8,000
speculation and export 1000 bales.
Liverpool, June 6—Winter wheat at 7sa.7s2d;
spring ft wheat. at (is 10d@7s Id; California average
6s Gd@6s 8; club at Gs iOd@7e; Corn 4s 6%d; Peas
nominal. Provisions etc..—Pork fc8s; bacon 28s td
for short clear and 27s
tong clear; lard, prime
Western 33s 9d; cheese nominal
1* Gd.

at

Sch Nellie Star, Soule,
John, NB—master.
Sch Augustus Hunt, Baker, Kennebec, to load for

..

..

office. 379% ConB'ock, second building
gress street,
of cooks, table,
Hall.
Those
in
want
City
chamber, kitchen ;-nd lauudry help for summer resorts should call at this office and engage their help

St

U± liTlUXUj

No.
5-1

,J|7ANTED—Employment
It
Willi hub’

Cleared.

Charleston.
Cld 4th, sobs

_5-1

east ot

Sch H L Slait, Blackman, Boston, to load for
Portland, Conn.
Sch Mist, Rowe, Boston.
Sch Albert, Thurston, Boston.
Sch Judge Low. Crossman, Boston.
Schs John Brown, from Western Banks, with 800
qtls fish; Contest, do8i»0 do; Nellie Burns, do 900.
Sch'.J Baker, Bancroft, Viualhaven.
Sch Morning Light, Oliver, Friendship.
Sch Tiara Obatto, Brooklin.
Sch Sadie Kimball, Kimball, Wiscasset for Boston
Sch Montezuma, Rich, Calais for Quincy.
Soh Union, Hamor, Mt Desert for Boston.

FROM OUR

H ALE—Best paving hatbloachery In Boston. very cen; rally located: years established;
trades with all the leading retail hatters in Boston;
large list of retail customers in addition to the
wholesale trade; has customers In almost every
state iu the Union; Present owner sells very reluctantly oo account of a disability which will not
SAMUEL G.
allow him to continue in business.
CURRY, 45 Milk St., Boston. _30-1

wanted at

Willard.

Philadelphia—J

Y17 ANTED—Any one in want of a good woman
VV
to do work by the day or hour should apply
at NO. 19 MERRILL STREET.
Lauudry work
good capable girl
WANTED—A
24 DEERING ST. Apply immediately.

doboro.
Sch John H Kranz, Pitcher, Baltimore coal to
Portland & Ogdensburg RK.
Sen George L Drake, Parris, Baltimore—coal to
G T Railway Co.
Sch F N Towers, Wilson, Baltimore—coal to Randall & McAllister.
Seh Mary A Rowland, Sherman, Amboy-clay to
Portland Stoneware Co.
Sch Red Jacket, trom New York—salt to E G

flay—Choice prime bay quoted $22323 00^

Utlfc.l

(By Telegraph.)
New York. June 6 —Money on call continues
at
cent: prime mercantile paper at
l@l%
pei
eas^r
4@6. Foreign Exchange continue very dull 4 80%
and 4 87%. Governments quiet but strong. State
bonds

(316c.

B'inu

Portland

....

f*1*

baking powder,

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

No. 2

Boston market.
Bcsxok, June 6.—Tho following wero to-dar's
quotations of Butter, Gheeee, Eggs, &o:
Pork—Long cuts, 13 76®14 00: short cuts 14 00
#14 60 baoks 814 50®16 00; Ught hacks 13 60,®
00: lean ends 13 60® $14 00 prime mess 14 00
S’* ,60; extra prime 11 00@11 60; mess, 812 75
13 00; pork tongues at 14
00@16 00; Western
prime mes pork $11 60®12 00.
Lard at 7 Vs ®7%c f> lb for
tierees;7%@7sAo for
10-lb palls; 7%ift8e for 6-lb palls; 8®8%o for
3-lb palls.
Fresh Beef- Fair steers at 8@8%c^»; light steers
at 73/i®8e; ehoiee 8V4i®8%c; choioe heavy hinds
lie; good do at 10%@llc; light 10®10%c; good
heavy lores 5%,trHciseoond quality at6®5%c rattles at 4«4%e;ribe at 7®7%e; rumps at 18@14c;
round.(ai 8%@9e;rtunp loins at ll!gl5:loins atjiO

BlJMINESai CHANCES.

preferred.

Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—mdse to
J B Coyle, Jr.
Barque Augustine Kobbe.Costigan, Aguadilla, PR,
Vessel to Chase,
with sugar to Geo S Hunt & Co.
Leavitt & Co.
Barque Dida E Clark, Clark, Philadelphia—coal
to Portland Steam Packet Co.
Brig C S Packard, Robinson, Cienfuegos—sugar to
Geo S Hunt & Co. Vessel to Chase. Leavitt & Co.
Sch Georgia D Loud, Murphy, Virginia for Wal-

•'So.

A prominent timber merchant has had his
coat-of-arms painted on the panels of his carriage, with the Latin motto “Vidi,” which by
interpretation means "I saw.”
v

A SPLENDID SUCCESS!

PORT OF POKT1AND.

Arrived.
New York mining Slocks.
New York, June 6.—The following are the closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal. 9.25

*TANT».

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

YEWS.

13

StPp.nl & Omaha..
do preferred..

SATURDAY M0RN1YD. JUNE 6.

Biddefofd,
"

MA-RI^TE

may!3dtf

Mcami'i' lor Sale.
“MAY FIELD, of Viual Haven; capa
length 80 teet. draft 6
city 200 passengers;
feet; has spacious cabins both forward and aft; also
cook room; largo passenger deck; runs very economically ; speed 9 miles an hour sternly; boiler in perfect
conoitiou. having been rebuilt the past year; the hull
was improved iu 1884, at an expense of $2000, including uew shaft, wheel. &c.; new suit of sails; well
equipped, and is an exception from steamers usually
offered for sale, being iu first class condition every
way; is a favorite boat wherever known, and offered
for sale from the fact that the present business of
the route is not sufficient to reoulre two boats. For
further information Inquire of E. P. WALKER, Vi
nal Haven.
my20dlm

STEAMER

i
»

FOR SALE.
RT/k ACRES of land on Main street; In the townlof
ill/ Deering, 4 miles from Portland City Buildmile from Allen’s Corner, consisting of
ing and
30 acres of tillage and about 20 acres of woodland:
it has a vftry large fruntage, lying ou both sides of
Main street and extending to Gray street, with very
desirable building lots on Main street; a part of it
is particularly adapted for market gardening; said
land will be sold in part if warned;
For further
particulars inquire of J. W. ATKINS, on the premmay30eodtf
ises, P. O., a >dress, Portland, Me

SUMMER RESIDENCE FOR SALE.
Summer Residence situated on the
shore of Casco Bay. at Falmouth Foreside, 4
miles fiom Portland, with 20 acres of land and isNice orchland opposite belonging to the estate.
ard, good well of mineral water, tine privilege for
further
For
and
particubathing.
healing, Ashing
lars enquire at premises nr address.
MBS. B. JOHNSON,
East Deering, Maine.
inarSeodtf

BEAUTIFUL

I
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CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

TODAY.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Dr. W. Wilton.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Somers, the Hatter.
Drets Goods—Rises Brothers.
Merry, the Hatter.
Hosiery—Owen, Moore & Co.
Casco Clothing Co.
To Let—Seaside Residence.
Coe, The Hatter—6.
To Let Furnirbed House.
Robert F. Somers & Co.
For Sale or to Let Cottages
To Let- House.
Notice—Union Railway aud Back Bay
To Let- Tenement
Greenwood Garden Steamboat Line.
To-l,et -Cottage.

Right

Land Co.

advised to call upon yon who had made so
many wonderful cures. I shall never forget to
bleu the day when my hnsband brought yon
in to see me and bow I felt alter yon examined me, and without asking a word yon told and
was

explained my every ache and pain so mnch
better than I could tell them, and promised to
care me and yon have been as good as
yonr
word. I wish that every sick person coaid receive the benefit of year skill. With a thousand thanks. Respectfnlly yonrs,
Mbs. Julia A. Rolfe,
168 Kennebec street, Portland, Maine.

April 18,1885.
The above is but one of the many that Dr.
W. is constantly receiving. See advertisement in acotht* column of this paper,
dlt*
From E. J. Roberts, D. D. S.
Augusta, Jan. 20,1883.
Db. F. W. Kinsman: I am not a believer
in "patent medicines” generally, and so apply to the physician when sick. I had a hack-

ing congh for weeks, and failed in getting relief. I wish to offer you an unsolicited testimonial in favor of yonr Adamson’s Botanic
Cough Balsam, as one "trial bottle" cared me,
and three times since have found a quick remedy iu using yonr valuable medicine.
Jnne 1
MW&S&w
_

Today without fail attend the auction sale
of Carriages, Harnesses,
&c. Twenty-eight
elegant single and doable carriages made by
v** tun uoni

uuuucio iu

ruuiauu

auu

new

England, will be sold without reserve at 11
o’olock. At 10.30, Donkey Carriage, Harness,
&c. See advertisement tor particulars.
Advice to Mothers.
Mrs. WinBlcw’s Soothing Syrup should always be used when children are cutting teeth.
It relieves the little sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep by relieving the
ohild from pain, and the little cherub awakes

“bright

button.” It is very pleasant to
taste. It soothes the child, softens the gums,
ailays the pain, relieves wind, regulates the
bowels, and is the best known remedy for diarrhea, whether arising from teething or other
as

as

a

Twenty-five

causes.

cents a

bottle.

DeclO_WS&M&wlyr
At 10 a. m. today, F. O. Bailey & Co., will
sell at rooms 78 Exchange street, carpets, re-

frigerators,

rangee,

hair and

excelsior

mat-

tresses, spring beds, lonnges, rockers, crockery,
glass and plated ware, kitchen furniture, etc.
See auction column.
Sek the pearl white, Superior Black
and New Shades of J. & F. Coats’ Best Six
Cord, Soft Finish, Machine Spool Cotton. Has

equal.

no

Take

maj233& W5t

home

Cream.

a

bottle

of

Cowdrey’s Salad

_je2eod

lw

Sunday Services.
LV There will be public services in the parlor
rooms
of the International Society, 113
rawing
Pearl street, Sunday evening at 7 o’olock.
fcSP’Open air service at 5 p. m. (li pleasant) at

the

corner

of

Quebec

and

Howard

Frank T. Bayiey will preach.

streets.

Kev.

Abyssinian CHURCH-Preaehing by Rev. J. G.
pastor at 3 o'clock. One or more speakers
will be preeent iu the eveniug.
Chestnut St. M. E. Cbukch—Communi u and
reception of members at 10 Vi a. m. eui day school
at 1.30 p. at. Preaching at 3 p. m. by Rev. J. W.
Bashford, pastor. Young People's meeting at 6,30
p. m., Social services at 7.30 p. m.
Church op the Messiah—Unirersalisc, corner
Congress and India Sts. Kev. M Crosley, pasior.
Servtoes in the morning at 10.30 and evening at
7.30. Sunday school at 12 m.
Clark Memorial M. E. Church—Woodfords
Sunday School at 1% p. m. Preaching at 2.30 p.
m. by Kev. W. F. Berry, pastor.
Young People’s
meeting at 6.45. Prayer meeting at 7.30.
Congress Street M. E. Church—Kev. E. T.
Adams, pastor. Communion service at 10.30 a. m.

Wilson,

Preaching at 3 p. m. Sunday school at 1.30 d
in.
Prayer meetiDg at 7.30 p. m.
First Free Baptist Church—Congress street.
Preaching by Kev. D. W. LeLacheur at 10.30 a.
m.
Sabbath School at 12. Prayer meeting at 7.3u
p.

m.

First Presbyterian
Church.—Library Hall.
Mechanics’ Building.
Preaching by Kev. J. E.
Crosser, “Sermon to Young People,” at 3 p. m. Also services in the evening at 7.30.
First
Universaust Church—Kev. Henry
Blanchard pastor. Services at 10% a. m. Sunschool
at 12.15 p. m. Vespers at 7% p. m.
day
Free St. Baptist
Church—preaching at 10.30
a. m. by Kev. Henry A. Sawtelle, i).
1)., of Waterville, Me. Communion Service at 3 p. m.
Prayer
meeting at 7.30 p.m. Sunday School at close of
morning service.
Friends

Meeting.—Oak St., 10% a.

m.

Prayer

New

Jerusalem Church, New High
StPreaching at 10.80 a. m. by Itev. Wm. B. Hayden,
on the Second Advent of the Lord.
Sabbath School
at 12 m. Vestry lecture at 7.30 p. m., “Wilderness
Journey; Ked Sea to Sinai.”

Park St. Church.—Kev. John A. Bellows, pastor, will preach at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School at
13

m.

Pine Stbeet Church.—Preaching at 10.80 a.m
Kev. C. J. Clark, pastor, followed by communion. Sunday School at 3 p. m. Prayer meeing at
7.30 p. m.
Portland Liberal Fraternity, Congress
Hall,
at 2.30 p. m. Subject for discussion will
be,—
“Resolved, 1 bat the arrest of the Salvation Army,
was an aot of religious persecution.”
Portland Sfiritual Temple, Corner Congress
andElmsts. Lecture by J. Frank Baxter at 2.30
and 7.30 p.m.
Subjects: Afternoon, An Object
in Life” evening, “Spiritualism: Its Facts, Philos
ophy and Fancies.”
Preble Chapel—Sunday school at 2 p. m. Hellgioos services at 3 p. m. Band of Mercy Concert at
7.30. The public are invited. A collection for cur-

by

rent expenses will be taken.
Second Advent Chuech.—Union Hall, Free
Street. Preaching by Elder Edwin Burnham of
Newburyport, at 10.30 a. m. and 8 p. m. Sunday
school at 12 m. Social service at 7.30 p. m.

Second Congregational Church. Preaching
by the pastor, Rev. C. H. Daniels, at 10.30 a. m.
and by Kev. H. C. Westwood, D. D.
Sabbath
School at 1.45 p. m. Social Service at 7Vz p. m.
State Street Congregational Church—
Rev. F. T. Bayley, pastor. Preaching by the pastor
at 10.3U a. m.
Sunday sohool anniveisary at
7.30 p. m. with address by Rev. A. E. Dunning of
Boston, also by the pastor. Sunday school at 3 p.m.
St. Lawrenob St. Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright,
pastor, will preach at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School
at 1.30 p. in. Missionary concert at 7.3u p. m.
Williston Church, corner Thomas and Carroll
Sts., Rev. L. H. Hallock, pastor.—Preaching at
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. by the pastor. Sunday
school 3 p. m.
Young Men’s Christian Association.
Boys’
meeting at 4.46 p. m. Gospel meeting at 7.30 p.m.
conducted by James W. Stevenson.
—

Belief Corps*
The following ladies have deen elected delegates from Bosworth Belief Corps to attaud the
convention of the State Belief Corps to be held
JBosworth

In Gardiner in July: Mrs. Joe. A. Perry, Mrs.
John Williamson, Mrs. Emil; J. Kimball,
Alternates: Mrs. EdMrs. B. P. McGrath.
ward L. Elwell, Mrs. Chas. H. Mitchell, Mrs.
Frank L. Petty, Mrs. Lewis L. Thurston. The
gross receipts for the ;ear hare been $115.73;
expenses, $267.41; the amount in the treasnr;
at date is $1,6X5.29.
X

----

The Signal Service*
As far as the temperature is concerned, the
Signal Service has beau unfortunate in its predictions for this local!!; for some time hack.

Every da; almost "slightl; warmer” has been
"on the card,”
We admit we got “slightl;
warmer” weather

on Tbursda;,
but if a fall
is a “Blight change" in temperature, we ehould like to know what a great
change is like.

of tweni;

degrees

Still Alarm.

Burning soot, in a chimne; at the residence
of Charles Hainss, Esq on New High street,
occasioned a still alarm ol fire ;esterday morning.

telephone message was seDttoMachiengine house, and Mr. Pickett, the dri-

A

gonne
ver, went over and extinguished the fire with
four Harden grenades.
GSreenwood Uaiden Steamboat l.inr.
Steamer S. E. Spring will make trips to ihe
islands today. The rink at Greenwood Gar-

den will be open afternoon and evening.
The
steamer will leave tbe landing at the foot tf
Exchange street, at 2,3.15 and 7.30. The 3.16

trip, will include

a

pleasant sail down.the bait

THE

CADETS,

Return of the Boys from Manchester.
Tho Portland Cadets and Veterans returned
from their trip to Manchester, N. H.,
last
night. Large crowds were npon the street and
the boys were londly applauded and colored
fire blazed as the column marched down Congress street to the armory.
They all report a
fine trip and that Manchester is a good place to

visit.

Christian Socialism to-morrow afternoon.
Tne Portland Chorus Choir will meet for
practice in Y. M. C. A. Hall this evening at
7 30.
The admission will be free to the Y. M. C. A.

rain storm prevailed in that city
yesterday, which greatly interfered with the
As it was, however,
programme as laid out.
tho Granite State boys gathered at the Windsor Hotel where the Portland company were

anniversary meeting
day eveaiDg.

quartered, and nearly all took the train for
Lake Massabesio, a pleasure resort some six
miles from the city.
(This lake, by the way
furnishes Manchester’s water supply.)
Open
arriving at Massabesic, the party proceeded to
the steamboat landing at Bay View, where the

the

at

City Hall

deputation

next

Mon-

from the

Sarsfield
Guards of New Haven is expected by the Portland Montgomery Guards.
The Board of Health met last evening in
the Mayor’s room bat transacted no business
of importance. They meet again to-night.
A number of Gases of diphtheria were reported yeeterday

Kind.

D« W. Wilson:
Dear Sir:—For weeks paat I have been trying to form words btfitting to express the gratitude that fills my heart lor thewonderfnl skill
that yon have bestowed upon me and restored
me to perfect health—after I was given up
by four of the best physicians in the city. All
said that my case was past care—in the last
stages of consumption. Bat ss a last resort I

Dumo

land harbor yesterday.
Ten car loads of sngar for refining purposes
have arrived from St. John.
It was a rough day in the harbor yesterday
with a heavy sea for a June storm.
Rev. J.
W.
Basil ford will
preach on

To-nlgbt

For Sale—Wholesale Fru.t Business.
AUCT ON SALES
Elegant Residence—Eastern Promenade.
Oratilude of the

Brief jrottiags.
Heavy rains yesterday. The mercury indicated 54° at sunrise, 52* at noon, 54° at sunset; wind north, northwest.
A government tng rode out the gale in Port-

as

Proper

street.

No. 171 Pleasant
is being taken of the

existing
care

at

patients.

A

heavy

Joe Cobb was in waiting to convey
them to Fletcher’s Island.
At 12 o’clock one
of Fletcher’s famous clam-bake dinners was
served, and for the time being the threatening
skies and the falling rain were forgotten. Th®

steamer

trip to Fletcher’s Island clam-bake was pronounced by many of the Portland boys to be
the most enjoyable portion of the entertain-

Messrs. J. B. Dunham and J. A. Morton of
this city, went to Lake Anbnrn yesterday to
arrange for an excursion of Portland Knights
of Pythias.

ment. At 2.30 o’clock a special train was taken for Manchester, and the Portlanders were

An adjonrned meeting of the Police Examining Board will be held Monday evening

escorted to the passenger station in season to
take their departure for home -in two special

and the results of the last examination will be
filed in a day or two after.
Harbor Master Chase will hereafter detain
ail vessels arriving from foreign ports in the
lower harbor until visited by the health officer
and found to be ail right.
The regular monthly meetinajof the Diet
Mission will be held this afternoon at 3 o’clock
the Fraternity rooms on Free street.
A
large attendance is requested.
The fishing schooners J. G. Crage, Nellie
at

Burns and Allen Lewis have been recorded at
the Fishing Exchange »s arrivals. The Liwis
brought 200 barrels of mackerel.
The Rev. Henry C. Westwood, D. D., of the
High Street Church, Auburn, will preach at
the Second Parish church to-morrow in ex-

change with the pastor, Rev C H. Daniels.
The number of the ninth of twelve solid siver
watches given away weekly by Ira F. Clark

2,572,848 and James C. Hyatt, 229 York
the nearest guess which was 2,574,111.
Twenty new members were reoeived into
Bosworth Post, G. A. R., at the meeting last
evening and there are seventeen applications
was

street, had

to be acted upon at

the

meeting

next

Friday

night.
Rev. Edwin Bnrnham of
Newburyport,
Mass., the well known evangelist, who held
a eerie' of revival
meet.inofn Ha pa a foir <n>a»a
ago will preach in Union Hall to-morrow at
10 1-2 a. m. and 3 p. m.
A vesper service will be held at the CongreBB Square church to-morrow evening. The
pastor, Eev. Henry Blanchard, will speak on
the recent Chnrch Congress at Hartford. The

pnblic

are cordially invited.
Mrs. Whitman Sawyer of Portland, president of the Woman’s State Belief Corps, with
other ladies from Portland, were present at
the installation of officers of Sheridan Belief
Corps at Biddeford Thursday evening.
Abont 70 boys belonging to the Augusta

Boys’ Branch of the Yonng Men’s Christian
Association will visit the Portland branch today and be given a dinner at the hall and a
harbor excursion on the S. E.
Greenwood Garden.

Spring, visiting

The thirty-third anniversary of the State
Street
Sunday School will be observed
in
the chnrch to-morrow
evening commencing at half past Beven o’clock. There
will be addresses by Eev. A. E. Dunning of
Boston and the pastor, Eev. Mr. Bayley.
After canBing his family a great deal of
trouble Thursday night a small boy living on
North street was found peaceably slnmberiDg
in bed. His bed hoar is seven o’clock and as
he coaldn’t be found telephones, telegraph
and the police were put in requisition. It
seems he slipped into his room to
esoape his
father’s eye.
Advertisements appropriately coming nnder
the classification heads, Wants, Help Wanted, Situations Wanted, Foe Sale, To Let,
Boabd and Booms, and Lost and Found, not
exceeding forty words, will be inserted in the
Daily Press one week for twenty-five cents, if
paid in advance. When payment is not made
in advance regular rates will be
charged. The
large circulation of the Press makes it the
best medium for these advertisements.

Henry H. Brock has been elected secretary
of the Senior Scientific Society of Amherst
College.
Mr. Henry M. Howes, senior partner of the
firm of Howes, Hilton & Harris, reached
home yesterday moroiDg after a pleasant trip
in the Western States.
Miss Grace Deering, daughter of Mayor J.
W. Deering, has been assigned the first part
in the graduating exorcises of her class at the

seminary

she ia attending in Baltimore.
B. M. Eastman of Portland, C. W. Keyes of
Farmiugton, aud B. W. Sonle of Angnsta,

were, on Tuesday last elected trustees of the
Maine Wesleyan 8emiuary and Female College at Kent’s Hil'.
Conductor Pbilbrook is now running the
passenger train between Bangor and Bar Hatbor. When the Flying Yankee is pat on he
will conduct that train betweeu Monut Desert
Ferry and Portland.
Sir Henry Tyler, president of the Grand
Trank Bailroad, and staff, arrived on a special train over the road at 6 p. m. yesterday aud
quartered at the Falmouth. Sir Henry is mat,
lug a tonr of inspection.
Mrs.

Martha, wife of William 8. McGowen
very suddenly on Tuesday in -.Snmnet*

died
The locality of her husband is not certain, but
supposed to possibly be in Portland.
Shonld
he or any friends observe this item, they are
reqnested to communicate with regard to the
disposal of the remains. There is no W. S.
McGowen in the directory.
A poem upon Mount Deserf, by Mrs. Frances L. Mace of BaDgor, is to appear in the July

Monthly.

It is to be profusely illustrated by the artist Henry FennThe poem has been in the possession of the
Harper’s for years bat never until recently
could they secure satisfactory illustration* for
it.

Mr. Thomas Robinson, who died at his home
on Princeton street, East Boston, on Monday
last at the age of 70 years, was born in Aina,
Me., bat he removed to Boston in early manhood, and his entire business life was passed
a resident of that city.
He dealt largely in
real estate, and was prominent in various public enterprises. For many years he bad beeB a
Trnstee of the East Boston SavingB Bank. He
leaves a widow bat no children.
M. Leopold, Philadelphia; Mr. Porter and

as

family, Philadelphia; M. A. Bearce, Chicago;
Hon. E. Wilson, Thomaston; E. E. Ellicott
and family, Baltimore, Md.; E. M. Talcott,
Washington, 0. C.; W E. Baldwin, Glen’s
Falls, N. Y.; Sir Henay Tylor, M. P., G. T. R,
Lient. Tyler, L. J. Seargent, J. R. Benton,
London, England; Joseph Hickson, E. P.
Hannaford, H. Wallis, J. Stephenson, A. H.
Harris, J. J. Lanning, Montreal; R, Hay
Richmond, P. Q.
The Back Bay Sewer.
harbor commissioners gave a hearing
yesterday afternoon at the city civil engineer’s
office on the petition of the committee on
drains and sewers for permission to dredge the
channels in Back Bay required in the pians
for the sewers as adopted by the City Government.
After hearing an explanation of the
proposed work the commissioners voted that
The

the petition be granted. It was farther asked
by the petitioners that the city be allowed to
dsposit all the solid matter removed in dredging the channel upon the marginal way. This
request was also granted by the commissioners
All the sewage and matter in any degree offensive will be carried ont to sea and only
the hard and pnre matter dredged from the
bottom will be deposited on the marginal way.

Today being the 82d anniversary of the Portland Light Infantry, it is to be hoped, from
the clear skies last evening, that the company
will avoid the weather that has become associated with the sixth of Jane.
Buildings both
and private will probably be decorated
with bunting today in honor of the anniversary. Thehouoraries, invited guests and past
members will meet at the I’reble House at 9 a.
m. The Infantry will have the Bath Light

public

Infauiry

as

gaes's

on

this occasion

and

will

Lang Uland for dinner, and give
them a reception and sapper at Reception Hail
in the evening. Mayor Wakefield and many
distinguished citizens of Bath will atoemrarj
them!
:o

tesies extended.
In speaking of the drill at the
skating rink
Thursday evening the Manchester Union says:
Immediately alter the polo game 1G members
of the Portland Cadets marched npon the surface and went through company movements,
giving a silent drill in which they were extremely proficient. Next followed a fancy
manual to music by the company and the third
feature consisted of the entire manual of arms
inclnding all firings, without command, by a
squad of eight men. Round upon round of applause was bestowed upon these soldiers and
their movements were pronounced
by good
judges to be the finest seen here for years. Every man performed what was required of h;m
as though part of a machine controlled
by some
master genius, and this one feature was alone
worth going a long distance to see.

Casco

APVEBTIgEMESTB

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Coses

MANUFACTURERS’ SALE
—

Elegant

THE FIRST WARM DAY
We shall open to the

OUR
for

Cor. Middle and
OPP.

je8

HOTEL-

dtf

GENTS’ HOSIER V.

have sold for several years and can safely promise to give an entire Silk Dress to any purchaser
of these which has not worn well.
It is beyond
question one of the best makes in the world, and
we guarantee them in every way.

*

To-Day, Jane 6, we shall offer 60 dozen Gents’ Fall Fashioned
Ingrain Hose, in solid oolors, Navy, Seal and Cardinal, at the
remarkably low price of 21 cents per pair. These are good desirable goods, and are a great bargain.

In Brunswick, May 23, Jedediah Mariner, aged
71 years.
In Brunswick. May 24, John Given, aged 64 years
In Bowdoin, Susan Webber, aged 73 years.
In Harpswell, May 24, Annie C. Randall, aged
20 yeais 7 months.

Often manifest .themselves in the spring months.
Eruptions snch as hives, pimples and bolls, salt
h enm, scrofula, or other affections caused by impurity or low state oi the blood, are cured by Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. It purifies, vitalizes, and enriches
the blood, and gives renewed strength to the whole
LaiIii

Trw t.liid AVAollont. snrinn

madlninA

wearing

“Pimples

were

breaking

out all over my

face,

caused by smoking cigarettes. I was advised by my
druggist to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla and did so, ana
all traces of the pimples have disappeared. J. C.
Daniels, 29 Union St., Norwich, Ct.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. SI; sik for $5. Made only
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.
100 Doses One Dollar.

GREENWOOD

STRAW HATS
We have the largest stock of Straws, in Man illas
Mackinaws, and Cantons ever shown here.

Suits at short notice
Booms.

dlt

80iEROKlfiTTEr

Kerseys.

SATURDAY,
will leave

as

JUNE
follows;

corner

F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
jet;dot

F. O. BAILEY &

CO.,
Auctioneers and Comm ssion Merchants,
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
B. O. BAILEY,

C. W. ALLEN

marl4

dtf

We are the only manufacturers of Kerseys in
Portland, and keep a full line on our shelves in the

leading

colorB.

6th,

BATES

Leaving the Foot of Exchange Street al
2.00, 3.15 and 7.30 p. m.

KERSEYS.

LET—Seaside residence for the season ai
Falmouth Foreside, five miies from City Hall
fifteen acres of land, with half a mile of
shore; large
bouse with eleven opeu fire dlaces and broad
piaz
zas, and stable; bathing and sailing facilities, In
quire at 39 EXCHANGE ST.
G-l

TO

STIFF HATS. GENT’S.
I I U ■!

LIGHT STIFF HATS.

OUR

at 3.15.

C. II. KNOW ETON.

jeGdlt

OWN

MANUFACTURE.

Great Display of Feather Weight Light Stiff
Hats and Kerseys in all the New Colors
and all the Leading N. Y. Styles.
FOR

FINE

NOBBY

GOODS

WE

EXCEL.

THE

LAP ROBES.

HATTER

We keep the only line of lmoorted Lap Robes
city. Prices from One to Ten Dollars.

CHILDREN’S HATS.

The finest line of Mackinaws
Manillas shown in all
the lending styles.

The largest line of Boys’ and
Children’s Straw Hats, inline
and medium grades.

somersTthe hatter,

shape of your heads, and make you :
Silk Hat, Kereey Hat, Stiff Hat, Soft Hat, or StraM
Hat.

HAMMOCKS.
A

Practical

FOR SALE OR TO LET.

full assoitment.

manufacturing and

253 Middle

at Old Orchard, known ai
Cottage, standing on the eleva
the Camp Ground between Mr
Came’ and Miss Record’s; one of the best locations
at Old Orchard; 8 rooms,all in first class repair: alsc
Btable and lot if desired.
For further particular:
J. M. ROBBINS,
inquire of

Retail Hatter

St., directly opp. head

We

price

place a new line on our counters to-day at
insures their immediate sale.

a

that

jetidtf

Lewiston,

eodtf

LEY—A well furnished house, up town, in s
flue neighborhood, will he leased for foui
months to a small family; rent £65 per
month; besl
references required.
Address ilOU.iK, P. O. Box
1336, Portland.
G-l

TO

R. F. Somers.
je6

W. A.

Frotliingham.
eodtf

HATTER
show

can

an

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT,
To-Day

we

begin

a

Closing Sale of

Ladies’, Misses’ and

Children’s

mm

AND

SUMER

llox 1538.

MET—Brick home, Brooms, newly painted
papered throughout, excellent neighborhood, centrally located; price, $20 per month
W
H. WALDRON, 180 Middle St.
6-1

TOand

Combination.

GARMENTS.

■ ■

a

nil a

n

n

If I 9

COTTONS
From the Great Auction Sale

attbe Lo sst Prices!

land.

a

Maine,

Branch Store in Portri

;ht

on

the

corner

of Pearl and Middle

Streets, where
will sell yon good goods cheaper than you can bny In Boston
even if your fare is paid
both
we

ways; besides

goods

deliver

we

the

in your house and set them

a1

less than one-half former

prices.

We offer at a reduction our entire stock of Black Silk and Cloth ManBrocade Velvet Grenadine Wraps, Chesterfields, Newpnrts, Italians, Newmarkets and Jersey Jackets.

tles,

Respectfully,

B. A.ATKINSON&Ci).
W

LADIES:
LADIES’ G:ARiENT$.
COE
J. M. DYER & CO.,
Congress
THE
LOOK!
EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
Summer.
HATTER
COE
St.

va

—AND—

Yours

IN CHILDREN’S GARMENTS
Odd and Broken Lots will be sold

It will pay you to look over our goods
and note the low prices. Remember
that lookers incur no obligation to purAnother case $1.25 Crochet
chase.
Quilts (or $1, just received.

at ^

np.

STOCKHOLDERS

Plain, Embroidered and

I II

We have

Notice.

J. N, WINSLOW, Treas.,

a

pTs.

SPECIAL.

NO. 197 MIDDLE STREET.

jsfidlw*__P. O.

^

M

Je2__dtf

immense assortment ot men’s and
boy’s STRAW HATS.

in the Portland Union
Railway
and Back Bay Land Company, will receive
their dividend from the sale of land by calling on
the Treasurer with their certificate of stock
or
sending the same properly endorsed to

only n limited number to each customer.

488 & 400 Congress St.

READ.
COE
Robert F. Somers^.
232 Middle Street.

CENTS,

TURNER BROS.,

line lot In Blaok, Bine and Brown.

THE

Crochet Quilts I

Odd Lots of Corsets at
Just Half Price.

Me.

Silk Umbrellas.

A

BATES

of Cross St.

the Inskip
COTTAGE
tion in front of

Travelling Bags.

CENTS,

FormorFrioo 7Qo

DXb

MACKINAWS.

will take the

NO. 197 MIDDLE STREET.

at 45

Former Price $1.

and

the

Honey-comb Quilts!

75

We -have all the Summer Shades In |f all Stiff
and Flexible Hats. Our windows are convincing.

All the Novelties of the Season

ISM C. AJKI SU, Manager.
dt£

/J*

C.

H.

JLA^ISO^

201 middle st.
(IpIl BICYCLES
A TRICYCLES.

Agent for the Columbia, Standard, Expert Vic
tor. Ideal and Challenge, also all the best English
makes, Hodge, Vale, Sanspareil and the American
and Radge-Safety, (the latter machine being the
lightest and easiest running of its class), suitable for
the timid and elderly. Second hand machines taken in exchange for new.
ap2<l&w3m

eodtf

i

Momle Cloth Carriage Robes, a fine assortment. Also Hammocks, Carriage Umbrellas, etc.

COE,

on

roof, contains 13 roomB and
2Ya story house,
batb rooms, pantry,laundry and billiard rooms, ample closets and furnished throughout with all modern impi ovements,not and cold water on three floors:
beaten with steam throughout; marble mantles,bard
wood finish in dining room, kitchen and pantry; this
house is new, was built without regard to expense;
convenience and durability being aloi e considered;
lot contains about 4* 00 square feet; the view from
this residence of water, islands and country is unsurpassed in Ameiica. Immediately after above
sale will be sold the lot adjoining on the Promenade,
about 45x100 feet, on which Is a good stable 22-34
feet; this is one of the finest properties in this delight fnl portion of our city and should command the
atten ion of parties wishing a bargain in an elegant
house. Terms easy and made known at sale.

QUILTS.

LINb,

GABbEN_Sm^B}AT

Steamer “S. E. SPRING,”

Sailing Trip

Large and Varied Stock.

511

BY AUCTION.
On Thursday, June 11, at 10 o-’elk a. m.,

NO. 197 MIDDLE STREET.

FRENCH^
Dltt>$ GOODS.
in

—

shall sell

Je0

sells all kinds of Trunks and Travelling Bagp, and
delivers them in Saccarappa, Cumberland Mills
Deering, and Portlaud, free o± charge.

021

the
eleg*.nt residence
WE of Easternthe
Promenade and Morning street,
slate

large lot of Gents’ good
Shirts, which we shall sell at only

or

a.

Eastern Promenade

a

We will make any Dresses
in our Dress

dnrm

janl

—

FACT. DRESS MAKING.
Making
COE
Bines Brothers.
THE
HATTER

situated

mend It to others troubled with affections of the
blood.” J. Schoch, Peoria, HI.
“For several years I had pimples breaking out on
I was induced to take Hood’s
my face and neck.
Sarsaparilla, and my skin is now clearer and I am
eeling better than for some time.” R. D. MocntAbee, 64 Bond St., Cleveland, O.

75 cent

at

office, scales, sheds, screens, wagons,
Ac.; together with the good will of a paying business that
has been established 25 years; this & a rare opportunity. For particulars inquire of J. W. DYEB, or
F. O. BAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneers*

ELEGANT RESIDENCE

A

purifier.

Boils and Pimples.
"Last spring I was troubled with boils. Two bottles of Hood’s Sarsaparilla cured me, and I recom-

June

48 cents each.

vt-.

•‘I was for sometime troubled with bolls,
having
several of them at a time. After enduriBg about all
I could bear in suffering, I took Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
Four or five bottles entirely cured me, and I have
had no symptoms of the return of the boils.
E. N.
Nig HTINGALe, Quincy. Mass.
"X suffered with boils u years. Hood’s Sarsaparilla
oured me.” K. M. Lake, Pittsburgh, Pa.

30.
11 o’clock
m.,
at office of late J. H. Baker,-we shall sell the
ON WEDNESDAY,
tools

UNLAUNDERED SHIRTS 48c
We have just received

dlw

ML BUSINESS BY AUCTION.

wonderfully good bargains.

{jar* The funeral service of the late Sarah J.
McKenzie will take place this Saturday afternoon
at 2.30 o'clock, at No. 24 Hampshire street.

Humors in the Blood

whole being on the elevated situation overlooking
Woodfords Corner, with a view of Portland, the
harbor and surrounding country, unsurpassed in this
vicinity; the whole property is accessible to Sebago
water, horsecars. churches, best of schools, combining the pleasures and comforts of city and country.
This is the most heultiiful location in the suburbs of
Portland. Terms easy and made known at sale.

F.O. BAILEY X CO., Auctioneers.

We offer to-day an excellent assortment of desirable newstyle Parasols and Sun Umbrellas at only
$ 1.50 each, as follows: 65 Satin Parasols at $1.50.
36 all Silk Satin Umbrellas at $1.50.
These are

MARRIAGES.

6EATRM.

Decring

je3

Satin Parasols $1.5 0

__

In Kennebunk, May 13, David if. Foster of Norway and Dora ... Hatch of Kennebunk.
In Waterford, May 21, Appleton Haskell of Harrison and Miss Charlotte s. Proctor of Waterford.

—

BY AUCTION.
TUESDAY, June 9, at 3 p. m., we shall sell
the new cottage house on Liucoln street. 3d
above M. C. R. R., on left side;
house contains 9
rooms, pautry, ample closets, marble mantels, good
cellar, Ac.; lot 65x95 feet deep. Also one story and
French roof house on Grant street, 9 rooms and
pantry ample closets, marble n- .nt lea, cemented cellar,
furnace, Ac.; lot 100 feet front, 86 feet deep;
ne garden, fruit trees, Ac.
Also 3 lota on Lincoln
street, about 65x90 feet deep. Also 4 lots on Pearl
street, 66x90 feet deep, and 6 lots, 40 by 187 feet
deep. Also large lot at bead of and facing Pearl
Four of above lots are corner lots; the
street.

we

Boy.
LaBt August, Charles W. Bartlett, a boy 17
years old, completed his term at the reform
echool. He went to work on the farm of Fred
C. Mitchell at Sabattis.
A few weeks ago,
Mitchell and the boy went out to milk the
cows. After he bad milked one cow, the bov
returned to the house, stole Mitchell’s watch
and ran off with it. He was traced to this city
and the police have been tryiug to get hold of
him for some time. Yesterday he was captured
and City Marshal French came after him last

3, by Bev. 8. B. Sawyer, Cbas.
Emily Z. Bodge, both or Gor.

OF

ON

We offer for this week, fine, Heavy and Warranted extra good Black Silks at $1.59.
These Silks

A Bad

In Gorham, June
A. Nason and Mrs.
bam.

j»5d2t

emit!

$2.00 DRESS »ILKS $1.59

large, red faced fellow with closely cropped
sandy hair and beard.

Lyman.

a.

Sood

while the

June 3, by Rev. Jas. Potter of Lyman, Brewster S
Bonlter of Saoo and Mrs. Addle K. Dennett of

SATURDAY, JuueC, at 10
m., at salesON room,
Exchange street, painted chamber seta,

Temple Sts.,

FALMOUTH

seventy-five dollars in.

be pleased to know that by
calling on Coe, the tatter they can be supplied
with the latest style silk hats foi horse back
riding, ag he has made arrangements with
first-class batters in Boston to snpply him with
all the novelties. Cents also can have a first
class hat made by calling at 197 Middle street.
Read his advertisement.

&c.e

parlor furniture, ma« ble tables, lounges, easy chairs,
25 hair and wool mattresses. 20 Brussels,
tapestry
and ingrain carpets, 6 refrigerators together with
kitq^ou furniture, crockery, plated ware, &o &c.
F.O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer.

CASCO CLOTHING CO.,

Crossland felt the loss of hiB money keenly
bnt could not be made to understand exactly
how it had been swindled from him. He says
the man whom he and the wuman met waB a

night.

nice

a

BY AUCTION.

—

was

lumbering,

Refrigerators,

Carpets,

Houses and LGts in

was soon

and

Je4

Will make

BAILEY X L'O., Auctioneer*.
dtd

RAROJeT SAIjR

undeceived, after losing the train in which his chnm proceeded to Bartlett, and spent the night at the station. He will go to Bartlett this morning, as
he had bought his ticket. Only five dollars remained of the eighty be had saved by a year’s

farming

F. O.

HOUSEHOLD FtlRMURE,

jeG

delivered upon payment of seventy-five dollars due.
Crossland generonsly loaned this
amount to his new found friend and returned
to the station to look after the tranks while
she went to get a receipt for the money.
The

are

by Brewster, New York.

Harness. Sadd e and Bridle.
team for some child.

Tiie Hatter, 237 Middle Street.

amine.

years old, gray, weighs 250

three

300 lbs.
ONEto Donkey,
built

MERRY

which was at the office of some expressman.
Orossland accompanied her as she wont to look
it np; they were met by a man who said that
the baggage was at the Btation and wonld be

sharpers

Saturday, Juue 0th, at 10.30 A. M.

and $1.50, are fresh, elegant goods.

of the most Elegant Design.

Look at our line of 25c neckwear.
At 50c we have a very extensive assortment of such goo 's as usually sell from 75c to $1.00. All to be sold for 50c each. Call and ex-

manufacturers have

HORSE AND CARRIAGE MART.

LOT HATS ASH KERSEYS

inihe reach of all.

Crossland>
but expressed fear for the safety of her
baggage

hard labor

BEST

Village Cart,

our Gents’Furnishing Department we have a complete assortment of While and Fancy Shirts, Summer Underwear, Hosiery, Ac,
new styles of Collars and Cuffs.
A very large variety of Neckwear in the latest patterns selling with-

proof accosted him while he was waiting at the
station for the afternoon tram on the Portland
and Ogdensbnrg. It was the old game. The

simple Nova Scotian

$1.00, $1.35

Some of the best

season.

contributed with the understanding that every carriage shall be sold without reserve.
Carriages can
be examined on the day before the sale. Be sure
and remember this sale.
E. O. BAILEY St CO., Auctioneers.
<16t
ju2

finest Hue of Mackinaw Straw Hots and at
ihe lowest prices ever yet shown.

In

N. H. Crossland, who can neither
read nor write and is on his first visit to this
country, says that a pleasantly spoken lady of
dark complexion and wearing a gossamer water

as

this

public the greatest and

cheap.

Bartlett,

Bartlett,

Carriages!

ON

think about a new one. To such we would say that we have a few
SPECIAL BAKGAINS that are worthy your attention.
We are selling a Dark Mixed All Wool Suit, sixes 36 in 42, for
$7.50. Cannot be duplicated outside our store for less than $ I o.
We are selling a Scotch Mixed Suit, all wool, for $8.00. sold everywhere for $10 to 12.
Better ones for $12, $15 and $18.
We have a full line of Black and Brown Worsted Suits—sacks and
frocks—at the lowest possible prices.
An examination solicited.
Elegant assortment of Gents’ and Souths’ Trousers, to which jour
attention is called. New patterns in stripes and plaids that are greut
sellers.
on Boys’ Long Pant Suits, 10 to 17 years, we find ourselves overstocked and have decided not to wait till all are supplied before
we offer a reduction on oar prices,but shall do so at once so «s to
give
the boys a chance to buy a good serviceable suit for a little money.
We are going to sell for $3 50 a suit that formerly sold quick for $5.
For $5.00 we are selling three lines of suits that so»d readily at $7.50
and $8 the first of the season,
A few Brown Worsted Suits left that we are going to close at very
low prices.
A full assortment of Bovs’ Blouse Suits at $1.50, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00
and $1.00.
Boys’ Blouse Waists for 75c, $100, $1 25, $1.50 and $2.00.
Boys’ Shirt Waists, 25c to $1.25.
A few Gentlemen’s Spring Oversacks left that are to be closed out

with a friend arrived in this city from Nova Scotia on the noon
train Of the Maine Central ratlrna/t Hnnnit fni.

to

—

SATURDAY, June 6, at 11 a. m., at Horse
and Carriage Mart, Plain street, we shall sell
by order of some of the best manufacturers In Portland and New England, 2H Elegant Carriages, consisting of Open and Top Piano Box Buggies, Open
aud Top Corning Buggies, on Brewster, Storm,
Timpktii and End Springs Phaetons, Open Sorry,
Extension Top Cut under Carryalls Coupe Carryalls. Village Carts, 2 seat Beach Wagon, Concord
Wagons &c. Previous to above sale, we shall sell
13 Harnesses, consis lug of Light Driving. Carryall
and Double Harnesses, m a variety of Trimmings.
Also 25 Embroidered and Plain Motaie Dusters.
This will be the best opportunity to buy Carriages

Nearly all have supplied themselves with a new suit of clothes this
spring, hut owing to the cool weather there is an occasional one that
has made the old suit do up to the present lime, but will soon have to

Yesterday Collin Crossland

lady was going

OK

AUCTION.,

BY

Year’s Havings.

a

AUCTION MALES

Co.

Clothing

SWINDLED.
Collin Crossland

may2

Portland Tight Infantry.

take them

Ryan
that city, who is ,wel,-known to PortlandersThe party are under great obligations to
Mayor Stearns and
City Marshal Jenkins for cour-

Ladies will

Personal.

number of Harper’s

attached to the regular 4.20 train.
Those of the visitors who did not go to the
Lake visited some of the many fine
buildings
in Manchester, gnided by Mi. John
of
cars

_NEW

197 Middle St.

TENNIS

JRAQUETS.

A new stock just received o( fine
Tennis Itaquets at reduced prices.

C. DAY

JR., & Co.

313 MIDDLE STREET.

will make you

THE

$3.00.

a

silk hat for horse-back riding for
has all other kinds also.

MKT— A nice upstairs tenement for a small
American family, ou St. Lawrence street near
Congress; modern conveniences. Apply to li W
VERR1LL, 191 Middle streel.
6.1

TO

beats them all on light feather weight Stiff Hats,
seven different colors to select from*

Oak

MET—Cottage
Lawn, Peak's Island,
Trefethen’s landing; six good sized rooms;
TO
pleasant location. For
at

near

NO. 197 MIDDLE STREET.
1*8
SXWtXb*

(

and
valuable picand mirrror frames
repaired and re-glided, at
116 Exchange st, Portland,
Vie.
HOt:II I' A EATOV.

dSm

apr2:

He

NO. 197 MIDDLE STREET.

HATTER

dtf

Old

tures

particulars,call or address d,
x. sKuwacs, wn m csssww sit,
«■»

Watches, Clocks,Charts
NAUTICAL E NS f'HUVIENTS
md a full line of F,\e (H isses, Spectacles, Spy, Marine and ourists* tHashes. LIneu Testers,
Heading
rod Magnifying (Hasso.*, (toggles, Eye Shades etc.
Personal attention given to watch repairing, and
t record kept of the runuiug of all tine watches.

IRA BERBY, JR,,
mar 10

48

Exchange

St.

.04601

*

PORTLAND, SATURDAY MORNING,

6, 1885.
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THE J'UlilLAiNU l»AILV PRESS,
Published every lay (ScrnUys excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,

had better take it with
country this summer, when
one

them into the disease and various other matters
equally
we can promise
important and suggestive.
them several agreeable hours in the society
At OT .Exchange Stkkkt. Puktulnti. Ms.
Poems of the Old Days and the New.
Ik KM M: I.' I MtlurBy
Vwvr. To mail eub&c fib- of the queer, kiud old Loigerot, the pretty
er fl, Seven iahIao a Viai, u paid in advance.
Jean
Ingelow. (Boston: Roberts Bros.;PortRudolf and Madame Carouge, and
Marie,
Rates of Auveetisinu: Ur«e tnoh of space, the
land :Loring, Short & Harmon) Tuenew vollength of column, or t welve lines nonpareil consti- the hungry wolf Madame Bubiueau who
tutes a “square.”
ume of poems by tbe beloved and admired
so gladly have eaten
$1.60 per quare, daily first week: 76 cents per would
poor Red Riding
Jean
week after, three insertion* or lean, $1.00, continu- Hood.
Ingelow is so outwardly pretty and fasci.
We shall not hint at the plot for
ing every Older day after first week, 50cents.
that we are glad to find the contents as
Half square, three insertion* or less, 76 oents; one that would spoil the whole for prospective Dating
.(X);
cents
week
after.
$6o
week, $1
per
pleasing and satisfactory as in the days
readers.
Special notices, one-third additional.
when the Songs of Seven
won our afUnder head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Democratic Government. By Albert StickSales,” $2.00 per square per week: three insertions
fections. There iB no failing off iu the qualor lees, $1.50.
(New York: Harper & Brothers;
ney.
ity of these later poems, and they retain
THE MADiE STATE PRESS.
Portland: Lorlng, Short & Harmon). Tbis
all the charm of the author’s earlier verses.
Published every Trues oa v Moenino, at $2.50 a 16 a
of high politics in which the demstudy
If
in
a
year;
paid
Rosamond is a lovely story-poem, tbe longadvance, $2.00 year.
Advertisement* inserted in the
“Maine State ocratic plan of government is shown to
est of the
Pkess (which has a large circulation In every part
collection; and there is a dedication
an
of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion be possible only among
intelligent in verse to the
poet herself by Susan Cooland 60 oents per square fur each subsequent inser- and
moral
It
is
demanded
people.
tion.
which is a fitting tribute to one whom
i'ige,
when a people
become fitted for
it, her many American friends
Address all communications to
delight to honor.
and
can
maintain
it only by perthey
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
Wake Robin. By John Burroughs. (Bospetual vigilance. The leading idea of the
ton:
author
is
that
the
to
be
Houghton, Mifflin & Co.; Portland:
people
New Publications.
truly represented must choose the officers of govern- Loring, Short <fc Harmon.) Mr, Burroughs
The Chemistry of Cookery. By W. Mat. ment and
not allow rings of politicians do it Wake Robin has been published with other
thieu Williams. (New York: D. Appleton &
for them, as they will be sure to do unless American Classics, in the exquisite RiverCo.; Portland: Hoyt, Fogg «fc Donham). prevented. Auy government
deserving the side Aldine series. For simplicity and beauProlessor Williams’s articles in The Popular name democratic must
provide some simple ty of type, binding, and general perfection
Science Monthly have procured him many and
which
the people can in style and arrangement, we know of no seeasy process, by
American readers, who will welcome his form and utter its
will and judgment. It ries more attractive than these. Eight volbook The Chemist ry of Cookery with much must so
organize the body politic tbai the umes have already appeared. More are to
interest. No doubt “a little learning is a
people shall be able to select freely the men follow and so far, at least, theselections have
dangerous thing,” and perhaps a smattering of its owu deliberate choice for the
highest been excellent.
of science, even in so practical a direction,
places in the state. It must secure to those
Venetian Life. By W. D. Howells. (Bosmay do us barm as well—unless it induces meu time aud
opportunity to get skill and ton: Houghton, Mifflin <&
Co.; Portland:
us to go far enough into the subject to untraining in public affairs. It must keep Lcriug, Short &
each new
With
Harmon).
deistand, at least, the mechanism of our them
thoroughly under the control, not of issue an added interest is
to
the
charmgiven
bodies sufficiently to follow the best methprofessional politicians, bnt of the people. ing Riverside Aldine Series. Mr. Howells’s
ods which govern the ‘Mules of health” set It
must secure a wise, stable public policy,
skeichesof Venetian life, tnauners and chardown for us by good authorities. On the and a
vigorous admluistration ot that policy. acter is a
delightful work, and those who
principle of the old Roman who said “Them It must be government of the
people, by the have read it will, enjoy it anew in iti present
as knows nothin fears nothin.”
no doubt
—uub a lyiauuy, oi me
pcujjic, iui iuc
attractive dress, while a treat awaits those
“ignorance is bliss;” but this is a day of re- people, by the election
machine, for the who have yet to make its acquaintance. It is
search ami inquiry. Our minds are awake
election machine.
issued in two volumes.
to
and if we must suffer for lack
n

discussion,
Landscape. By Philip Gilbert Hamerton.
thorough knowledge, we are certainly takRoberts Brothers; Portland: Lor(Boston:
ing a step in the right direction and if it
Short
& Harmon). This is one of
merely arouses our fears we shall know that iug,
of

those who come after us will take up the
subjects where leU off aud carry out what
we have begun to their greater satisfaction.
Dr. Williams’s book is not only scientific
but altogethi r practical, and may be read
with understanding and profit by the unscientific of intelligence.
Aside from the general interest of the subject, any house-wife
will be better able to order her culinary arrangements with direct reference to the
health and comfort of her family by putting
in practice the excellent ideas with which
the work abounds. Odo may not be sure of
the

following

all the suggestions made by ihe writer, and yet ihere is
abundant matter which will be helpful and
beneficial in the application.
The volume
is a valuable addition to the ‘popular science’
literature of the day, and treats of a branch
of it which has been strangely neglected by

pract.cability

ot

chemists.
A Marsh Islaud.

Books Received.

a

Mountains, valleys, lakes,

rivers and the ocean furnish themes

lor the

Down the Ravine. By Charles Egbert Craddock, author of In the Tennessee Mountains &c.
Cloth, 196 pp. $1. (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin &
Do.; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)

long

The story is simple

m

an

artist.

now

observed and reported than in the days

construction, yet of of old.

the characters are finely
The Protestant Faith. By D. H. Olmstead,
drawn, the local dialect well preserved, and
it has a charm and freshness about it that is New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sous; Portland:
It might be obdelightful to any lover of the country and Moriug, Short & Harmon.
of country life. The descriptions are ex- jected to the leading title of this book that
it is misleading, since the aim of the author
done,
"'here are

continued

interest;

quisitely

picturesque

is to argue against what he conceives to be
seaport town, charming
of
sketches
the island farmhouse, surround- the error, not only of the Piotestant, hut of
ed by its well cultivated fields, fruit-ladeu all religions viz. faith or belief,
according
orchards, and long, level stretches of marsh to the author, belief has no moral value, and
If this
land. One can feel the hot breath of the is even pernicious in its tendency.
is
how
does
it
come
to
that
so,
pass,
nearly
August noon, and hear the voices of the
busy haymakers, arid enjoy the delicious lan- all great deeds spriug from faith, and believers are maiuly relied on to
orgauize and carguor of the summer evening with the farmon
all
benevolent
and charitable
ry
nearly
er’s household on the stoop of the old house,
work
of
the
world.
There
is
no state of
and listen to the friendly gossip of the
civil
founded
on
u>
society
belief, no system
neighbo-s who “drop in” for a few minutes’
of
based
on
morality
skepticism. It would
social chat. And again, with delicate, yet
us
all
if
appeals for the poor and
strong touch, does Miss Jewett paiftt the surprise
the
weak
and
defenceless, were made
country in its autumn dress, brilliant with needy,
to
unbelievers.
All such appeals
professed
color—pictured as the early fall really is,
are
made
to
beiievers.
This is
habitually
not the conventional melancholy
days, but
with spring promises fulfilled, the long strug- the rough and common sense view of the
matter which Thurluw Weed took in his celgle rewarded, the fruit of welldoing being
letter to Ingersoll. and is the test
ebrated
gathered, aud both rnoial and physical nawe journalists are compelled
which
to take.
ture strengthened, and sights and souuds
We record events and in doing so cau but
made clear and distinct in the bracing,
notice tbit the work of the world, more es.
health-giving air. It is a book to own, to
pecially nearly every systematic charity or
lead more than once.
benevolent agency, originates with and is
Mr. Oldmixon. A novel by William A. carried on
by “faithful” men and women
Hammond. (New York: D. Appleton & i. e. those who believe in some
aspect of reCo.; Portland: Hoyt, Fogg & Donham.) Dr. ligious truth.
Hammond has achieved a third novel which
Tne Russian Revolt. By Edmund Noble.
he callB Mr. Oldmixon, after the
leading Boston:
Houghton, M'ffliu & Co.; Portland:
character, a most unpleasantly ptculiai old
& Harmon. Of late, Russia
Short
Loring,
man who is disagreeably prominent from the
has
received
unusual
attention owing in part
beginning to the end of the story.
Being a
to the probability of a great war with
Euphysician par excellence, and only as it
me
oi
an
nmneuiate
conflict
aauger
werp, by accident, a novelist, even the sen- gtana.
timent of Dr. Hammond’s romance has a is passed, but all agree that it is only
professional tinge. If we were among bis postponed. An occasional war with some
foreign powers a necessity for such a councharacters we should

glimpses of

the old

_______

object,

as

Pleasant

Mr. Venus’s sweetheart did, to
viewed
in that bony light.” A wom“being
an’s beauty merely represents to him sound
organs, and a general condition of physical
well-being, while be judges her by her perfect teeth as a jockey would judge bis favorite horse.
It is incomprehensible that men who are
successful in some one branch of art or sci-

Riderbood,

business should be always hankerafter the flesh-pots which are, and ought

ence or

ing

be, out of their reach. But so it is! One
of the greatest scientists in tne country and
with a European reputation, is des»late because he is not a success as a
society butterfly, the one intense longing and desire ot
his unsatisfied ambition.
Wendell Puillips
once said that “the only person who sucto

ceeds is the mau of one idea,” and there is
more than a grain of truth in the assertion.
At the R»d Glove. A novel, illustrated
by C. S. Reinhart. (New York: Harper*
Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.) An anonymous story, prettily illustrated by Reinhart and entitled At the Red
Glove has heeu running as a serial in HarDer’s Monthly, and has quite captured public favor. It reads like a translation from
the French, which of course it is not, and
has a bright.,, racy, piquant flavor about

•

\

The Fall of the Great Republic (1886-88).
Ry Sir Henry Stsndish Coverdale. Paper, 226 pp.
Boston:
Roberts Brothers; Portland:
Loring,
Short & Harmon.)
Inooldsby Legends or Mirth and Marvels. By
Thomas Ingoldsby, Esq. (From the Edinburgh edition). Cloth. 660 pp., $1.26. (New York: Thomas
Y. Crowell & Co.; From the Publishers.
The Chemistry of Cookery. By W. Mathieu
Williams, author of the Fuel of the Sun <Sc. Cloth,
324 pp. (New York: D. Appleton Sc Co.; Portland:

Hoyt, Fogg

&

Donham.)

Mr. Oldmixon. a Novel
By William A. Hammond, author of Lai, Dr. Grattan, &c. (New York:
D. Appleton & Co.; Portland; Hoyt, Fogg Sc Don-

ham.)
Glenavebil, or The Metamorphoses. A poem in
six books.i.Book II. Paper, 238 pp. (New York:
D. Appleton Sc Co.; Portland: Hoyt, Fogg Sc Donham.)
Birds

Bush.

By Bradford Torrey. Cloth,
(Boston: Houghton, Mifflin Sc Co.;
Portland: Loring, Short & Brothers.)
in the

300 pp,, $1.26.

Gen. Gordon: The Christian Hero. By the author of Our Queen, New World Heroes, &c. Cloth
374 pp. (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Co.
Poems of the Old Days and the New. By
Jean Ingelow. Cloth. 229 pp., $1.26. Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
'Tales from Many Sources. Yol. 111. Cloth.
267 pp. 76 ets. (New York. Dodd, Mead Sc
Co.;
Portland: Loring, Short Sc Harmon.)
A Marsh Island.

By Sarah Orne Jewett. Cloth.
Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.;
Portland: Loring, Short Sc Harmon.)
292 pp. $1.26

The Red Man in Maine.
The Aucienf Indinu Csmpiss <*rouu<l at
Hebsgs Lake.

“C. M. S.” writes the following interesting
letter to the Mechanic Falls

Ledger:

During

pass

lation to the grand result is
The book is very readable.

clearly

shown.

Diet for the Sick. By Mrs. Mary F. Henderson. (New York: Harper & Brothers;
Portlaod: Loring, Short & Harmon.) Mrs.
Henderson’s Cook Books are so well known
and so thoroughly admirable, that her name
will at once attract favorable notice to her
latest work which is a treatise ou the values
of foods, their application aud
special conditions of healih aud disease, aDd on the
best methods of their preparation.
The
motio on the title page

is, “Mau kills himself rather than dies, ’’and tbe book contains
in addition to the many excellent
receipts
for wholesome aud delicate dishes suitable
for invalids, an appendix which gives tbe
cians and specialists upon the effects of test
tmd coffee on tbe system, the influence of alcoholic liquors and other stimulants, the leniency of common wheat flour to produce
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following.

makes no mention

of any

tribe

inhabiting

this particular region. Sokokis lived in the
valley of the Saco, the Auasagunticocks in
the valley of the Androscoggin, the Pigwafcetts at Fryeburg, and it is barely possible
that this might have been neutral ground,
but the old camping ground at White’s
Bridge would certainly indicate that at some
lime a large tribe must have jived sbere.
George Cleeves, the first settler of Portland,
Maine, who lauded near Clay Cove in 1633
may have been the first while man to visit
this lake. Historv says be made pilgrimage
iulaud to Great Lake shortly after his landing. He left nothing, however, concerning
what he saw.
But the flint chips and other
refuse are silent witnesses that at some
time Sebago Lake was the home of a large,
and no doubt powerful tribe.
A short dis
lance north of this encampment on a large
sand beach very many war arrows have been
found indicating an Indian battle ground.
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BENT & CO.’S
Celebrated Hand-made

I SOAP

Water

Guaranteed

Absolutely Pure.

Never varies, does not contain
one particle of the adulterations used to reduce the cost of

Hand Made from

CHOICEST FLOUR,
They are
of
Easy
Digestion.
Recommended by

PURE GOODS

Fminent

But DOES possess the FULL
VALUE of every Legitimate

Washing Quality, which gives
it every advantage over Soaps
of doubtful

character; practically recommended by other

as

and the

stamped

Physicians

both sides the Atlantic.
Get only

THE

GENUINE,

which bear the stamp of
the makers.
For more than four score years the crackers have
been unequaled for excellence and their
superior
keeping qualities. They are sold by flm-class grocers everywhere.
BENT & CO., Milton, Mass.

may21
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‘BEST IN THE WORLDS

manufacturers in imitating it.
None should be deceived, however,

Crackers,

the word WELCOME

Hands
every bar.

Clasped
on

mar 21

are

eodtirn

E3T STRONGEST lOO-yd. Silk
in the Market.
Every spool warranted full

Musical Literature.

measure.

Ditson tfe Co ’s valuable Books of Musical
Literature by the best talent, and written with
the greatest care, extremely interesting and imAbove cut represents our improved method o
Philadelphia Press.
portant to musical people, increase in favor
putting up E.TI H KOI DERI *11. ft. MerPresident Cleveland has reached on; inti from year to year, and should be in every Pub- chants will find this a great improvement over the
lic Library, and in the Libraries of all insti- old fa»hioned skein
political oblivion aud seized George W, Jul tutions
embroidery, it being much more
where music is taught.
convenient to handle. These Quills contain about
ian, whom he has appointed surveyor gener
Beethoven ($1,60), of Chopin three yards each, or a trifle more than the ordinary
al of New Mexico. It is a clear case of po- tinnrranhiQO
($1.26,) of Handel ($2), of Mendels- skein. Jiy Send 45 cents for sample hex of tttty
olUgldpilluO
litical grave-robbing.
sohn ($1.26). of Rossini ($1.60), of Von Weber (2 Quills.
each $1.25), of Schumann ($1.26), and ef
WHAT PLEASES THE OLD LINE DEMOOBATS, vols.,
Waste Embr’y, proz, 40c. Waste Silk 25c
Gottschalk ($1.25).
Macon Telegraph (Dem.).
60-page book, containing rules and designs for
Iha I ottoro of Mozart (2 vols., each $1.26). of
I llu Ltmulo Mendelssohn (2 vols., each $1.50), knitting silk goods of every description, sent te any
for six cents in stamps.
address
so
an
old
line Democrai and of Beethoven, ($1.60).
Nothing
pleases
THE BRAIN ERD & ARMSTRONG
as to place him in an office from which £
CO.,
Romantic Biography of MOZART
($1.60),
marl2eod3m
35 Kingston Street, Boston.
Republican has been forcibly ejected, thus BEETHOVEN, a Biograpnical Romance,
POLHU’S Musical Sketches ($1.26),
making him an instrument of reform. Hi ($1.50).
Reminscenees of MENI»ET»*©HN ($1.60).
of
cares nothing for the office, but it is sweet ti
Urbiiio’a Biographical Nkrichea ($1.50),
be called an instrument of reform.
EI.ou’m Curio*itie* of Music ($1), Ehleri'*
Teller* ($1.26], '» he soprauo, a Novel [$1],
THE POLICE AND THE SALVATIONISTS.
Kheiugold Trilogy [60 ets.,] Moderu Siug»Bg Method*, by Botunie (36 cts.)
Zion’s Advocate.
RITTEHM STUDENTS' HISTORY OF The speediest and most certain medicine in the
They had been forbidden to parade with
globe.
M list IC ($2,60). A complete, compact and very
music on the Sabbath, as that disturbed oth- useful book.
ALL
to the requireer worshipers, and yielded
USE IT.
MOORE’S ENCYCLOPEDIA of Music, $5
ment of the municipal authorities; but this
Weak Back, Enlarged JoiuIh, Parnly.I.,
THE VIOLIN AND ITS MUSIC, $5.
was a parade on a week day, tar less disturb
Uheiimim.il>, Neuralgia, Diphtheria,
Nciatica,
GARDNER’S MUSIC OF NATURE, $5.
multitudes
of
than
and
shows, reputable
iug
Prolap.u. Uteri, Eeinale Weakue...
Mailed for Retail Price.
disreputable, that for years have been sufThe best and only certain remedy to relieve pain
fered, without police interference or any OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
of all kinus no matter of how long standing
Inkind of municipal hindrance, to march
my30
ST&T&w
stant relief guaranteed cripples.
Swollen Joints,
through our streets to the music of noisy
Varicose Veins. Bites of Insects or Sick Headache.
bands, or encumber the sidewalks with
No oil or grease, is clean and sweet; will not soil.
the
multi'ude to
nightly serenades, calling
Iullainnintiou of the Kidney., Bright’.
uuuutiui
places ui Aiuu^ciurui
UUIny.
I.contiuu.nce
a f
Di.eu.e, Dinbete.,
Urine, is the only Liniment in the world possessABOUT GRADUATES.
alterative
Can
be
taken
powers.
ing
internally;
cures Cramps and Colic, Diarrhoea and
St. Louis Globe Democrat.
Dysentry.
If the young knew at much as do the old
Sold by all Druggists. Trial Bottle 25e.
of the world and Us ways they might be
Write Dr. Giles, Box 3482, N. Y. P. O who will
wiser, but would lack the enthusiasm that
give advice on all diseases free of oharge.
no st distinguishes them in the
business afjyBeware of unscrupulous dealers and counterfairs of men, arid enthusiasm is by no means
feits. The genuine has the name blown iu the glass
and facsimile of the diseoverei’s signature over each
to be despised.
“Pools rush iu where angels fear to tread,” and fools sometimes by
rushing iu achieve results that the angels
THE
REASONS
WHY
would uever have dreamed of. So no disDeed
be
thrown
over
work
couragement
the
of turning out the annual job lot of seniors.
The valedictorian may pass his life at the
tail of a plow, and the honor-man may
whack a bob-tall mule through the streets of
a metropolis, but if
GENTLEMEN, ask your dealer for these shoes
they do, the reason is
found in the fact that the college has been and you will get a pair equal to any So or $0 shoes
in the market.
Iu Button, Congress aud Lace,
unable to tit them for anything
better, and broad and mrrow toe. best of raaierial, perfectly
if
had
not
finished,
had
the collegiate
they
every pair
perhaps,
The £2.30
guaranteed.
for HOYS are same styles and material,
advantages they enjoyed, they would bave SHOES
warranted the best school or
working shoe in the
been loafers or tramps instead of honest
market for the price.
If your dealer does not
and
drivers.
plowmen
keep them take no other, but send address on postal
POLITICAL GBAVE BOBBING.

Beware

Counterfeits!-

oil! Ammonia.

FAMILIES

J

>

«

ui

the past five or vix years, it has
been my custom to visit Sebago Lake, drawn
try as Russia, where the government is des- thither, not so much for its own inherent
potic, the people poor and discontented, and beauties, as I was for any implement of
the army large aud powerful.
The causes stone or bone the wary Indian may have left
of the discontent so apparent in Russia of around the embers of his camp-fire, three
And that they left
late years, are discussed by the author with centuries or more ago.
an occasional
a fulness of detail which
implement now and then, the
indicates intimate
beautitul
collection
now in possession of the
knowledge of that empire. The early histowriter
will
confirm.
Thus tar, the largest
ry, gradual development, relations of races,
I
have
visited is situated at
eampiug
ground
adoption ot foreign manners, the power of
the priesthood, spread of education, liberation the outlet of the lake, at what is known as
of tbe serfs, expansion of trade aud com- White’s Bridge, and could we roll back the
merce, introduction of liberalism iu politi- flood of years that have intervened since that
far time, when the wigwams of the red men
cians—all these
in review aud their re

it, views expressed by several
promiuent physi-

that is decidedly attractive.
Published in
book form, with the illustrations, it makes
a pretty
volume, and all persons who enjoy
a good story aud who have net yet read this

Landscape. By Philip Gilbert Hamerton, author of The Intellectual Lite, &c.
Cloth, 423 pp.
Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland:
Loring, Short
Sc Hannon.)

WOULD

1

Time has long since obliterated all traces
of the boats and tbeir occupants and nothHameriou’s most delightful volumes, a work
ing now remains in the cavern to indicate
which cannot tail to please all his old adthe presence of the Indians.
However, the
A.,
mirers and to win him new fiiends.
After The Student’s Old Testament
History, &c. Cloth. figures remained a long time and there is yet
Ruskiu, no writer of our day has equalled illustrated, 699 pp.. ((New York: Harper & Broth, living in Raymond one who has sat upon
his lather’s knees and heard him say that
him, audhe has the advantage over Ruskin ers; Portland: Loring, Short Si Harmon.)
while quite a small boy the two images could
Kamehameha The Conquering King. The Myseven in being a practical and successful arbe quite piainly seen. As we walk along we
tist. Nature to him presents a thousand as- tery of His Birth, Loves and Conquests. A Ito cannot hnln noticinir thn flint I'liir.a that
rnance of Hawaii.
By C. N. Newell. Cloth, 388lpp* strew the beach. They are
pects, each deeply interesting and all suggesproduced from
[New York; G. P. Putnam’s Sons; Portland: Lori the manufacture of
etc.
arrows, spears,
tive of thoughts too deep for tears. The vaing, Short & Harmon.)
Mixed with them are fragments of pottery,
rious effects of landscape upon us are careWake-Robin. By John Burroughs. (The River- broken implements, and perfect ones are by
fully noted, and the elements of our emo- side Aldine Series). Cloth. 289 pp. $1. (Boston: no means uncommon A practiced eye is
tions analyzed. He attempts to account Houghton, Mifflin &Co.; Portland: Loring, Short & necessary, however, to detect them. A portion of the site has lou£ been used as a picfor our feelings of affection for nature and Harmon.)
nic
ground by neighboring villages, and
Venetian Life. By W. D. Howells. (Riverside
the power which nature has over our miuds,
Aldine Series). Cloth. Vol. I. 279 pp.; Vol. 2. 284 many relics of the red men have been lound,
and how in her various moods she reflects
troru a rough flint scraper to a highly ornaPP, $1. each. (Boston: Houghton, Miffln & Co.;
mented pipe bowl, and polished kuife and
and intensifies ours.
Portland: Loring, Short Sc Harmon.)
tomahawk.
The scenery of different countries is also
The Russian Revolt: Its Causes and
Prospects.
Sebago Lake has many camping grounds
descanted upon—the most beautiful land- By Edward Noble. Cloth, 263 pp. $1. Boston: around its
borders., all beautifully chosen as
scapes in England, France, Germany, Switz- Houghton, Mifflin & Co.; Portland: Loring, Short regards uatural scenery and the locality was
Sc Harmon.)
a favorite resort for the red men.
erland and Italy.
History

poet, painter, and all who have eyes to see
By Sarah Orne Jewett. and hearts to feel. Trees and
flowers receive

It is the work of

time.

one and must at some time have con
Btrainriewai eaudn.
sisted of more than one hundred lodges. Tb(
writer has found relics at a distance of twt
miles along the shore, and stone fire place:
occur at convenient distances the whole
BUY THE BEST
way
The locality was well chosen, the view uj
the lake being especially fine.
Raymond
Cape however, shuts off a portion of tht
great basin, but Jordan’s Bay, Fry’s and In
dian Islands are plainly visible, as is alway:
a portion of the
Images, which the guidt
ana
book of the celebrated Sebago Lake routt
Call at the Old Stand and see the
says were named from a fancied resemblanct
Mo. 37 Plum Street
to something or other, I don’t know what,
largest stock of
The facts are these. During the French and
Indian wars, from 1675 to 1748, the early settlers extending from the Saco river to aucieul
Falmouth, and inland to New Gloucester,
were at constant warfare with the the savages, men went armed to their fields or shui
themselves up in the block houses, fearing
Some rare bargains still remain*
that every dark nook and recess in the forest
Tuning and repairing to order.
might contaiu an ambnsh. It was during
these times, that a party of whites had started up the lake to rescue if possible, a captive
whom the Indians had taken the night before
Fine Portraits a specialty,
from the settlement at Windham, and were
carrying to Canada, the remainder of the
S Free Sn. Kloek, PORTLAND.
family having beeu murdered. The rescue
jau12
4U
party consisted of some eight or ten men
who were in two boats, and well they knew
Portland Methe route of the Indians would be up the
eodtf
jan6 ’*3
lake, on through Songo river, Brandy and
without the use of knife or ligature by
Long ponds, at the head of which began the Instrnctiou in English and ClassDr. C. T. Fisk, 68 Pleasant street. Auburn.
trail
Treats all diseases of the Rectum
Pigwakett
leading to Fryeburg, and sc
ical Studies
successfully, without detention from business. Seven
on to Canada.
years experience
and
hundreds of cases cured in ditterent parts
given to private pnpils by the snbscrlb
Now it has always been supposed that a
of the State.
part of the In Jians were there in the caves
Read the following testimonials and see those reof the Images with their captives and that
ferred to, which will convince the most
skeptioal:
the remainder were still beuind their pursuDec.
Portland,
3,1884.
ers, having doubtless been raiding the settle
We. too undersigned, having been successfully
13
ments in some other locality, for when the
treated by Dr. C. T. Fisk, can recommend him to
an24
it/
the confidence of the public. His method is
whites reached the Images the savages had
simple,
almost painless, and requires no detention from
gone, but on the upper side wall of the wabusiness.
Herbert G.
ter cave, (as it is called, being unable to enFRED H. THOMPSON, 36 Union St..
ter it without a boat) they found painted two
RICH’D K. GATLEY, 59 & 61 Union St.,
ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
boats containing white men facing up the
GEO. HUMPHREY, 72 Parris St., Portland.
or
D.
F. GERTS, 455 Cumberland St., Portland.
lake, the number of men corresponding with
JOHN F. MERRILL, 60 Cross St., Portland.
their own party. These Images as they were
American & Foreign Patents,
ALBERT CHASE. 30 Preble St., Portland.
called could be seen when near the cave
GARDINER WOOD, 5 Temple Place, Portl’d.
without entering, and it was supposed by No. 08
N. W. MORSE, 191 Federal St., Portland.
St, Portland, Me.
the whites that they intended to give
All
business
to
Patents
Hr
Names of many ladles treated in Portland will be
relating
promptly and
warning to their friends beuind, indicating faithfully executed
<ul2dtf
given at the Dr’s. boom.
to them the number of boats, the number of
Ladies inquire at No. 318 Cumberland street.
men in each boat, and the direction they

large

were

Student’s Ecclesiastical Histoey, II. The
History of the Christian Church dnriDg the Middle
Ages, with a Summary of the Reformation Centuries XI to XVI. By Philip Smith. B.
author of

(Boston: Houghton, Miffiin & Co.; Port- much
attention from the author. Finally,
At the Red Glove, a Novel. Illustrated
land: Loring. Short & Harmon). This laby
he ma es a study of the poets from Homer C. S. Reinhart.
Cloth, 246 pp.. (New York: Hartest novel of Miss Jewett’s is decidedly one
to Tennyson, from which we discover how per &
Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Har
of the most, pleasing bonks that has appeared
much more minutely and lovingly nature is mon.)

for

t

stood clustered about the shore, built of
birch bark or fur—a long line of canoes also
of bark, gorgeously painted, drawn up on the
beach: arrow makers seated upon the rocks
near the water's edge, making arrow heads,
scrapers, spears, etc.,
making
iug utensils of clay aud sand, which after
being moulded to the required form is baked
in ground ovens, maidens decorating rnoccawomen

co jk-

Bins with beads of wood and

shell, aud weaving belts of wampum, youog men engaged
in the Chungee game, hunters returning
flushed with the success of the chase, war
parties going out to expel poachers from
their

hunting grounds,

scenes too numerous

think

and mauy other
to mention here,
1

should have witnessed a wild but
scene.
The grand old pines that
jcce bordered the shore have long since sucjurnbed to th'i woodman’s axe, and the plow
bas broken the sod over part of the encampwe

animating

ment.

Yeiy

many relics have been found in this

ocality from the time of the early settlers
,o the present day.
The encampment was a

NOTHING MORE THAN A LITERARY SUCCESS.
London

Atbenasum.

The revision of the Old Testament is a
literary success, but it has uo prehensions to
scholarly completeness: That is the general
impression which the new version mak s.
There have been practically no alterations
iu the text, the variants of the Septuagiut,
even when undoubtedly
superior, being relegated to the margin. The literary merits
of the Authorized Version have been retained and on the whole enhanced, and its
majestic rhythm has not been disturbed,
and has even been allowed fuller play by the
arrangement of the prose books in paragraphs, and of the poetical books iu separate
lines. The revisers are to be congratulated
on the satisfactory
result of their fifteen
years’ labor. There can be little doubt as to
the wisdom of their decision in declining to
make a new text of the Old Testament as
the other aid with the New.
The textual
criticism of the Old Testament stands nowadays where tha1; of the New did before the
days of dries bach.

card for full direction* for

measurement and how
sice thnt tuy name and war'"lumped »u bottom of each shoe.
W. L. DOVOLAM, Hr orb ton,
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EPPS’S COCOA.
breakfast.

By

a

thorough knowledge of

found

such
favor
Mothers of Families:

with

never-failing effect

in dig lodging and removing
of all kinds from the system.
The facility with which it is administered, being in
the form of TABLETS, delicately flavored with
Chocolate. It is as agreeable to the palates of
children as the most delicious confection.
It does not require any nauseous after phytic, eaoh
Its

worms

the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition and Oy a careful application of the flue prop
erties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided
our breakfast tables with
delicately flavored beverage whim may save us many heavy doctors’ hills.
It is by th judicious use of such articles of diet
that a constitution may be gradually built up until
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease.
Hundreds of subtle maladies arc.
floating around us
ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escajie many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves
well fortified with pure blood aud a
prooerly nourished frame.” Civil Service Gazette
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labeled thus:

Tablet carrying its own gentle purgative.
perfect harmleseness to the most delicate constitution or the smallest child.
|J3F“A box in the bouse will save many a doctor's
v sit.
Sold by all druggists. Price 26 cents.
je2
dtf
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Proprietors.
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Homoeopathic Chemists,
I.ondou, Englnud,
STudwly

Its

DIRIUO MINERAL WATER.
iced water ruins
digestion; Dirigo Water improves
It; is always palatable, refreshing and healthfnl.
Delivered daily, cool and refreshing from the spring.
Our improved cans will keep the water cool from
36 to 48 hours; nse of cans tree; water per gallon
10 cents.
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-I lit Fore Miroci.
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Victor Hugo’s Daughter.

An Incident of the War.

A Remarkable Romance in the Family of
the Great
r.

The Halifax

details of the romantic career in Halifax of
Adele, daughter of Victor Hugo, to whom
Herald

publishes

The Reuiaucc of

Ileroiue whose Grave

a

Should be Decorated.

some

New Jersey town is the grave of PaBarnum.
tience
Patience Barnum was a
he leaves 4,000,000 francs, half his fortune,
and
a
Quaker girl
heroine, and no grave is
as reported by cable.
The facts are fur- more entitled to
recognition in this season of
nished by Robert Motton, Q. C., a well decoration. She
gave her life for the Union.
known criminal lawyer, who acted for her No
strength or charm can be added to the
professionally on several occasions. Adele, simple tale ot her sacrifice. A young physinamed after her mother, was her father’s cian iu
Philadelphia was betrothed to Pa'
favorite child. The story, told by herself, tience Barnum when the war
broke, and
When a mere girl living
was as follows:
their wedding day was fixed. He also was
with her parents in Brussels, she became aca Quaker, and was enthusiastically loyal,
quainted with a youth named Pinsen, be- and he was among the foremost to volunteer
longing to a wealthy English family, thee his services iu defence of the Union. Months
staying in Brussels, and fell madly in love went by, aud he was with his regiment in
with him. He appeared to be equally infat- the thickest of the most bitter
fights. One
uated with her. They became formally enday news came north that a skirmish had
gaged, and secretly married, as she believed. left some of bis company dead and others
Owing to their youth and ibe opposition ol wounded, and that he was among the missthe Pinsen family the aflair was kept private,
ing. When this dispatch reached the girl
and he promised to marry her in due time.
who had been wailing to become his wife,
Meanwhile he was gazetted a lieutenant ir
the British army aud ordered with his regi- her whole life changed as in the twinkling
ment, the famous Sixteenth, to Halifax, of an eye, and she suddenly developed into a
Just previous to this, he wrote to her u mature woman. The next news that came
convinced all the young soldier’s friends
meet him m London, where they would bi
formally married. The great Frenchman re- that he had been killed. But Patience did
not sit idly aud hopelessly down to wail.
fused to let his daughter go, aud said if Pin
Before even her closest relatives wers aware
Ben wanted to marry her be must do so ai
Brussels. But Adele insisted, and finallj of it she had volunteered tor the war; she
her pa.ents gave way, her mother accom- found her place iu an ambulance corps, and
panying her to London, but before thej they who loved her at the north lost sight of
reached there Pinsen had left with his regi- her wholly ere many weeks went by. She
ment for Halifax. They returned to Brus- was far South; she was in the van of the
sels, and shortly afterwards Adele clandes- very regiment with which her hero had
tinely left home, resolved to follow the mac marched away. There came a lurious fight
she so madly loved. Arriving in New York one night aud a rebel town was captured—
she made her way to Halifax aud lived there a town with a prison pen—a Libby on a
nearly three years. Pinsen proved recreant, small scale. When victory was no longer
but she seems to have dogged him day and problematical, but assured to the Union
night, and frequently declared to the familj troops, blazing fagots were thrown upon the
with whom she boarded that he should nevei roof of the crisp and seasoned old piison,
marry another woman while she lived. She aud the Union soldiers confined there seemed
doomed. But the rebels were routed iu time
was very eccentric, aud never went out unless deeply veiled. At night she went out and half suffocah d by smoke, the prisoners
alone in disguise, wearing a high hat, to, were finally brought out to the open air, to
boots, and carrying a stick. ■„ All her letters their brethren, aud to a sight of the old flag
and once more, ip tne inrong or emaciated bewere addressed to “Madame Pinsen,”
she received monthly remittances of $10C ings saved was that yournr Philadelphian
C_1_al_
whom long ago Patience Barnum’s heart
Eighteen years ago Lient. Piusen left Hai had given up as Just. Foremost among those
How
ifax with his regiment for Barbadoes and to meet him was Patience Bernum.
Adele Hugo followed him. After sbe went she came to the front so quickly not one of
But she was
away she wrote letters to some friend: these excited soldiers knew.
iu Halifax which are still pteserved. During there, aud tbere was ecstasy in two bosoms
the time she was in Halifax one of the in that moment, but only for a moment.
Down from a neighboring woods came the
sons of Louis Phillippe visited Halifax, and
bullet
of some still defiant rebel. Its victim
the
in
of
Miss
city
learning
Hugo’s presence
was Patience Barnum.
visited her. Some years ago she became in
Many a tear those
rough, storm-beaten soldiers shed as they
sane aud was placed ia a private asyiuu
laid her to rest for a little while in a southeither in New York or Boston.
ern grave; not one ot them that did not love
her. Still unwedded, the man she loved
“Uncle Remus.”
lives to-day in Philadelphia, a citizen known
Joel Chandler Harris, “Uncle Remus” oi for
good deeds.
the Atlanta Constitution, is the subject oi
jliviu
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ATLANTIC
Mutual Insurance Co.,
OF NEW YORK.

INSURE

interesting sketch in the Critic. He became a printer’s boy at 12 years of age, aud
has made his reputation by solid work. Hr
is ot short stature and has a small, tanned
freckled face. His mouth is covered by a
stubby red mustache and his eyes are small
and blue. Both bis eyes and month are ex
tremely mobile, sensitive and expressive.
There is probably no living man more truly
diffident; but his diffidence is the result oi
excessive sympathy aud tenderness, which
cause his bright blue eyes to well up at any
bit of pathos just as they sparkle with hu

This Company will take riBks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making lisas binding as

His amusements and tastes are fen
and simple. His constant companions are
Shakspeare, Job, St. Paul and Ecclesiastes.
He is devoted to his family, which consists
ot his mother, his wife, four exceedingly
bright boys aod a girl and the dock of mockHe
ing birds that winter io his gardeu.
never goes into society or to the theatre. He
once acted as dramatic critic of the Constitution, but his misery at beiDg obliged to see
and criticise dull actors was so acute that he
Tlus small talk
soou resigned the position.
Hie
ot society has no attraction for him.
home is enougb.
When his children are
tired and sleepy and are put to bed, he
writes at the fireside where they have been
sitting. It is warm in winter and cool io
summer, aud never lonely; and so stroug is
his domestic instinct that although he bad a
room built specially as a study, hie soou deserted its lonely cbeerlessness for the comforts of his heme, where his tender and kindly nature makes him loved by everyone. Hie
home is a simple farm house three milei
from Atlanta, devoid of literary litter, ari
treasures and bric-a-brac, and coutaining bul
few books. He does his newspaper work in
the chy in the daytime, and writes his stories
at home at night.
mor.
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Premiums

Marine Risks from 1st
January, 1884, te 31st December,
on

1884 .$3,968,039 44
Premiums on Policies not marked
off lBt January, 1884. 1,447,766 70

Total Marine Premiums. $6,506,796 14
Premiums marked off from Jan. 1,
1884, to Dec. 31, 1884. $4,046,271 04
Losses paid during same period.
2,109,919 20

ASSETS,

$12,938 289.38.
Nix Per Cent Interest on amount Outstanding Script Paid On and After Feu. 3, 1885.
Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1884,

40 PER CKJrr.

Losses

Paid

Thirty Days
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After Proof.
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INCONTESTABLE
After three years for any cause except fraud.
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WITHOUT
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A New and Infallible Way of Distinguish
iag the Genuine Article.

lan and
PLAN
are special features of this company and issued by
none other.

Microscopical Society oi the District
of Columbia Wednesday night heard Professor Thomas Taylor, the chemist, at the
agricultural department on the subject ol

ADVANTAGES of thi» Company are
AGE, EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANCIAL
CONDITION, LARGE SURPLUS, EQUITABLE
and ATTRACTIVE
PLANS, and conservative
management.
Call or send to any Agency Office for a circular
of its plans.
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showed the position and manner in which
evidence could be given in court of the correctness of the microscopical tests.
Prof. Taylor says that about six years ago
the House Committee on Manufactures sent
samples of what appeared to be butter, in
print form, to the Commissioner of Agriculture, with the request that they should be
examined by the raicroscopist of tbe department, who should report as to the nature of
the substance, whether butter or oleomargarine, to the committee. Up to this period
he had no experience with oleomaigarine,
but now gave the subject serious consideration, and reasoned somewhat in this way:
Acids under the microscope; fatty acids are
polarizing bodies; therefore, with tbe aid of
the polarizing prisms will exhibit all the
rainbow tints. On making this test he was
delighted to realize the correctness ot his
suspicions, the crystals of fat heing distinctly seen, accompanied by a gorgeous display
of prismatic colors. As real butter has no
free fat, it gives under the same circumstance a plain and evenly distributed color.
He reported in accordance with the facts
that the samples sent him were ‘‘oleomar-

garine.”
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DIRECTORY.

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
Embracing the leading Hotels at which the Daily
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
Press may always be found.
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the
Aromatic bchnapps Is superior to every
(ACBIIBN.
other preparation for these purposes. A EliM HOUSE, Court St.—W. S. & A. Y oung, Pr
prietors.
pnblic trial of over 80 vears duration in
HATH.
ever? section of our country of Udolpho
HOT
SHANNON’S
L—Jerry
Shannon, Proprietor
Wolfed Schnapps, its unsolicited enBATH HOTEL—C. af. Plummer, Proprietor.
dorsement by the medieal faculty and a
(BETHEL.
sale aneqnaled by any other distillation
BETHEL HOUSE,—W. F. Lovejoy & Son, Proprie
have Insured for It the reputation of salubrity claimed for it. For sale by ail tors.
BOLHT'EB’8 1TIILLM.
Druggists and Grocers.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.

UUOLrHO WOLFtS SON & 1.0.

HON TON.

QUINCY HOUSE.—J.
etor.

W.

Johnson,

&

Co., Propri-

AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L. Rice & Son.

18 BEAVER STREET,
NEW YORK.
HI?
UNITED STATES HOTEL

etor.

CAI.AIM.
AMERICAN HOUSE-M. I>. Gardner, Proprietor.
CORNINH.
DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis, Proprietor.
ELL8WOBTI1.
HANCOCK

HOUSE—George Gould,

Proprietor

KANTPORT.
PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE—T. H.

Buekmun.

Proprietor.

LEWI8TON.
DeWITT HOUSE—Qninby & Murch, Proprietoi

in New York in 1772. The estate is claimed
on one hand by Maj. Frederick Henry Maitland, of the Bengal cavalry, and political
agent for Central India, who is a direct de
seendant of Sir Richard Maitland, adjutant
general of tbe North American colonies from
1765 to 1772, and fourth son of the sixth
Earl Lauderdale. The other claimant is Sir
James Ramsay Maitland, descendant of the
fifth son of the sixth Earl. If tbe decision of
the lords is that Mary McAdams was lawfully married to Sir Richard Maitland, Sir
Frederick will become Earl of Lauderdale.
It is in
If otherwise, Sir James succeeds.
regard to the laws and customs in force in
tbe colonies at that time that Senator Edmunds will testify.

MECHANIC EALL8.
COBB’S HOTEL—P. R. Cobb, Proprietor.

American

christened John Brown “the

Spartacus.”
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FARE $1.00

The Favorite Steamer

New Steamei

Elegant

JOHN BROOKS

TREMONT

aud

WHaKI
leave
FRANKLIN
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line are reminded that they
secure a comfortable night’s rest aud avuid the ex
pense aud inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the
various Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight
taken as usual
J. B. FOYLE. Jr.,
will

alternately

sepBdtf

Manager.

MAINS STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For Hew York.

Manhopd,

july $1.00 by mail, nost-paid.

Wednesday

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP TO.
Eaxtport, Me., ( alain. Me..
It., Halifax, N. S.

Summer

HU John.
Ac.

N.

ian31eod&wly

paper.

imported-

WINES &

Arrangement,

STRIPS
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—vox saxx *7

B. STANLEY &.

SON, Importer*
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NO. 410
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knife*
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A Jill

ROBERT

M.

(M. D. Harvard, 1876), Kvnnn
House, 175 Trentoot sit., KonIou,
ltreat
*, PILES, AND

SST* Freight, received up to 4 p. m. and any Information regarding the same may be had at the
Office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Whalf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
Stale Rooms and further information apply »i
Company’s Office, First National Bank Building,
corner Middle and Exchange Sts.[
J. B COYLE, JR., Gen. Manager.
dtf
mylS

siilifiipifl.
For

Cushing’s

and Peak’s Island.

LL.vljp.iu. (except Sundays).

eodly

CONSUMPTION.
I have a positive remedy for the above disease ; by its nsb
cases of the worst kind and of long standing
have been cn rod. Indeed, so strong ismy faith in itsefficacy
that I will send TWO BOTTLES FREE, together with a VALUABLE TREATISE on this disease, to any sufferer. Give express & F.O. aduress. DK. T. A. SLOCUM, 181 FearlSt N. Y

thousands of
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TIME

TABLE.

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.
Leave Portland for all landings on
Little and Great Diamond Islands:
A. M.

6.45
6.30
8.00
9.00

9.30 p. m.
WlINDAVs AT 4.00 P. IM.i
ton and

Boston

principal Way

at

6.30 p.

m.

Express lor osStations, arriving in

TRAINW LEAVE BOWTON FOR PORTLAND

7.1*0, 9.00

at., 12.30 Mil 7.00 p. in.,
week d«}», and 7.00 p. u.. Huudaya.
P IKI OK AN1> PH I.IH8 MI.EfcPinu

AT

a.

BA8TEBN l»l V.: Portland to Boston, Pullman
sleeping oar, (through car from the East,) 2.00 a.
t«. daily.
Parlor cars on 8.46 a. m., 1.00, 6.00 p.
hi.: Boston to Portland, parlor cars on 9.00 a. m.
and 12.30 p. in. week days. 7.00
p. m. dally!
Pullman sleeping car 7.00 p. in. dally.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
.’ortland depot ticket offices, and at l itiou Ticket Oilier, 40 Eithasgt Hi., Portland.
,JAS. T. FURBER, Gen’l Manager.

Porlkati

R. fi

&

Commencing Monday.

Oct. 13, 1884.

a?iu.,

CHANGE

For X ubnrn and Lswintcs, 7.16 a. m., 1.16
6.20 p. m.
For Gbrlmui, 7.36 « m and 4.00 p. m. mixed.
For Gorhaiu, moutreal, 4)urbtr and Cbirago, 1.30 p. in.
AKBIVA LK i

Exchange Street, and
Foot ol India Street.

AT~HEDI CEO

KATE

Ueireit, Chicago, Vlilwnukee
Cincinnati, Ht. S.ouin, Amahu, Hugi«aw, Ht. Paul,Halt l ain City,
Dearer, Han Franci»rofi;. ;'3
land all points in the

lorthweM,

Saturday

West and

Southwest

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager
TIT1M
EDGAR, G. P. A.
I. STBPHC,y. B^»>»riotendeot

ep8

Kuuiford Falls and Back Held Railroad.

From PHILADELPHIA

Hunnurr Arraugriursl in Effort Hent. Vtk
1884,
Connections via Grand Trunk Rail
1 way leave Portland for Buck field and
a. m.. 1.30 p. m
S^nlira -<Canton at 7.36
l.eave Canton for Portland 4.16 a m
and 9.46 a. m. Stage connections with p. m. trai>
for Turner,Chase Mills, West Sumner, Britton
Mills, Pern, Dixlleld, Mexico and Rnmford Fall
Ian21dtf
L. L. LINCOLN. Sunt.

Friday.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p, m. From Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
for
the
West
Freight
by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com-

■

mission.

Round

Depc

Cauada,

Line.

and

084,

*r«

From BOSTON

Every Tuesday

TIME,

—TO—

PHJlLAOKXriSIA

and

Canada.

illONBAY, Hrpt. sib,
Trains n ill rnu ns follows
DEPARITKESi

—

Steamship

OK

of

9n aad after

TICKETS 801.J)

Boston
Direct

1884._._ool3tf

ftrafcd Trutti Hallway

74

(Sundays excepted.l
my4dtf
J, B. COYLE, Jk., Manager.

AHD

Kurliugiou and Hwnuton,
through line.
CHAS. H. KOYE, A G. T.
HAMILTON, Supt.
Oct, li,

12.36 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Carr on nignt train an
Parlor Car® on day train between Portland and Moi
ureal.
TICKET OFFICES

will leave Franklin Wharf at 6.30, 9.30 a. m., and
2.30, 4.30 and 5.30 p. m.
Leave Cushing’s Island, at 6.45, 10 a. m., 2.46,
5.00 and 6.15 p. m.
Leave Peak’s Island, 7.00, 9.45 a. m., 3.00, 4.46
5.45 p. m.

—

AKKIVAI.H n P4>KTI.AND.
ru. from Kurlleti and tnteriuedlate sto-

a.

Krona Lewisloo and Auburn, 8.36 a. m.
3.15 and 6.60 p. m.
1 Prow Gorbaui, 9.46 a. m. and 8.30 p.m. mix*
i IKrom Chicago, iUoutreal and ((uebn

On and after Monday, May 4, 1886, the elegant
and staoneh steamer

_

Trip 9IN.

Meals and Room included.
ireigni or passage apply u>

mm CENTRAL RAILROAi

E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
70 liOBg Wharl. Boston

aud

Connecting Steamboat

Lines.

after noitbAV, Oct. li<
Trains leave
Portland as follows:
For
Bangor, Fllsworth, Bnr Harboi
Vnucrbora, Mi, Jobs, Halifax, anal lb
Provinces, Mt Andrews, Ml. Mtepben
Aroostook County, 1.25 |>. iu., via l.ew
istou, aud 1.30 and 111.15 p. m., via Augusta;
for Hang or A' Piscataquis B K., 111.15 p.
tn
for Mkowheguu, Belfast aud Uexter,
l. 26, 1.30, 111.16 p. m.j Waterville, 7.00 a.
m.
1.25, 1.30. 111.16 p. tn.; for Augusta,
Uallowell. Oardiuer aud
Brunswick,
7.00 a. m., 1.30, »6.15, 111.15 p. m.; Baih.7.00
a. in., 1.30, 5.16 p. m., and on Saturdays only at
On tu«l

1884, Pas*iPM»-er

Cook’s Excursion Parlies sail from New
Vork in April, May, June and July by First-class

steamships.
Specinl Tourist Tickets

for Individual
Travellers ct reduced rales, by the best routes
for pleasure travel.
Cook’s

Excursiouist,

with

maps,

contains

full particular; by mail for 10 cents.
THOS. COOK A SON, 261 Broadway, N. Y.
or 107 Washington St. Boston, Mass.
feh21
S&W16*

11.15 p. in.; Hockland, and Huox A l.in1.30 p. m.; Auburn
lu B. K., 7.00 a. m
and Lewiston at 8.15 a. tn., 1.26, 6.06, p. nig
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.00 a. m., 111.16
p. in.; Farmington, Phillips, Tlvumouih,
Winthrop, Oaklanal aud North Anson,,
1.25 p. m.; Farmington via Brunswick,
7.00 a. ut.
*Tlie 6.16 p. m. train for Augusta will run through
to Waterville on Saturday only, returning on

Portland and Worcester Line.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R

Al.1.

eb!2_

For Waco, Biddeford. Kennebn.k, Conway Junction, Kittcry,
f- ortstnouth,
Newburypor»,
Walem,
l.ynn and Boston, arriving at 6.00 p. m.
A'l 6.00 P. *1.: (Express) for
Boston
and
principal Way Stations, arriving in Boston at

J.

K utlilH l*«.

DISEASES
OF
THE
without detention from
nil fft ?®®TUM
HI I I II | business. References
given. Send for
I'll A; pamphlet. Office Hours, 11 a. m. to 4
!

m.
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without the use of the
WILLIAM READ (M. D.,
and

ing at 1.15 p.
AT 1.00 P. Jl

destination

dtjunelO

hi III UiHarvard, 18*2)
READ
a

very liberal.

Henry BUI Pub. Co..

Conway Division), Kiltery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Walem.(Gloucester, Kockport, livnn, ( helsea and Boston, arriv-
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ru. from
all stations on

EXtKIKMMtNS,

■SMfLJfLJL£/«f
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Smh rr/r c> r> n /Sir racy- ■™'storder
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SM/fn-t VIZ L Dtjm reports an
two
for
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vMWjrpn
Mill V c HZ~>nrlr
I ON. pirn chance for agents to inaice
Send
omney.
$1.00 for <„<tMl._/ Jr n>.
Terms

for
Waco, Biddeford, Kiltery, Portsmouth,
uud
Newburyport, Walem, l.yuu
Boston, arriving at (>.30 a. m.
AT W.45 A. HE.: Kor Cape Elizabeth, Wcarboro, Waco, Biddeford,
Keaaebunk,
Wells, North and Wouth Berwick, Conway Junction, (connecting for all stations

ons.

Spring Water,

»///?//?/ rl •tlto
l»ai>er, printingand aocu-

Eastern Division.
TBAINW LEAVE PORTLAND
AT 4.00 A IVl.t Daily, (Night Pullman)

6.50 p.

and

Sldtf

Bibles at, 1-3 and C>'.,
Testaments jd; U &>*;..
1 -3 the pricePof the K-,
/ W lish editions, and equai
the EnKhsh in type,

SUNDAY TRAINS
(.rave Portland for Boston and Way (Rations at 1.00 p. ui.
Leave Boston for
Portland at 0.00 p. in.
Leave Portland
for Dover and Way Wtaiions 1.00 and
3.00 p. in.

10.60

ror

/
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HKVI'I H ARRAIVGEintNT.

EUROPE.
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Fairfield,

EKOiM HAKKINON, MAINE
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■.AND

0.00 a. in., 14.30 uud 3.3«» p. in.
Morning
trains leave
Meunebunk for Portland
7.45 a. m. und l*»»er for Portland w.OO

Leaves Port luted s.'ij
for all stations oa
through line as far as Burlington and Swsnton.
connecting at Wing Koad tor Littleton,Welle HI?
er, Plymouth, Montpelier, and at St. Johnsbury
for all points on Passumpsic K. K.
Leaves Portland ii.OO p. u>., ft r all stations
far as Bartlett.

Passage Tra Uellnrs.

£§/ L/fl
/ r A/
'or L. J
,5#/

Or-

LV-'^r^-:KAILKOAII WBTRP,
foot of State Street, every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday at 6 p. m., for East.port and St. John, with
connections for Calais, Robbinstou St. Andrews
Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock, Grand Menau

ROB THE CEAjKKBATED

Summit

Old

Si p. ui.
AT 5.30 P. ITl- Way Train for Keunebunk,
Keunebunkport, and all intermediate stations
TRAINS I.EAVE BOWTON FOR PORTE
“

OP THIS

WILL

,,IVK

Rortland, ITle.
Also, General Managers for New England,

for

deford, Kenuebuuk, Keunebunkport,
Dover, (G-eal Falls, Rochester, Alton
Buy, lUa-acbrsier and C oncord, (via. New
Market
Junction.) Exeter, Lawrence
l.owell and Boston, arriving at Boston’

WEEK.

PER

Every Wednesday

LIQUORS

Train

dec 1.9

Illustrative sample

3 cents. Send now. Gold medal awarded the author by the National Medical Association, to the
President of which, the lion. P. A. Hissell, and associate officers of the Board, the reader is respectfully referred.
I'he Science of Life should be read by the young
for instruction, and by the afflicted for relief.
It
will benefit all.—London Tancet.
There is no member ot soc:-f» to whom The Sci
nice of Life will not be useful, whether y< uth, parnit, guardiau, instructor or clergyman.—Argonaut.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
El. Parker, No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston, Mass.,
who may be consulted ou all diseases requiring skill
Chronic and obstinate diseases
tnd experience.
that have baffled the skill of all ITli 4 1 other
physicians a specialty. Such treaAAAT A.AJ ted
iuccessfully without any ta-IVUVWl 1?
stance of failure. Mention this A A* A n AT AT F

Express

chard, Waco, Biddeford, Kenuebuuk,
Hrunebuuk port, Dover, (.real
Falls,
Rocketer, Altou Buy, Exeter, l.aw.
reuce.
l.owell and Boston, arriving at
Boston 5.00 p. ui.
AT 3.30 P. .n.—Way Train for
Waco, Bid-

Portland.

Steamers lea\e Franklin Whan on

Annapolis, Western Counties, Kail Hoads
and Stage Routes.
Through Tickets issued and Baggage cheeked to

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility, Premature Decline in Man, Errors of Youth,
and the untold miseries resulting from indiscretion
A book for every mao, young, middleDr excesses.
aged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all
acute and chronic diseases, each one of which is invaluable. So found by the Author, whose experience for 23 years is such as probably never before
fell to the lot of any physician. 300 pages, bound
in beautiful French muslin, embossed covers, full
jilt, guaranteed to he a finer work in every sense—
mechanical, literary and professional—than any
yther work sold in this Country for $2.50, or the
Price
money will be refunded in every instance.

i«.

CAK HEKVICE
WEhTEKN UIV.: Parlor car od 1.00 p. m
train Portland to Boston; 9.00 a. in., Boston to

and Saturdays at 6 p. m.. Returning leave Pier 31,
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and SatoeJ. R. COY LK. JK.. Gau’l Ag’t.
days at 4p.ro
ttf
sep31

sor

A Great Stoical WoikEn

AT 1.00 I*.

J_> Y

Grand Falls and other stations on th«
New Brunswick and Canada, Intel-colonial, Wind-

I

AT W.45 A. M.—Way Trains forOld Orchard.
Waco, Biddeford, Kennebuuk, Kcnucbuukport, Dover, (Great Falls, Bock,
ester, Altou Bay, Fxeier, Lawrence,
Jlanchesler and Concord, (via.
Lawrence,)
l.owell and Boston,
arriving at Boston'
1.15 p. >i>

Steamer “CITY OF ROUE.”

July 1, July 29, Aug. 26, Sept. 23,
And every fourth Wednesday thereafter,
Cabin Passage. §60 to §100. Second Class, §35.
Steerage by all Steamers, §15.
For passage or further information apply to
HENDERSON BROTHERS, New York,
or T. P. McGOWAN, 139 Congress St. Portland,
d3m
mays

Campobello, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth, Windsor, Halifax, Monoton. Newcastle, Amherst. Pietou
Shediae, Bathurst, Dalhousie, Charlottetown, Fori

KNOW THYSELF

A. M.— Way Trains for Old Orchard, Waco. Biddeford, Hrunebuuk
Heuuebunkpori, (Great Falls, Dover,
Fxeier, ittauchester and Coucotd, (via
Newmarket Junction,) l.uwrrnre, l.owell
uud Boston, arriving at Boston 10.45
p.

§00 to §80. SECOND CRASS, §30.
Liverpool and Queenstowu Service,

Cil, BOSiON,
M,W&Stf.

AT 0.15

FARE,

iauuuenciag, May lti, IWH5.

may30

Western Division.

TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND

■

Uuited Si tute» Mail tUcamahips
Sail from New York for
(■LAttCOW VIA LONDONDERRY,
EVERY SATURDAY.

BRANCH I 7 N««w Hill, Condon.
WO U IAN, ) 3S4 Ml. Raul St., Moutreul.

CORNINH VILLAGE
LINCOLN HOUSE.—C. E. Woodbury Proprietor

of tbe marwith Mary

cases.

ffiURiOCK’S ilQUIfl moo

HR CNN WICK.
P. & K. DINING ROOMS-W. R. Field. Proprietor

MACHIAN.
EASTER HOTEL—E. E. Stoddard, Proprietor.

Hugo

six thousand

Proprietors

HIRAM.
MtCUTLER HOUSE—Freeman Pugsley, Propri-

ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
oi
Steamers sail from Sau Francisco regularly
Japan, China, and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
&ucl Australia
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General East-

departments

and navy

England recognize iIs value,
otherwise they would not favor
us with their patronage to the extent they do.
Their orders for
the month ot May, 1885, are for

eodtf

riage of Sir Richard Maitland
McAdamB, by Dr. Ogilvie, of Trinity church

Victor

war

a

to

•2 all kind*, In the

mar4

fore the house of lords committee on privileges touching certain points of American
law. Tbe matter before the committee is a
civil suit affecting tbe title to the estate and
peerage of the Earl of Lauderdale, and the
at issue is tbe

The

there is

not

PORTLAND, ME.

_

point

m

will

SINKINSON

JAMES

Senator Edmunds’s Mission.
Senator Edmunds states that his trip to
England is for the purpose of testifying be-

vital

«

Adjusted
NON-FORFEITURE INVESTMENT

WOIjFE’S

sick woman whose
other treatment, io
yield
show ike value of condensed raw food.
Murdock’s Eiqnid Food is in all countries
and marke ts, indorsed by all fsoveruuieuts,
Hospitals aud Physicians that hare investigated it use it daily.

long

as

for each year of

premium

“Butter and its Imitations.” The lecture
was illustrated with experiments iu fifty different tests. The result was that the members] wiihout a dissenting voice, agreed that
the experiments dsmonstrated the certainty
with which the pure article could be detect-

which is more than one-third of all the blood in the
system; and when the blood is better the system
will throw off disease.
For Infants, remember that no case of Cholera
Infantum is known where our Liquid Food is used.
W hen a babe dses not thrive, never change
its foo t, but add from three to five drops of MurWe are uot
dock’s Liquid Food at each feeding.
disposed to see ourselves outraged or the
public humbugged by others publishing Essays and Testimonials written oo our MurOur Mr. Murdock has
dock’s l.iquid Food.
done, by the establishment of his Free Hospital,
the last three years, what all the manufacturing
Chemists in the United States combined have not
done; and his new Free Hospital which he is building, containing 30,000 feet of floor, for patients
and help, confirms the fact that be will eoniioue

DOL

chance for mis-

aud

RLDIICED OCEAN TICKETS.
the largest, fastest and best passenger aud
JO mail steamers between America and Europe
Rates: First cabin $60 to $100; second cabin $41
to $60; intermediate $36 to 40; steerage, outward
and prepaid, to aud from British ports, $16, round
trip $30; steerage, outward and prepaid, to and
showing that by our work a we are williug from Continental ports, $17 to $26. Scandinavian
We spend between $20,000 and
to be kuowu.
and Sterling sight checks at lowest rates. Apply U
$30,000 annually to sustain them, aud cure hun- J. L. FARMER. 22 Exchange street.
)e!9dtf
dreds of patients annually that have not yielded to
other treatment. If the public are satisfied, after
investigating, that Murdock’s Liquii Food will uot
help them we do not want them to purchase. If
convinced, they can. One bottle will show that we
Four bottles
can cure Dyspepsia or Constipation.
will make ten pounds of new blood in thirty days,

i want it-i like it,
and also of our Free Surgical Hospital of seventy
beds for Women, either the one we now occupy or
the new one we are building on the corner of Huntington Avenue and Camden street, Boston, covering 20,000 feet of land, having a 300-feet trout,

IT

POLITY C’ONTBACT

Xenlaod

In1uu.1i., New
Australia,

babies,

50.

ITS finite in all its terms, and

I’ASWKNUEK service
lu Effect Mo; day, December 15, 1884

Steamers sail from New York for A spin wall on
the 1st, 10th, aud 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the abere named

CABIN

BV MAIL POSTPAID.

dealings with its policyholders.

(fandwich

read before the American
and Washthe value of their Ex-

DOL-

rillXE UNION MUTU V L recognizing its muA
tuality, is the most liberal company in its

Cu

S. 8.

JAPAN, UB1NA,

Richmond, Va.,

with this they publish (without authority) cases taken from our Hospital reports; the same are iu our advertisements, as well
as in every pamphlet we publish, one being round
each bottle; our bottles are 12 round, dark amber
in color, metal capped, wrapped in dark brown paper; each label is branded; the letter shows the day
it is made, and the figure the tank, (but all lots are
made from the same formula).
We mention these facts for those who wish to buy
Murdock’s Liquid Food. If you forget them you
will always find in our pamphlets the print of our

MtLUO■%U«

TO CALIFORNIA,

on

to

HAS THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
$4410,000 OO according to the Massachusetts standard, and of $745 400 OO by the New
York standard.

|

The

(without authority)

PACIFIC MAIL

Sot satisfied

PRESENT ASSETS ARK $0,344-,
07, while Its liabilities are only $5-,

pure, though not puritan, type.

Bogus Butter.

by
publish our Essays
Moudensed Raw Food,
Inedical Association at
Cgton, D. C., to show

ITS OOI

An

■

MILLIONS OE

SIX LARS, paid policyholders

Another writer advocates the removal of certain
needless hindrances aud discouragements which
prejudice young men of promise against the ministry as a profession. The Song oi Solomon is analyzed and commended as a beautiful pastoral poem ot
touching pathos, a view which, of course, dissents
from the orthodox allegorical sense, but r» Inch the
writer thinks more probable, and presenting us
with one of the finest specimens of Oriental ideal
of

The best of Food does not contain more than 1
per cent, soluble albumen that is available, and uo
These counterextract cau contain that.
feiters, uot being satisfied with representing their extract as u food, call it l.iquid
us well
Food, or the Original l.iquid Food,
They also
as
the name they sell it by.

74

PAYMENT to

the company’s existence.

naiion in connection with the human life of Jesus.

love-making

LARS, equal

HUNDRED

insight
genuine sympathy.
The New Theology treats of the lncar-

a

TOTAL

SHOWING
Policyholders of nearly

Old Testsment, just published, of which it gives a
favorable account on the whole. Dr. Newman
Smyth concludes his discussion of social problems
which he has prosecuted in a candid and Christian
spirit. Rev. Mr. Dyke continues his comments on
the needs of country towus, with special reference
to the changes necessary to make them in, and for
the present, what the* were of old. Prof. C. C. Everett writes of George Eliot with a discriminating
and

Bosrou, Sept. 25,1883.
sample of Murdock’s Liquid Food received
contains, by analysis, 16 28-100 per cent, of
by
Yours truly.
aibumiuoidB.
S. P. SHARPLESS. State Assayer.

of

•

keeD

}

The

it

JTS

leading

..

k
MarK’

LIQUID FOOD. j
12V2 per cent, soluble albumen.
To confirm that it is a Food, and richer than
when first made, 5 years ago, we present the follow-

case

OF MAINE,
A United States senator, talking recently
about the pension granted to a daughter of
John Tyler, said, “The Government already
Organized in 1848.
pays a pension to John Tyler’s widow. She
Has
had
thirty-live years’ experience.
has never given the daughter any benefit of
the pension. We seriously debased whether
RECORD 18
we would not take away part of the widow’s
pension at the same time we gave one to the
$7,892,511 71
daughter. It, ought to have been done for a Death losses paid,
lesson to humanity, but it might have looked
3,140,251 96
as if the country was small .n its treatment Endowments paid,
ot the families of its great men.”
Surrendered policies,
5,592,112 84

The

Trade

me

laiuu•

an

AGAINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

We, like ull uinuufaclurers of valuable
preparations, have counterfeits imposed
We are the only manufacou the public.
turers of Murdock’s l.iquid Food, secured
by 1'opy and Patent Rights, and our trade
mark is blown into every bottle, aud is on
every label, viz:
TrarlA
i A L‘ MURDOCK. 1

►,.% Cg *£,*«..

S'il

FRAUD.

Peaks’ and
P. M.
2.16
3.15
4.30

6.10
10.3U
11.30
NtJNDAV riilE TAKLE.
A. M.
P. M.
7.30
2.15
9.00
3.15
10.30
4.30 *
12.15
6.10
On and after June 4, 1885.
B. J. WILLARD, Manager.
je4dtf

Monday morning.

m. train is
the night express, with
ping ear attached and runs every night Sundays included hut not through to Skew began on
Monday mornings or to Belfast aud Ilexter or
beyond Baugor, on Sunday Mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follows: The morning
trains from Augusta and Bath 8.36 a. in.; Lewiston, 8.40 a. m.; the day trains from BaDgor, aud
all intermediate stations and connecting roads at

1'Ihe 11.16 p.

^Arrangement of Train*.

sle.

On and after Monday. Bee. sth
* b>S4, Passenger Trains will leavr
at 7.30 a. ni., ami
.sa-12.55 p. ua., arriving al Worcestei
at 2.16 p. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Heturning leav*
Onion Depot, Worcester, at 7.46 a. m. and 11.16 a.
tn., arriving at Portland at 1.16 p. m. and 6.40 p

JV^gl’Q'tlamj

12.40 aud 12.46 p. in.; the afternoon trains from
Waterville, Augusta, Hath, Rocklaud aud Lewis
ton at 6.40 p. in.; the night PuLman Express
train at 1.50 a. m.

m.

Clinaon, Ayer Junction, Eitchburg.
Nnshain, l.oweil, Windham, and Ep-

Cor

paaag at 7.30 a. an. and 12.55 p. an.
Eor Manchester, Concord and points North, a

It. Desert anil Machias Steamboat Company.
COMMENCING MAY 1,1886.

Portland, Bangor,

12.55.

Eor Rochester, Nprtngvale, Alfred, Wnt
erboro and Saco
River, 7.30 a. IU.,
12.55 p. ut. ami (mixed) at 0.30 p. an.
He
turning leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m.
ll.lt) a. m. and 3.36 p.m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 », m., 1.16 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
Eor t.orhnan, Marrarappa,
Cumberland
Mills, Westbrook anal Woodford’s al
7.30 a. iu., 12.55, 0.20 and (mixed) *0.30
p.
Tlie

KTKAMKB
CITV OF BICHMOND
leaves Portland every TUESDAY and FRIDAY at
11.Ou p. m. after arrival of uigbt train from Boston, foi RocklanM, Caatise, Over Isle, Sedgwick. Mouth West
liar bar, Bar Harbor,

Tlillbridgc,

12.53 p. an. from Portland connects ai
Ayer Junct. with Boosac Tunnel Route for
;he West, and at ITniou Ocpot, Woreesler foi
\ew York via Norwich Cine and all rail, via
Springfield, also with N. Y. A N. E. R. R-,

Mt

‘‘Steamer

y26tf

J W. PETERS.

and

Machiasporl;

Eastward

trip

KHTl'KM>T»! Leaves Machiasport every Monlay aud Thursday Morning for Mt. Desert Ferry,
ind there connecting with trains for Bangor, Portland and Boston, and leaves tli» Ferry same foreaud connecting
noon for Portland via all landings
with night Pullman and early morning trains for
Boston.
Limited Tickets, first and .croud class, for
the
Provinces on sale at
«u
all poiuix

Maryland Route”)
llnltiuaore, Washington,
ritli Boston A Albany K.

for Philadelphia,
and the South ana
R. for the West. ( j
Close connections made at Westbrook June
lion with through tram of Maine Central R. R., and
it Grand Trunk
ransfer, Portland, with through
rank R. R.
.rains of ■: rand
Tickets
to all points West and South
Through
nay be had of S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Portand & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and of
toll ins & Adams, No. 22 exchange St.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.

Jouexpoil

parties tor last three named points desiring to
io so can proceed by rail to Tit. Desert Ferry
an days steamer sails from Portland, cross to Bar
Harbor by Ferry Boat and connect with the Richmond there, as it does not run to Mt. Desert Ferry
or

os-

reduced rates.

r'A.o«Ji>

|

TUCKER, Gcu’i Manager

If. IS. BOOlHBY, Hon L.Paes. & Ticket Agt
Portland Oct. lb. 1684
ap26dtf

